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I
'HAT the alumni may have a better real-

ization of the development of the Medical

College of Virginia, that the faculty and stu-

dents may have a graphic reminder of their

College activities, and that all may be brought

into a closer association—this book was con-

ceived.

If anything of virtue, if aught of reminis-

cence, if anything of treasured memory is em-

bodied in this thirteenth volume of the X-Ray,
let that be the reward of those who have labored

for its successful completion.

"Our finest hope is finest memory." The
hope of us who close this work is that the con-

tents of this volume will furnish in the years

that are to come the food for the

finest memory.
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EDIC/S.TION

To

JOHN WILKINS BROADNAX
Ph.G., M.D.

Artist, Anatomist, Teacher, who for thirty-three years

has upheld, often without pecuniary reward, the stand-

ard of advance in the Medical College of Virginia;

impressing his high character and rectitude upon all

who have approached him, enforcing the e'hical criteria

of the profession more by example than by precept,

and constantly striving for the best interests of the

institution and his pupils, this work is affectionately

dedicated by the thirty-third graduating class

which has benefitted by his instruction.
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Simple in ^outh but not austere in age.

Calm but not cold, and cheerful though a sage;

Too true to flatter and too kind to sneer t
]

And onl^ just rvhen seemingl}) severe.
'

So gently blending courtesy and art.

That wisdom's lips seemed borroiving friendship's heart;

Taught by the sorrow that his age had known. III
In others' trials he forgot his own.

Oliver Wendall Holmes.
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Sketck of tke History of the Medical

College of Virginia

HE present Medical College of Virginia is the outgrowth of the medical

department of Hampden-Sidney College. In 1835, that time honored

institution established a medical department in Richmond. The old Union

Hotel at Nineteenth and Main streets was the first hospital and school

building.

Due to a sacrificing and energetic faculty, the Medical College at Richmond, as it

was called, made splendid progress. In 1844 the General Assembly of Virginia loaned,

upon security of the faculty, sufficient money from the Literary Fund to erect the fine

specimen of Egyptian style architecture building that now stands at the corner of

Thirteenth and Marshall streets.

During the next ten years, difference arose between the faculty of the Medical

Department at Richmond and the Trustees of Hampden-Sidney College. Separation

became necessary. In 1854 the connection with Hampden-Sidney was severed. By the

act of the Legislature, the institution became the Medical College of Virginia. From

that time on, it has been a corporation under State control and governed by a board of

visitors, appointed by the Governor.

In 1859-60 came one of the most familiar incidents in the history of the college.

Disgusted with the attitude of Philadelphia and the incidents leading up to Brown's

Raid at Harper's Ferry, the group of medical students, known as the "Philadelphia

Seceders," led by Hunter McGuire, came to the Medical College of Virginia. There

were two hundred and fifty-nine of them. They received a great reception in Rich-

mond. This sudden increase in the enrollment furnished the basis on which the college

received an additional appropriation from the State Legislature.

Then came the days of 1861-65. The Medical College of Virginia was the only

medical college in the South to maintain its course of medical instruction during the

entire war. It is also worthy of note that the professors, students and alumni of this

institution cared for the greater number of sick and wounded who were confined to

Richmond during those arduous days. It is estimated that at times there must have

been as many as 40,000 patients within the city.

Dr. Douglas Freeman said, "If this old college had nothing else to which to claim

title, there would be a laurel of fame for it and there should be a lasting place for it

among the great medical schools of this country for the manner in which it met in the

sixties the overwhelming task of caring for the sick and wounded."

In 1879 the General Assembly of Virginia gave the faculty the right to confer the

degree of "Graduate in Pharmacy" upon such candidates as "having attended two full
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coil rses of lectures in materia medica, therapeutics, and in chemistry and pharmacy, and
having been thoroughly examined by them and compiled with such regulations as may
be adopted by the faculty, shall be deemed worthy of that distinction."

In 1897-98 a division of the college was made into three parts—Medicine, Denistry
and Pharmacy.

The consolidation of the Medical College of Virginia and the University College
of Medicine was effected in 1913. And in 1914 the Charlotte Medical College became
a part of the Medical College of Virginia.

In the recent war the alumni of this school took an active part. Many of the grad-
uates served with distinction. A base hospital unit and an ambulance corps went out
from here. Both saw active service in France.

In this brief outline, nothing has been said of the effect that this medical college has
had on the medical education generally and especially in the South. We are assured
that it has not been without great influence. We have said nothing of the development
of the School of Nursing. This would constitute an interesting chapter.

We have touched upon the part the alumni of the Medical College of Virginia have
played m times of war. We have said nothing of their services in times of peace We
are led to believe that this would constitute the greatest and most satisfactory chapterWe present you with this brief sketch for what it is worth. May it inspire someone
to write a real history of this historical institution.

L. C. Bird.
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Tke Million Dollar Campaign

N February 23, 1926, at ten o'clock, the campaign to raise for the Medical

College of Virginia a million dollars for endowment and buildings was

formally launched at student assembly. When the plan had been laid

before the students by the president and deans of the college, there was an

immediate response. Class teams were appointed and the work of securing pledges to

the campaign was on.

The student body entered into the spirit of the movement in a way which perhaps

surprised even the students themselves. Day after day the total of the pledges mounted

until practically every student within the college was pledged, the final sum from the

students running beyond forty thousand dollars.

Simultaneous with the student campaign the work of soliciting the faculty began.

Here, too, the response was fine, with every hope as the X-Ray goes to press of securing

from faculty and students considerably more than a hundred thousand dollars.

Following the campus campaign the alumni and friends outside of Richmond will

be solicited personally. When this effort has been concluded the campaign will come

back to Richmond to be closed in the community where the college has been operating

for nearly a century.

While a million dollars is a large sum, those who have planned the campaign so

carefully believe that if the public generally receives the purposes of the campaign in

anything like the spirit of the campus, its objectives will be fully reached. They are

:

Approximately $350,000 for a new teaching unit; $125,000 for a nurses home and

women's dormitory; $400,000 endowment for whole-time clinical service; $65,000 for

general endowment; $50,000 for library endowment, and $io,000 for a student loan

fund.

It is fully expected that if the million dollars can be raised it will attract other gifts

to the institution, thus making possible an increasingly influential and useful profes-

sional college with schools of medicine, denistry, pharmacy, and nursing.
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Board of Visitors

Officers

Eppa Hunton, Jr Chairman

L. Z. Morris Vice-Chairman

J R. McCauley . Secretary-Treasurer

Joseph M. Burke, M.D., Physician Petershurg, Fa.

H. L. Cabell, Esq., Banker and Broker Richmond, Va.

Chas. p. Cardwell, Esq., Attorney at Law Richmond, Va.

J. B. Fisher, M.D., Physician Midlothian, Va.

W. L. Harris, M.D., Physician . Norfolk, Va.

Julien H. Hill, Esq., President State & City Bank & Trust Co. . . Richmond, Va.

Eppa Hunton, Jr., Esq., President R., F. & P. Ry. . Richmond, Va.

Paulus a. Irving, M.D., Physician Farmville, Va.

J. D. Johnston, Esq., Attorney-at-Law Roanoke, Va.

E. L. Kendig, M.D., Physician Victoria, Va.

Stuart McGuire, M.D., LL.D., Surgeon Richmond, Va.

W. R. Miller, Esq., Secretary-Treasurer Union Theological Seminary

Richmond, Va.

Thomas L. Moore, Esq., Manufacturer, Dunlop Mills Richmond, Va.

L. Z. Morris, Esq., President Savings Bank of Richmond .... Richmond, Va.

R. J. Payne, M.D., Physician Fredericksburg/, Va.

William T. Reed, Esq., President Larus & Bro. Co Richmond, Va.

E. D. Taylor, Esq., President Powers-Taylor Drug Co Richmond, Va.

John Bell Williams, Ph.G., D.D.S., Dentist . Richmond, Va.

John W. Williams, Esq., Clerk State House of Delegates .... Richmond, Va.

Executive Committee of the Board

Thomas L. Moore, Chairman

H. L. Cabell

Julien H. Hill

Eppa Hunton, Jr.

W. R. Miller

Stuart McQuire
Wm. T. Reed
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WILLIAM T. SANGER, B.A., M.A., PH.D.

President Medical College of Virginia
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J. R. McCAULEY
Secretary-Treasurer
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MANFRED CALL, M.D.

Dean, School of Medicine
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School of Medicine

College Officers Faculty Officers

W. T. Sanger, President Manfred Call, Dean

J. R. McCauley, Secretary-Treasurer Robt. F. McCrackan, Secretary

Faculty

Emeritus Professors

C. A. Blanton, M.D Emeritus Professor of Diseases of Children

J. F. Bright, M.D Emeritus Professor of Anatomy
John Dunn, A.M., M.D Emeritus Professor of Otology, Rhinology and Larynology

J. W. Long, M.D Emeritus Professor of Diseases of Women and Cliildren

George Ross, M.D Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics

Ennison G. Williams, M.D Emeritus Professor of Preventive Medicine

Professors

Greer Baughman, M.D Professor of Obstetrics

Robert C. Bryan, M.D Professor of Gcnito-Urinary Diseases

Manfred Call, M.D Professor of Clinical Medicine

C. C. Coleman, M.D Professor of Neurological Surgery

F. M. FiTTS, M.D Professor of Military Science and Tactics

W. T. Graham, M.D. Professor of Orthopedic Surgery

Alfred L. Gray, M.D Professor of Roentgenology

St. George T. Grinnan, M.D Professor of Pediatrics

C. C. Haskell, M.D Professor of Physiology and Pharmacology

J. Allison Hodges, M.D Professor of Clinical Nervous and Mental Diseases

J. Morrison Hutcheson, M.D Professor of Therapeutics

Arthur D. Knott, M.D Professor of Preventive Medicine

E. P. McGavock, M.D Professor of Dermatology and Syphilis

E. C. L. Miller, M.D Professor of Bacteriology and Biochemistry

H. L. Osterud, Ph.D Professor of Anatomy
W. L. Peple, M.D Professor of Clinical Surgery

Chas. Phillips, M.D Professor of Pathology

Chas. R. Robins, M.D Professor of Gynecology

Beverly R. Tucker, M.D Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases

Douglas Vanderhoof, M.D Professor of Medicine
Joseph A. White, M.D. . . . Professor of Opthamology, Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

A. MuRAT Willis, M.D Professor of Surgery

Associate Professors

Kellogg F. Bascom, M.D Associate Professor of Anatomy
John W. Brodnax, M.D. Associate Professor of Anatomy
Alexander G. Brown, M.D Associate Professor of Medicine
R. Finley Gayle, M.D Issociate Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases

B. H. Gray, M.D Associate Professor of Obstetrics

Thos. p. Haslam, M.D .*.... Associate Professor of Pathology
G. Paul LaRoque, M.D Associate Professor of Surgery
Robert F. McCrackan, A.M Associate Professor of Biochemistry

Wm. F. Mercer, M.D Associate Professor of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

Stuart Michaux, M.D Associate Professor of Gynecology
Clifton Miller, M.D -Issociate Professor of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
RosHiER W. Miller, M.D -Issociate Professor of Materia Medica
Thos. W. Murrell, M.D Associate Professor of Dermatology and Syphilis

M. P. Rucker, M.D Associate Professor of Obstetrics

W. F. Sharpe, M.D. Associate Professor of Clinical Pathology

Frederick W. Shaw, M.Sc, M.D Associate Professor of Bacteriology

J. McCaw Tompkins, M.D Associate Professor of Medicine
Howard Urbach, M.D Associate Professor of Pediatrics

R. H. Wright, M.D Associate Professor of Opthalmology
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Associates
Paul V. Anderson, M.D Associate in Nervous and Mental Diseases
Joseph Bear, M.D Associate in Obstetrics
Karl S. Blackwell, M.D Associate in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
W. B. Blanton, M.D Associate in Medicine
A. S. Brinkley, M.D Associate in Surgery
0. C. Brunk, M.D Associate in Medicine
S. W. BuDD, M.D Director of Laboratory of Experimental Pathology
J. B. Dalton, M.D Associate in Surgery
T. D. Davis, M.D

: .
• -Issociate in Medicine

T. L. Driscoll, M.D Associate in Dermatology and Syphilis
B. F. Eckles, M.D Associate in Surgery
N. T. Ennett, M.D Associate in Pediatrics
D. M. Faulkner, M.D Associate in Orthopedic Surgery

J. Blair Fitts, M.D Associate in Orthopedic Surgery
F. P. Fletcher, M.D Associate in Medicine
E. T. Gatewood, M.D Associate in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
W. H. HiGGiNS, M.D Associate in Medicine
Emory Hill, M.D Associate in Opthalmology
F. S. Johns, M.D Associate in Surgery
B. B. Jones, M.D '

. Associate in Pediatrics

J. G. Lyerly, M.D Associate in Neurological Surgery
W. L. Mason, M.D Associate in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
Howard Masters, M.D Associate in Nervous and Mental Diseases
H. P. Mauck, M.D Associate in Surgery
T. B. Pearman, M.D Associate in Surgery
Robert S. Preston, M.D Associate in Medicine
L. T. Price, M.D Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery
Clyde F. Ross, M.D Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery
W. A. Shepherd, M.D Associate in Medicine
A. C. Sinton, M.D Associate in Gynecology
Clifford W. Skinner Associate in Anatomy
James H. Smith, M.D Associate in Medicine
H. S. Stern, M.D Associate in Pediatrics

J. B. Stone, M.D Associate in Pediatrics
L. T. Stoneburner, M.D Associate in Medicine
A. I,. Stratford, M.D Associate in Obstetrics

J. L. Tabb, M.D Associate in Roentgenology
D. D. Talley, M.D Associate in Roentgenology
E. H. Terrell, M.D Associate in Surgery
B. R. Wellford, M.D Associate in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
D. R. A. Wharton Associate in Bacteriology
Thos. F. Wheeldon, M.D Associate in Orthopedic Surgery
T. M. Whitfield, M.D. . Associate in Medicine, Medical Jurisprudence, Ethics and Economics
Carrington Williams, M.D Associate in Surgery

Instructors
Dudley C. Ashton, M.D Instructor in Medicine
A. F. Bagby, M.D Instructor in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
T. N. Barnett, M.D Instructor in Medicine
Mary B. Baughman, M.D Instructor in Pediatrics
W. R. Bracey, M.D Instructor in Surgery
J. B. Bullard, M.D Instructor in Medicine
C. M. Caravati, M.D Instructor in Medicine

J. G. Carter, M.D Instructor in Obstetrics

R. L. Creekmur, M.D Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery
A. L. Dodson, M.D Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery
R. H. Edwards, M.D Instructor in Surgery
E. C. Eggleston, M.D Instructor in Gynecology
R. W. FowLKES, M.D Instructor in Dermatology and Syphilis
1. H. Goldman, M.D Instructor in Surgery

J. T. Graham, M.D Instructor in Medicine
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Campbell Harris, M.D ,
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'" Gynecoloffy

F E. HiNCHMAN, M.D Instructor in Genito-Unnary Surgery

H. B. HiNCHMAN, M.D Instructor in Obstetrics

T S HoRSLEY, Jr., M.D Instructor in Surgery

T E Hughe's M D
' ' .... Instructor in Otology, R/iinology and Laryngology

A.'m. Kimbrough,'m.D.
'.'.'. Instructor in Medicine

Martin Lasersohn, M.D •
Instructor tn Medicine

F H Lee M D Instructor tn Optlialmology

Hunter H. McGuire, 'm'.D.'
'.

'. Instructor in Medicine

Wm. B. Meares, M.D Instructor in Medicine

T. A. Mease, Jr., M.D Instructor in Medicine

R E Mitchell M D Instructor in Otology, Rlnnology and Laryngology

T.' k". Richardson, mId.' .' Instructor in Gynecology

H. B. Sanford, M.D Instructor in Obstetrics

P. E. Schools, M.D Instructor in Medicine

B P Seward M.D Instructor in Medicine

Sidney Trattner, M.D Instructor in Opthalmology

N H Turner M.D Instructor in Opthalmology

W. T. Vaughn, M.D Instructor in Medicine

E. U. Wallerstein, M.D Instructor in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

T. B.' Weatherly, M.D Instructor in Opthalmology

T
'
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"

Weitzel M.D Instructor in Pediatrics

L. J. Whitehead, M.D Instructor in Roentgenology

W. H. Whitmore, M.D Instructor in Medicine

Assistants

W. R. Bond Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

H. D. CoGHiLL Assistant in Nefvous and Mental Diseases

R. H.' Courtney, M.D Assistant in Opthalmology

D. S. Daniel, M.D .•.• Assistant in Surgery

O. B. Darden M.D Assistant in Nervous and Mental Diseases

H. B. Haag Ph.G Assistant in Pliarmacology and Physiology

Kate E. h'arman Assistant in Biochemistry

E. Passamaneck, B.S Assistant in Biochemistry

William Patterson, M.D Assistant in Opthalmology

Chas. W. Warren, M.D ;
Assistant in Pathology

W. R. Weisicer, M.D Assistant in Otology, Rlnnology and Laryngology

B. R. Wellford, M.D Assistant in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

J. M. Whitfield, Jr., M.D Assistant in Obstetrics
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Class Officers

Clifton Henson President

T. B. Gordon Vice-President

Helen Macly Secretary-Treasurer

Richard A. Bowen Honor Council

E. W. Wood Historian

J. R. BaileYj Athletic Representati've

Senior Class History

S WE STAND for the last time on the threshold of our Alma Mater let us pause for a
moment and gaze back over those short and happy years that have Intervened since
first we gathered here. Fired then with a boundless enthusiasm that has at times
been sadly discouraged—bent, broken but never beaten—we have carried on; and as a
reward we face Today our great Tomorrow.
Four years ago we took the fatal step and "burned our bridges behind us." Then
running full tilt in to "Uncle Billie" we rather regretted our hasty act of incendiarism,
but later we felt justified for we had passed on intact to learn of laboratory technique
from "Lizzie"—and truly "Lizzie" was a lesson himself. Next "Ostie" taught our

remarkable resemblance to a pig embryo; and of the gentle art of gazing "o'er a whitewashed fence."
While Gustave struggled vainly to show us the errors of our ways and to guide us into the Minnesota
paths.

"Ward H." did not seem to appreciate the fact that we were all potential MacCallums, Mallorys
and Ewings; and we sustained a few temporary casualties. Then "Ostie" took us in hand again and
explained our convulsive reactions to an auto horn while he mentally "ate his hat." He survived.

"Brodie" showed us that youth is perennirJ, and that human (feminine) form is really divine; whicli

facts were later confirmed by "Dr. Joe White of America" following a prolonged stay in gay Pares.

While "Charlie" inspired a sudden interest in study; and explained the benefits of the Age of Pro-

hibition. About this time we began to suspect that there were few things that we did not know—later

this was verified.
A third September rolled around and reinforced by our annual quota from Wake Forest a^d West

Virginia plus our returned "soldiers" from Carlisle we plunged once more into the fray. Now we
learned of many marvelous and "extr' ordinary" cases from "Call 'e roll please," while G. Paul dem-
onstrated the efficacy of aqua internally, externally, and eternally—the modern fountain of youth. Then
we were introduced to infants who walked erect and ate toast like men, while their sisters and
brothers climbed trees on Lactic acid stimulation. "Greer" and his cohorts initiated us in to the

mysteries of life, where here we met little Johnnies and Marys in their Grand Debut. And witii

"Garnett" we used every known method of study to keep our percentage mistakes as low as possible.

Then "Roshier" taught to our great surprise that alcohol is not essential to the well-being of a
medical student; so we became "ardent" Prohibitionists. And so we entered our Senior year; sadder
but wiser.

Entering this our final year with much elation, yet with a tinge of sadness that our happy a'iso-

ciations were so soon to be severed, we renewed afresh our teachings and learnings of last year. Now
our work was largely hospital and we quickly learned that the ante partum use of the title "Doctor"
is premature; but all in all. our efforts must have been creditable for we received many notesi from
"T. P. H." relative to the merits of our sticking and boiling (?) operations. We also added many
new facts to our store of knowledge; prominent which were, that most human ailments may be
traced to an origin in achylia gastrica, and that abdominal tumors may so often be pregnant uteri.

And 'twas this year that we found that the proverbial needle in the haystick was an easy find com-
pared to the discovery of a proper professor in the proper place at a proper time. Verily we became
mind readers I But with the fun to one side—we have naught but praise and the utmost admiration
for our excellent faculty, and in all humility we subscribe ourselves their most grateful friends and
proteges.W have now rf'ome to the parting of the ways, to embark—each of us—upon the Great Adventure;
striving always to conquer lands unknown with our eyes turned to the last frontiers of our profession.
But in those busy years to come let us never forget our happy student days; let us never lose touch
with our friends of old; and our little service to mankind be such that our Alma Mater will always
be proud to acclaim us as her sons.

So—
"Keep us, O Thetis, in our Western flight!
Watch us from thy pearly throne

Our vessel plunging deeper into night
To reach a land unknown."

HISTORIAN.
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diaries C. Haskell

We are confronted with a man who has broken

the cucoon of his infancy and has stepped into the

realms of science and truth with the dignity of an

Ichabod Crane. A slender youth with a number

twelve that carries his lanky frame to and fro from

the assembly of his fellow colleagues. His first ap-

pearance to us was : a youth born with ambition

—

a lanky country youth whose experience with the

vacca was one of intricate knowledge.

He is a faithful friend to his fellow students

—

willing to advise and assist and to give of the

knowledge that he obtained from his years behind

the four-legged ass and plow-share.

He has stuck with us through these years of

arduous work and sacrifice and as the fourth mile-

stone appears in the distance Charlie will be seen

among the "A's" instead of among the "C's" of the

alphabet.

Charles C. Haskell, M.D.
In 1913 Dr. Haskell came to the Medical College of Virginia, took charge of the laboratory

instruction in Pharmacology and in spite of the handicaps of inadequate quarters and very meagre

apparatus, he at once had one of the most interesting and instructive courses in the curriculum.

Each succeeding year has seen greater progress in his department and through his persistent and

courageous efforts the department of Pharmacology has developed into one of the best from the

standpoint of physical equipment and, more import-

ant, it has come to occupy the place of highest

esteem among the faculty and students. In addition

to Pharmacology he has gradually assumed charge

of the work in Physiology in all three schools and at

present gives the students of these subjects a much
dreaded, strenuous, pleasant, instructive and memor-

able year's work.

In addition to his didactic work he has found

time somewhere to do quite a lot of painstaking and

scientifically accurate research work, a type of re-

search work particularly notable for courageous

search for the truth rather than a desire for fame

on the part of the investigator.

More important than all else has been his never-

failing desire and remarkable ability to teach his

students to act straight, to think straight and to

demand reasonable proof for scientific deductions.
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Fletcher Emory Ammons
HAMPTON, VA.

Kappa Alpha, Phi Chi

B.S. William and Mary College; Secretary-Treas-
urer Class, '22-' 23; Interne Club; Musicians' Club;
R. O. T. C. ; William and Mary Club; Secretary

Y. M. C. A., '25--2C.

"Dick," known also to us as "Lead" or "Fee-Fee,"
is one of the smallest of our group; but only in
stature is he small, for never have we seen a bigger
heart in any individual. This is a case where
quantity is not able to keep up with quality.

"Dick" is reserved; is a real genuine friend and
classmate; possesses an ardent disposition; is tal-
ented along musical lines and is able to charm the
best of us with his snappy songs accompanied by
his guitar. "Fee-Fee" is a well-rounded chap, full
of the very best qualities that go to make a gen-
tleman. Here's success to you, old pal!

The Seniors Medical CIass

Guy Carleton Amory
GRAFTON, VA.

Phi Beta Pi

Interne Memorial Hospital, '25-'2(); Lynchburg Col- )

lege (three years); Interne Club.

Guy, better known as "Frog," has inade good at
M. C. v., and has made many friends among both
sexes. His acciuaintance with one of the opposite
sex has probably won for him a life-time mate.
"Frog" does not dissipate to any marked degree.
His worst habits are drinking lemondate on Satur-
day nights and eating mints. We hope he will
overcome these bad habits.

Surely the futui-e holds only success ior hiin, be-
cause he is a conqueror of obstacles.



Lewis Winston Angle
ROCKY MOUNT, VA.

Thcta Chi, Phi Chi

Hampden-Sidney College; Vanderbilt University;
University of Virginia.

Don't be misled by a debonair countenance, for
Lewis has a remarkable record of achievements,
both military and collegiate.

Following eighteen months of war in Flanders hf;

made the decision that the highest road to serv-
ice lay by way of M. C. V., and during four .sub-

sequent years he has met victory in science- and
hearts.

Not satisfied by niere degree requirements I'uring
these four years, he has laid an enviable toundatior:
as a dermatologist.

Among faculty and students his charm attracts
friends, and his loyalty holds them.

We confidently predict eminent conquests for tills

"Student Prince'' of M. C. V.

"Ijove at any subsequent price, is the only thing
that repays the heavy price of existence."

The Seniors Medical Clc

Benjamjx Herman Bailey

KEYSVILLE, VA.

Theta Chi, Phi Chi

Herman, one of the Bailey twins, has spent four
strenuous years with us. He has taken a promi-
nent part in school activities, especially athletics,
and here he has excelled all his predecessors.

Herman has an individualistic character and to
know him well is to like him well. Among his note-
worthy traits are his ideals, his sincerity, hi.<*

pleasing personality. These, with others too nu-
merous to mention, go to make an honest-to-good-
ness man.

We wish Herman the success that



James Reginald Bailey

KEYSVILLE, VA.

Theta Chi, Chi Beta Phi, Phi Chi

Athletic Council, '25-'26; German Club; William
and Mary Club; Interne Club.

The Class of '26 would never have stood the strain
of four long years without Reggie. His unfailing
good humor is ever mirrored in his cheery smile
and hearty greeting.

Being quite irresistible to women, Reggie has had
to fight hard against the demon Matrimony, but so
far has successfully eluded the desperate pursuit
of many fair and hopeful damsels.

Seriously speaking, Reggie has all the traits of an
ideal physician—those qualities which encourage
others to trust themselves without hesitation to
his care; and the mature reasoning and sound judti-
ment to make their confidence well placed.

The Seniors Medical CIass

Webster Parker Barnes
GARGATHA, VA.

Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Chi

"Jake," as he is known to most of us, hails from
old Accomac on the Eastern Shore, where God
made potatoes and MEN. Through the stirring

days of Anatomy and the fierce battles of "Uncle
Charlie," "Jake" has stuck with us and has always
fired accurately, even in the hottest sectors.

His ability in his professional work is unques-
tioned. His steadfastness and dependability as a
friend have been tried and proven.

We part, hoping that "Jake" will find unlimited
success in his chosen work and much happiness,
crowned by the love and respect of the "Only Girl
in the World."



F. Clyde Bedsaul
GALAX, VA.

F. Clyde is known too well by all of our number to
have to be introduced at this late hour. The story
of the "Bear Tracks" and "Bunny-Bunny" is as
familiar as P. Clyde's smiles and questions—and
nothing here can be added.

We do wish to say that we hope he gets a good
axe. as he is going to chop his way back to Galax
in June. "Birdseed" is also a church worker and
a sheik. Luck be with you and the wishes of '26.

The Seniors Medical CIass

E. C. Bennett

Bennett, though one of our new ooniers, for the
past two years has been one of our associates. Hi?
quiet, retiring: manner has prevented our becoming
well acquainted with him personally, but we do
konw him to be a good student. He had somii
rough roads to travel, but so did the rest of us.
Bennett has an attractive personality and we know
that he must have many friends.

May you have a wonderful future, and may you
ever be one of the staunchest and truest boosters
of old M. C. V.



Abram Joel Blechman
BALTIMORE, MD.

Phi Delta Epsilon

A.B. Johns Hopkins, '22.

Blechman has only been with us a short time, hut
has very quickly endeared himself to all who know
him. He is rather quiet and unassuming, a stu-
dent of the first order and a gentleman. We
wish for him every success in his chosen profes-
sion.

The Seniors fdedical Class

Edward Lawrence Boone

Phi Rho Sigma

Soldiers' Home; North Carolina Club
Interne Club.

Here is one who will ever be in the memory of
the Cla.ss of '26.

"Daniel" has stood "Ace High" in his work, both
in class and clinic, during his stay here, which
leaves us without doubt as to his ability to insure
success.

Here's to your success as a physician, old boy, and
we are looking for you to uphold the high standard
of life that you did at M. C. V.



Richard Alfred Bowen II

RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Chi

B.S. in Med., University of Riolnmond, '23; R.
T. C; U. of R. Club; Honor Council, '25-'

Interne Club; Interne, City Jail, Richmond, Va.
Behold, World, the "vera eflgie" of Richard Al-
fred Bowen the Second, our Honor Council Man:
student, scientist, man of letters, bibliophile, stoic
with flashes of epicurianism, and one of the finest
specimens of "homo sapiens" that ever was.

Dick's tremendous amount of information and his
love for debating, get him often into arguments

—

subjects ranging from "Relativity" to "what the
well-dressed young man will wear this fall."

His conscientious knowledge, impressing person-
ality, undeniable good looks, and aristocratic ways
will lead him to a brilliant career.

(While we type these lines, we picture Dick read-
ing them over and exclaiming his characteristical:
"BOLONEY!")

The Seniors jyiedical Class

William Thompson Burch
BALTIMORE, MD.

Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Chi

Interne Sheltering Arms Hospital; German Club;
William and Mary Club; Tennis Team, '24-'25.

A gentleman, a scholar, a judge of good liquor, a
good looking man, are a few of the attributes of

this lad.

He posse.sses the fortunate ability of quickly ac-
quiring knowledge and stowing it away in such a
manner as to be readily available for immediate
use, consequently, he has made an enviable record
and ranks among the best of his class.

His success is not limited to his profe.ssion, for his
"happy-go-lucky" manner and jovial smile make
him a favorite among the ladies and popular with
tho^e who know him. To such a man success is

assured.



Orman Crawford Campbell
PRINCETON, W. VA.

Chi Zeta Chi

University o£ West Virginia.

This light-haired gentleman from the wilds of
West Virginia has long since proven one of the
finest and most lil^able fellows ever to enter the
doors of M. C. V. His winning smile is oft' times
blurred by a serious look, and we wonder if it's

over some fair maiden. His success is due to his
earnest zeal and strict attention to duty.

"Keg" has made for himself quite a name; and
he is the kind of person who is not easily for-
gotten.

We understand that he has ever cherished a de-
sire to open a chain of "Ranches" out in the
wilds of West Virginia. The Olass of '26 wishes
him much luck.

The Seniors Medical CIass

John Claude Casstevens
HAMPTONVILLE, N. C.

Theta Kappa Psi

Interne Pine Camp Hospital, '25-'26.

This promising young doctor comes to us from
Hamptonville, North Carolina. Where Hampton-
ville is we do not know, but we'll take his word
for it. He is a great defender of his native heath,
as all good "Tarheels" should be, and when he
leaves us and goes back to Carolina we expect
him to continue the good work that he has been
doing here, to reflect honor upon himself and credit
to his Alma Mater.



John Howard Childrey
DUMBARTON, VA.

Pin RIio Sigma

Hampden-Sidney, '20-'21: Randolph-Macon, '21-'22:

Vice-President Junior Class; Interne Grace Hos-
pital; Invitation Committee.

We remember, four short years ago. when Rich-
mond sent one of her own sons to join the ranks
of the Medical Students. This son of Richmond
was none other than our friend Howard. His pop-
ularity with us has continued to increase until all
agree that he is one of the best all 'round men in
school.

Howard has not only done admirable work in Col-
lege, but has also shown himself quite capable in
the business world.

We hope for him much happines as he climbs the
ladder of success.

TTie Seniors Medical CIass

George Glasgow Chiles
STRASBURG, VA.

Sigma Nu, Phi Chi

President Freshman Class; Business Manager
"Skull and Bones," '23-'24; Class Representative,
"Skull and Bones," '24-'25; Staff, "Skull and
Bones," '25-'26; German Cluh; Interne Retreat for
Sick, '24-'26; Interclass Basketball; Interne Club.

In September, 1923, out of the Shenandoah Valley,
came George to us, as did young Lochinvar; but
he has replaced the trusty steed of the young
knight by a trusty Ford.

Scanning his achievements, the reader may easily
catalogue the young man. He began making
friends in his first year and they have increased
constantly in the succeeding years. No doubt ex-
ists in our minds that he will continue on through
life easily making friends, as in the past.

George is, at present, a pillar of the Retreat for
the Sick Hospital, and in years to come, even the
Mayos had best look to their laurels.

Power to your cutting arm, our friend!



Harvie DeJarnette Coghill
RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Beta Pi

Assistant, Nervous and Mental Diseases, Adjunct
Faculty, M. C. V., •24-'25, '25-'2(i; Pre-Med, Uni-
versity of Richmond; College of William and Mary

and Harvard.

Harvie DeJarnette Coghill, Psychiatrist, Scholar,
and Gentleman; could anything be more descrip-
tive?

Harvie, after serving as an officer in the World
War, decided to take up the study of Medicine to
better fit him for his already chosen work. Child
Welfare. He has been more or less handicapped
by having so many outside duties, but with it all

has acquitted himself admirably and at gradua-
tion stands well above the average in his class.

Harvie, we wish for you all the success you so
justly deserve and feel confident that in the days
that are to come you will do much for your Alma
Mater and your State in the needed field which
you have chosen.

The Seniors Medical Clc

William Ralph Counts
WELCH, W. VA.

Phi Chi, Delta Tan Delta

Manager of Basketball, '20; Assistant Editor
"X-Ray," '25; Business Manager "Skull and Bones,"
'21); Secretary-Treasurer Athletic Association, '26,

Athletic Representative, '25; West Virginia Club;
German Club; Interne Club.

"Sid" comes to us from the wilds of West Virginia,
and has, in the short four years with us, so en-
deared himself to most of us that we are de-
lighted that he has decided to remain at St. Eliza-
beth's for the coming year.

"Sid" has taken a very active part in College
activities the whole four years, and yet has found
ample time to do his work well and not altogether
neglect the "Fair Sex," as evidenced by a little

Ford parked in various parts of the city. Did
somebody say Grove Avenue'?

Here's gravel in your retina, "Sid," and may
ycu climb high on the ladder of success. Whju
say you, "Atrophy"?



John Melvin Crymes
SOUTH HILL, VA.

Plii Beta Pi

"Jack," who by his friends is l^nown as the "T-iUclvy
Boy," is always in an optimistic mood, and seems
to think the world owes him a living. He always
takes the shortest route, but when reports on a
hard task are turned in, the "Lucky Boy" is with
the successful.

He has not made any plans for the future, but is

still debating where he will go for an interneship.
AVe need not wish him success, for he carries a
horseshoe around his neck.

The Seniors Medical CIass

Gilbert Alexander Daniel
ATHENS, W. VA.

Phi Rho Sigma

West Virginia TTniversity, '21; Emory and Henry
College, '20; Concord College. '19; West Vireinia

Club.

From the hills of West Virginia this youngster
came, witty, intelligent and able. His stay has
been a pleasant one.

A hard worker, but not a drudge, he has not neg-
lected the social side of College life, and has en-
deared himself to the hearts of many a Richmond
flapper, who sorrowfully sees him go to other fields
where his future patients will welcome him with
confidence in his ability to help them, even as we.
who have never been disappointed in our expecta-
tions of his doing good work.

We hate to lose him, but wish him the best of
success.



Andrew Stubbs Davis

CHINCOTEAGUE ISLAND, VA.

Phi Chi

Interne City Home, 25-'26.

Stubbs traveled all the way to Chicago to get his
first year of pre-medical work, but came back to
Virginia and her Polytechnic Institute to finish it.

He has been here four years, and during that time
has proven himself to be a hard working student,
a conscientious friend and an athlete of no mean
wrestling ability.

Many nick-names have been given him, all of
which are sympathetic, rather than antagonistic.
This is a good indication of his popularity and
general geniality, for he abounds in both. Our
memories of Stubbs, and our associations together,
will always be happy reminiscences.

The Seniors Medical Clc

Frederick Ferdon Davis

ROANOKE, VA.

Phi Beta Pi

"Little Davis," small in stature, though high men-
tally, which has' been thoroughly demonstrated by
his grades at academic college and M. C. V.

Davis is a great admirer of high-class vaudeville
and movies, rarely ever missing a good one, but
regardless of this his ranking is among the high-
est in our class. He is frequently consulted by stu-
dents when there are medical issues involved of
which they are doubtful, and his studious activi-
ties have won for him the admiration of the entire
class.

Fred's greatest desire is to become a noted surgeon.
With his ambition and the best wishes of the class,

we know that he will not fall short of this goal.



William Millar Dick
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.

Phi Beta Pi

William and Mary Club; Vice-President Sopho
more Class, '23-'24; Business Manager "X-Ray,'

'25-'26.

Dick is known in our class well enough for a dis-
cussion here of his past, present and future to be
out of order. His work in the classroom and
clinic speaks for itself and the kind of fellow he
is, we all know, so in parting, all that we could
hope to say is that we are glad he was a part of
our class and may his be a successful life.

Adieu, mate!

The Seniors rdedical Class

William Humphry Drewry
DREWRYVILLE, VA.

Omega Upsilon Phi

B.A. Wake Forest College, '24; Interne, North
Carolina Sanatorium, Summer '25.

William is what one may term a model student, a
good fellow, and one who we feel is justified in
carrying the teachings of his Alma Mater into the
world.

Coming to us in the Junior Class with the annual
influx, Drewry has made himself one of the figures
of the Senior Class and we are proud of him as an
alumnus of M. C. V., and we are sure that Wake
Forest also beams down upon him in his new ca-
pacity.

Success is yours, we are positive, and may our
best wishes speed you on to that goal.



Richard Booker Easley

RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Chi

V. M. I., '11-'14; Honor Council, 23-'24; Editor
"X-Ray," '26.

Dick is not given to ostentation, but good work,
consistently, has earned for him the respect and
admiration of both instructors and students.

An honorable gentleman, with that rare balance
of personality so necessary to one of his profes-
sion; courteous, dependable; one who has lent
dignity and substance to our class. A rare priv-
ilege to have known such a man.
Dicli. in parting, the Class of '26 wishes you God-
speed on j'our way to success.

The Seniors Medical Class

James E. Feraca
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Knights of Columbus; D. I.

The longer you know him the better you like him,
for Jimmie's personality is not of the aggressive
type. With his sincerity and real sense of humor,
he has impressed everyone with whom he has
come in contact. His personality is of the type
which tends to encourage sincere friendliness.

If the worli of a physician is to lend a helping
hand to the sick and needy, Jimmie will be a
rare physician, for he possesses those ciualities

which will enable him to treat the sick both from
a medical and human standpoint.



\t

AsHBY David Ferrell
TALCOIT, W. VA.

Omega Upsilon Phi

President Junior Class; Masonic Club.

Combined into one personality there could never
be more pleasing characteristics than those pos-
sessed by "Ash." A four square man—true to his
nativity—a West Virginian. The most scrutinous
censor would nod his head in an air of acqui-
escence upon passing such a man.
Sacrificing a prosperous business, with his devoted
family he came to M. C. V., having selected a dif-
ferent vocation whereby he could serve his fellow-
man to an added advantage. As a student it is

truthfully said that he is a credit to our insti-
tution. As president of the Junior Class he showed
initiative, energy, good judgment and enthusiasm.

The Seniors Medical Class

James Frank Folk
DURBIN, W. VA.

Omega Upsilon Phi

University of Virginia; University of Virginia Club;
West Virginia Club; Vice-President Freshman

Class; F. L. E. Club.

J. Frank is another product of the hills of West
Virginia, and one of which they may justly be
proud. During the four years he has been with
us he has distinguished himself by his quiet, gen-
tlemanly attitude as a scholar; and we have
learned to look for his good natured smile as one
of our daily routines.

Though his apparent indifference to the ladies has
deceived many, most of us know him as "Our
Little Sheik," and understand his heavy handicap
of there being only seven nights in a week. His
stronghold is Church Hill; we rather expect that
he dreams in terms of Mendelssohn.
We wish him the utmost success, both matrimo-
nially and professionally.



Harry Goldstein
ERIE, PA.

Phi Delta Epsilon, Sigma Alpha Mu
University of Pittsburg, '18-'21; Class Basketball.
To appreciate Harry one must know him, for the
qualities of his character lie deep. To us who
have known him intimately, his friendship is of
great value, for he is loyal and sincere.

That he is a student is attested by his notes, for
which he is the envy of the class.

It is a strict secret to all outsiders, but we believe
that Harry is contemplating matrimony.
Harry, you have the sincere wishes of the class
that yours will be a long and happy life, and we
know if you apply those same principles of lite
in the future that you have applied in the past. It
will be a successful one, too.

The Seniors Medical CIass

J. Berkley Gordon
RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Chi

The city of Richmond contributed Berkley, and
that city may well be proud. For when one begins
to analyze the unassailalile character of its repre-
sentative, one finds one who is deliberate yet mod-
est, sure of himself yet never assertive, living today
for today yet constantly storing up knowledge for
the future. Kind, sympathetic, just, a most ex-
cellent student and, above all, a man.
Could more be said of anyone?
Surely nothing but professional success and earthly
happiness can be his reward.



Thomas Braxton Gordon
APPOMATTOX, VA.

Omega Upsilon Phi

University of Ricliniond; German Club; Vice-

Thomas Braxton Gordon, or "T. B.," as lie is

better known to his many friends and classmates,
is a native of Old Appomattox; and an ex-Spider
from the University of Richmond. In spite of
these handicaps, "T. B." has succeeded in dis-
tinguishing himself not only as a gentleman and a
scholar, but as a friend. We have learned to
look forward each day to his smiling face and un-
failing good humor.
In a land where all men are princes, we may truly
say that he is "a prince among men," and witli
the same good will with which we welcomed him
we wish him Godspeed in all his undertakings.
Selah.

The Seniors Medical Clc

Edward Wherry Gray
RICHMOND, VA.

B.i3. Medicine, University of Richmond; U. of R.
Club; Assistant in Physiology and Pharmacology;

Orchestra Club; Musicians Club; D. I.

"Speed" Gray, so called because his deliberate
movements were at first mistaken for a lack of
speed. A mistake this was! Few members of
the class have accomplished more in the same time.
Student of the first rank and member of the
teaching staff at the same time—scientific inves-
tigator, musician—all these with plenty of time
left for making hosts of friends. All this without
apparent haste, noise or misdirected efforts, and
yet these could not have been accomplished with-
out the genuine type of speed which Ed possesses
—the type which gets somewhere in a short time.

Honest, level headed, mature—a loyal friend, an
excellent student, a clean-cut gentleman—this is

Ed Gray.



Harvey Lee Griffin

FAIRMONT, N. C.

Chi Zcta Chi

B.A. Wake ' Forest College, '24; North Carolina
Club; Interne Memorial Hospital.

Several years ago, when budding into manhood,
"Griff" was embuud with the spirit and aspira-
tion to become a physician. During these years
of toil and labor he has never lost sight of his
vision and now he is on the threshold of his
elected profession, ready and capable to admin-
ister to those in distress.

He came to us highly recommended from Wako
Forest College. His scholastic attainments, smile
and cheerful disposition, winning ways and friend-
liness have won a permanent place in our hearts.
We predict a great future for him and wherever
he locates we desire to congratulate the people
in having him as their servant.

The Seniors Medical Clc

James Romond Grinels

GRINELS, VA.

Phi Beta Pi

Lynchburg College.

"Daddy," as he is known to his acquaintances, has
no place in his gray matter for the word defeat.

He is one of the hardest workers in his class, and
when odds appeared to be against him he tried

all the harder. His commendable slogan, "I made
an honest effort," together with the maxim,
"Time, patience and perseverance will accomplish
all things," has put him on top.

A better friend one could not win. His lovable
personality, friendliness and outstanding qualities

as a gentleman will win for him a success his

classmates might well envy.



L. Gordon Hastings

EMPORIA, VA.

Plii Chi

B.S. Randolph-Macon.

L. Gordon Hastings, better known as "Cap," came
to us after attending the University of Virginia
and Randolph-Macon College, receiving his B.S.
degree from the latter school.

He was an officer in the service during the World
War, Scientific Assistant in the United States Pub-
lie Health Service with the rank of Captain.

Seldom do we find a man so well rounded as is

"Cap." He has great ability and much power ot

concentration, and the records of the College show
him to be one of our most consistent students.
He is sincere, honest and thorough and his suc-
cess is not a matter of speculation, but assured.

The Seniors Medical Class

Clifton W. Henson
RICHMOND, VA.

P/ii Cld, Kappa Sigma

Honor Council, '24-'25; President Senior Class,
•25-'26.

Endowed with a brilliant mind, a genial manner
and a wealth of the most admirable attributes
of manhood, "Clif" was not long in gaining rec-
ognition as being high among the leaders of the
class—a place he has held with amazing ease.
Honor and right are instinctive with him, so he
was chosen Honor representative of the class. A
man of Judgment and leadership, he has piloted
the graduating class as its president.

Possessing a keen and unswerving interest in his
chosen profession and a tenacity that will not be
denied success, "Clif" leaves us, and we know that
instead of following a beaten path he will make
a new one.

Still, what we would like most to have said about
him:

" . . He's a regular fellow.
The gold in his soul
Is all that is yellow."



Abraham Julius Hollander
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Sigma Lambda Pi

B.S. West Virginia University.

From the first breath of life, A. J. was a howling
success—musically. Right then and there, his
neighbors mapped out a professional career for
him, through which he "fiddled" his way on a
"reel" Stradivarius.

A. J. has always been a hard and conscientious
worker: and not infrequently the midnight oil

could not keep a pace with him. Up to date he
is about ten years behind in sleep, which he is

gradually making up in his senior year.

We all hope the future will crown him with all the
fi'uits of success which he so truly deserves.

The Seniors Medical CIass

George Bernard Hudock
OLIVER, PA.

From the pretzel country of Pennsylvania, Hudock
descended to the fair land of Virginia. His stay
with us has been a great pleasure to all who have
had the honor of his company, and we are sorry
to see him leave, but will always have open ears
for his success.

George is an ideal student, a wonderful fellow,
and a gentleman. He is one who deserves all

which has been bestowed upon him.

We are assured of your success, George, and may
you reach it speedily. Our best wishes to you in

your new field of endeavor.



J. Philip Jones
RICHMOND, VA.

Kappa Alpha, Phi Chi

Historian Freshman Class; President Sophomore
Class; President Y. M. C. A. Class, '2 5; Interne

Club; Randolph-Macon Club.

It is no easy matter to eulogize a man of unques-
tioned integrity, with high moral principles and
a reputation beyond reproach. More especially is

this so in the short space alloted, tor Phil is an
outstanding i^ersonage, born of that blue-blooded
stock which Virginia and the whole South reveres.
Because of his perspicacity, we were guided by
sagacious and deliberate steps during his office

as president of the Sophomore Class.

It is proper to assert that a man of such fine
caliber is indeed an honor to his Alma Mater and
to the medical profession.

The Seniors Medical Class

Emory Vinton Jordan
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Phi Chi

West Virginia Club; Bull Montanaum Club; West
Virginia Wesleyan; University of West Virginia.

"Vint" is what we know the above by.

He comes from the mountains of West Virginia.
Tlii.'re he received his preliminary training as a
student in various fields.

For four long and laborious years he has strug-
gled with us, bearing our ups and downs with a
true mountaineer spirit.

Some of us feel that we hardly know him, yet we,
who have penetrated the outer shell of a qniet and
pensive character know him to be a warm friend
of genuine worth.
As the future, in all its splendor, passes each of
us, we feel that his happy and melodious laugh
shall forever be with us, and we express our good
wishes for abundancy of success and renown.



Aaron Arnold Karan
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Phi Delta Epsilon

Cornell University; Columbia University.

This short, rubicund, smiling "knabe" came to us
from the Great Big Wilderness of New York City
(where men are men and women are women, but
when they get together . . . you'd be surprised).
"Scudder" Karan has ever been so smart that when
he was but a few months old, history says, he could
say "Da-da" in seven different languages, includ-
ing slang.

Karan's intelligence, general culture and industry,
together with his frankness, joviality and "cama-
raderie" will soon bring him to the pinnacle of
success.

The Seniors Medical Class

Lawrence Bernard Kelleher
RICHMOND, VA.

D. I.; Class Basketball Team; College Tennis
Team, '25-'26; Senior Representative "Skull and
Bones"; University of Richmond Club; K. of C.

Club; Army Club; Musicians Club.

This curly-haired Irish Adonis is an optimist of
the first order. "Laugh and the world laughs with
you, weep and you weep ALONE" is his motto.
"Kelly" is a good mixer (juleps and otherwise)
and a better sport. His loyalty, ever ready smile
and keen sense of humor have made for him many
friends. Though not of the pseudo book-worm type,
he has always ranked among the best, due to an
exceptional mind, aided by a resourceful and never-
failing memory.
Certain that he will reflect credit on M. C. V. and
the Class of '2fi, we predict for him a brilliant fu-
ture in the practice of medicine in this his native?
city.



Allen Wilber Kelly
TARREYTOWN, MD.

Gettysburg College and Aeademy; R. O. T. O

Al hails from Tarreytown, Maryland. He received
his pre-medical training at Gettysburg Academyi
He has been with us four years, and has made
many friends among his fellow students. When-
ever his name is spoken, it brings to our minds
an ambitious, energetic and conscientious student
whose aim is to assist his fellow students in every
respect.

After receiving his M.D. degree, he is anticipating
practicing in some rural district in his home state.
His many friends wish him luck. Through his con-
scientious and untiring efforts, may he attain gi-eat
success in his chosen profession.

The Seniors Medical CIass

William Joseph Killius

JOHNSTOWN^ PA.

University of Pittsburg, '1G-'18, '20-'22; University
of West Virginia, '22-'24, B.S.; World War Veteran.
Here we have had one among us for just the past
two years—we wish it were four.

Bill is not known so very well to some of us, be-
cause of his retiring way, but those of us who
have the privilege of knowing him, know him as
a staunch, true friend and classmate; always ready
to serve, especially where service is needed; and
always ready to work when work must be done.
Bill has a build which is somewhat descriptive of
his nature—big, wholehearted and sincere—and of
course a fat person is always Jolly.

It Is not necessary to wish Bill success. He has
already begun to leave some of us 'way in the
background. Anyway, we'll say, "Luck to you."



Max Kliger

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sigma Lambda Pi

West Virginia University, B.S.

Quite some time ag'o our friend Max had the de-
sire and ambition to become an M.D. He had,
however, to diverge in other lines. Art was all
right and his friends made a business of it, but
Max thought it a good hobby.
Teaching at school was lots of fun, but not if

one has other views in mind. It was "great stufC"
to be the boys' friends at camp, and so he was
during his summer "vocation." Finally, he got
the opportunity to undertake a study that would
be of benefit to all.

Hard and conscientious work has been his motto.
We all hope that he will he successful in his chosen
career.

The Seniors Medical Class

Lewis Abner Law
SANDY RIVERj VA.

P/ii Beta Pi

Pre-Med, University of Virginia.

Pour years is a long time to be associated with
some people, but not so with Lewis, who came to

us from the University of Virginia with the idea
of doing his best, which he has thoroughly demon-
strated on all occasions.

Lewis is a man known to be "set in his ways" and
very unapt to deviate from his point of view
('tho' he has been known to "match for a penny—
the best two out of three').

His friends are numerous, and his vices, which are
well overbalanced by his virtues, few, so we feel

sure he will make a name for himself worthy of
his aliility as a doctor.



Thomas Leslie Lee
KINSTON, N. C.

Phi Chi

Washington and Lee University; Interne Cluh;
Sheltering Arms Hospital, '24-'25, '25-'26.

Hailing from the little town of Kinston, N. C,
Lee quietly and unostentatiously traveled the rocky
roads of education with apparently little real ef-
fort, but with an almost unreal success, until along
with the rest of us fellow laborers he stands ready
to receive the long-sought degree of Doctor of
Medicine.

M. C. V. has never turned out a more thorough
gentleman, a truer friend or a more conscientious
worker.
With these qualities, in addition to a ripe knowl-
edge of medicine, his success is assured, and hi;
carries with him as he goes away the best wishes
of the Class of '26.

The Seniors Medical Class

Lewis C. Lush
WINTERPOCK, VA.

Phi Beta Pi

University of Richmond, '20-'22; Interne Club.
"Gus" gradually made himself known to us.

He is so quiet (in a crowd) it took some time to
fathom his character.

Here we have a man, fearless, and always ready
to do his part. Work is his password, and he has
often been seen working in the dispensary in the
summer and on holidays.

\Ve may well surmise the attraction there, for since
"Gus" has had hypertrichiasis libialis, we have
noticed the fascination he has had for the follow-
ers of Florence Nightingale and vice versa.



Helen Magly
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Pre-Med., University of Cincinnati; Historian
Sopliomore Class; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, Junior
Year; Secretary and Treasurer Senior Class; Y. M.
C. A. Cabinet, Senior Year; Associate Editor

"X-Ray, " Senior Year.

Helen, better known to the gang as "Maggie," has
been with us tour strenuous years. She is our
only girl, and we are proud of her. "Maggie" is a
good student and certain members of the class
will testify that she is a good coach when quizzes
are piling up. She is our idea ot a good sport,
never too busy to help a fellow, and always ready
to laugh at a good Joke. Her influence in our
class is warmly appreciated; our love and respect
for her grow as we know her better. At present
"Maggie" is suffering from acute cardiac disease,
and we are not sure that she wants to be cured.
We wish for her a life full of happiness and suc-
cess.

The Seniors Medical Class

George O. Martin
CULLEN, VA.

P/ii Beta Pi

Hampden-Sidney College.
George came to us four years ago with the deter-
mination to break into the medical world. We
can say that he has certainly achieved that desire,
and it won't be through the back door that he
enters into his new world of endeavor.

Martin is a real student, conscientious, straight-
forward, and a genuine friend. The honor of his
degree bestowed upon him has been earned, and
he is worthy to carry it out into the world.

Martin has never been known to shirk his duty
or fail to come to the aid of his classmates should
they need him. When Hampden-Sidney College
turned Martin over to M. C. V., it lost a worthy
man and his class gained one.

May you continue your steady climb to the pinnacle
of success, as you have done here, and we are sure
that any obstacles which may arise will be easily
avoided.

George, we are sorry to say good-bye to you, but
we shall always expect to hear ot you through
your achievements.



William Percy Leon AIcBride

"wherever he happens to be"

Nu Sigma Nu, Delta Upsilon

"Mac" was born in Pennsylvania and so is one of
tliose "Damn Yaiiliees" that we used to hear so
mucli about. He -migrated South to take his de-
gree from AVaice Forest College, and now liltes the
South better than any part ot tlie North he has
ever seen.

None ot us has ever seen him with a girl, so he
must be a "woman-hater, but he says that most
women are "flat tires"; that is, all except the tall
ones, and they usually know their stuff.

The Seniors Medical CIass

John Joseph McDon/xld
RICHMOND, VA.

P/ii Chi

German Club; Interne Club.

No, not John Gilbert; John McDonald, our local

Jjothario.

This curly-haired youth is truly a man of parts.
Poor girls! They yearn, but cannot help them-
selves, for John Can be bothered with nothing but
the pursuit of his chosen profession, and in that
pursuit he is no "slouch."

He possesses a combination of attributes which will

go to mark him for a real doctor. He has a jovial,
.sincere personality, a ready sympathy, and an un-
hesitating manner.
Combined with his own inherent ability, these
cannot fail. AVe shall always be proud to have
numbered him among our own.



Walton Fuqua Mitchell
STEWARTSVILLE, VA.

Phi Beta Pi

"Mitch" hails from Stewartsville, "just outside of

Roanolve." He toolt his pre-medical work at
Roanolie College, where he made a very good
record. This record has not suffered since ho
entered M. C. V. in September, 1922. Mitchell has
made many friends among the students by his
broad smile and unfailing good humor; but only
those more closely associated with him know the
sterling quality of his character. He has not de-
cided what he wishes to do after he leaves us, but
we hope and believe that Mitchell will be success-
ful in anything he undertakes.

The Seniors Medical Class

Rafael Rodriguez Molina
SAN JUAN, PORTO RICO

Matriculated 1923; St. Johns College; B.S. Univer-
sity of P. R.; Interne, Presbyterian Hospital, San
Juan, Porto Rico, Summer '25; Kniglits of Colum-

bus Club; Interne Club; D. I.

This lanky Islander, although morphologically true
to his pure Latin noble ancestry (we are sure that
he has blue blood, a velvet-lined omentum and a
coat of arms), is a hundred per cent American in
thought and manners. A philosopher and admirer
of art, he has of late greatly increased his knowl-
edge of human nature, of which he is a student,
especially one phase of it.

His metaphysical soul was too deep for us at first,

and we could not comprehend the full meaning of
his lyric conversation. We thought he was merely
"shooting the bull," a form of Spanish athletics.
Later, however, as we fathomed something of his
character, we feel sure that he will now return
to his sunny island, a credit to his Alma Mater,



Pasquale Frank Montilli
NEW YORK, N. Y.

I.; Fordham Uni\'ersity: Interne, Harlem Hos-
pital, New York'.

Signer Montilli had no difBculty in becoming ac-
climated. From the very beginning he impressed
his fellow students as being a sedate young gentle-
man. He is always courteous; sincere and delib-
erate in speech. These qualities, together with his
intelligence, gentleness and stability, have won for
him many friends.

Montilli's lack of verbosity may be a slight hin-
drance to him at first in the practice of medicine,
but since our friend is going into the practice of
medicine and not into the "business of medicine,"
he will gain success where the principles of Osier
are the primary principles in medicine.

The Seniors Medical Clc

Luis Manuel Morales-Garcia
RIO-PIEDRAS, PORTO RICO

D. I.; Pre-Med., University of Porto Rico; Interne.
Presbyterian Hospital, San Juan, P. R., Summer,
'25; Knights of Columbus Club; Interne Club; Or-
chestra Club; Musicians Club; Army Club; U. P. R.

Club.

Here is our youngest graduate: Luis Morales

—

gentleman and scholar, versatile artist and com-
poser; humorist; a violinist of note, and man of
medicine; special extern in gastro-intestinal dis-
eases, and consultant extraordinary in cases of
Sprue.

Luis tells us that he landed from the "Enchanted
Isle" with only a fiddle, one suit of clothes, and
empty pockets, but determined to get a medical
education. "Doctor Morales" now returns home,
leaving behind innumerable friends and a wide-
spread artistic fame, as testified by the crowds he
has delighted with his Cremona, even over the
radio.

Everyone joins in wishing him success in his
chosen profession.



William Richard Morton
OXFORD, N. c.

Omega Upsilon Phi

Pre-Med., Davidson College; Interne, Retreat Hos-
pital; North Carolina Club; Interne Club.

Here is another from the "North State." "Red"
came to us from Oxford, via Davidson College.
In spite of his fiery thatch, he is a quiet, unassum-
ing lad who always finds pleasure in serving others
and who is ever present whenever anyone desires
information on the noble art of healing.

"Red" passed through the four-year grind with
all ease, and we predict that when he goes back
to the waving pines they will welcome him with
open arms.

The Seniors Tdedical Class

Hugh Oliver Pearson

WILSON, N. C.

C/ii Zeta Chi

B.A. Wake Forest College; Interne, Carolina Gen-
eral Hosp:tal, Wilson, N. C. ; North Carolina Club.

The state just to -the south of us has again blessed

us by sending to M. C. V. such a man as "Succie."
His wonderful personality and winning smile will

ever brighten the darliest gloom that sicl<ness

casts over some unfortunate soul. Nothing will

deter him from the goal that lies just beyond the
reach of ordinary man.
Many a fair maiden's heart suffers Auricullar
Fibrillation at the thought of this tall gentleman
with the honest smile.

Wake Forest claimed Pearson for four years, but
his last two have been with us; and we can well
say "we ha\'e been blessed."



Bruce Leonard Randolph
SAINT BRIDES, VA.

Phi Phi Phi, Zeta Delta Chi, Ome<ja Upsilon Phi

Tidewater Virginia Club; Ph.G. M. C. V., '21;

University of Richmond.

Ladies and gentlemen, the one and only Bruce,
Doctor of Medicine, a Registered Pharmacist, and a
Man of Ijetters (from Norfolk). Incidentally, he
has a speaking acquaintance with all of the rail-
road men of Tidewater.

At his matriculation in September, 1922, Bruce was
placed in the category of optimists, and he has in
all four years faithfully maintained his original
status. At his graduation in June, 1926. he is

classified as one of the consistent students of our
group. His ever present ability to see the silver
lining plus the degree which he bears, leaves no
doubt in our minds as to his career in the profes-
sion.

Our best wishes in all of your undertakings in the
future, Bruce.

The Seniors jyiedical Class

Marion Whitmell Ransone
HAMPTON, VA.

Phi Chi, Phi Gamma Delta

Friends, Romans, Countrymen! The delegate from
Tidewater: "Rat" has sojourned in Richmond and
Bowling Green for the past six years, and his
friends in each metropolis are legion. Since his ad-
vent into our midst he has developed an inordinate
craving for confections, his sole favorite being "The
Patty."

This youthful disciple of Aesculapius is one of the
most popular members of our class. Staunch in his
friendships, conscientious in his work and con-
sistent in his studies, "Rat" possesses a future
which should know no limits; at least, we won't
attempt to limit his achievements by a prophecy.



Roy McKinley Rhodes
WILLIAMSON, W. VA.

Theta Kappa Psi, Phi Sigma Nu

West Virginia Club; Interne Club; German Club.
"Howdy, Partner!"

He hails from the shirt tail fork of Jinney's
Creek, which joins the pearly waters of the Tug at
Williamson, W. Va., Mingo County, to wit. Roy
entered the Junior Class last year, after graduat-
ing at the West Virginia University with a B.S.
degree.

Roy shows great ability as a student of medicine.
Physical Diagnosis is his strong point and hobby.
There is no doubt about him finding the trouble.

He always finds plenty.

We all agree that Roy is a darn good sport, am-
bitious, and a true friend.

The Seniors Jyledical Class

Maurice Rosenthal
RICHMOND, VA.

P/ii Delta Epsilon

LTniversity of Richmond Club.

Maurice found Richmond sufficiently cosmopolitan
to get all of his academic and his intensive scien-

tific training here. His intelligence always over-

balanced his faculty for overworking. This slight

degree of indolence can, however, be satisfactorily

accounted for by the usual method. There was
enough charming femininity to distract him a little

from his work, but his innate intelligence more
than compensated for this interesting distraction.

During his senior year Maurice had a most oppor-
tune and splendid opportunity to pay St. Peter a
visit. Maurice, however, was too pugnacious, and
St. Peter refused him admittance. He is, there-
fore, back with us again, and we wish him all the
luck in the world. We know he will make good.



Joseph Kins Rowland
PRINCETON, W. VA.

Phi Beta Pi

*'Joe" came to us from Princeton, AVest Virginia, a
town long' distinguished liecause of its proximity
to Bluefield, atter having had his first two years
at Morgantown. We are very soi'ry that we did
not have him for the whole course. He is far
above the average where class work is concerned,
and has recently become famous because of two
things, namely: the mastery of D. and S., as evi-
denced by grades just posted, and because of his
great contribution to science in advancing his
theory as to the etiology of atrophy.

"Joe," we're betting on you, and if you continue
throughout life as >"ou have during your short stay
with us j-ou'll set a pace that few of us can
follow.

The Seniors jyiedical Class

DoRMiE Martin Royal
SALEMBURG, N. C.

Chi Zeta Chi

B.A. Wake Forest College, '22; B.S. in Medicine
Wake Forest, '24; Interne, Pittman Hospital, Fay-

etteville, N. C. ; North Carolina Club.

Here is a man who has come to us from the
"Down Home State," always busy, but never too
much so to talk on his ideas of life and women.
A true cosmopolitan gift of true Southern qualities
is found in Donnie Martin Royal, better known
to those few who dig deep into his character as
"Shotgun Royal."
He will uphold the standards of M. C. V. next year,
probably in the "Tar Heel State," when he goes
out as a doctor of great mentality, sound morals,
and high ideals.

We wish you success in making your mark in life,

Donnie, We are for you; you can't be stopped!



Marion Henry Seawell
RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Chi, Phi Phi Phi

Freshman Basketball; Sophomore Representative
"Skull and Bones"; Assistant Business Manager
"Skull and Bones," '24-'25; University of Richmond

Club; Musicians Club; Army Club.

Marion Seawell, sometimes known as "Boy," is the
very distinguished gentleman here pictured. (Note
the hirsute adornment of the upper lip—that is for
further subjugation of the so-called weaker sex).
Never cramming as the rest of us do, but somehow
capable of assimilating an amazing amount of in-
formation; always complaining of being broke, but
nevertheless a member of the "Ford Brigade,"
Marion acquires knowledge and possessions without
effort. It is practically impossible to follow the
workings of the mind so agile as his,

Marion's future promises to be brilliant and some
day we shall be proud to say, "We knew him
when—•"

The Seniors Medical Clc

James Asa Shield

HAMPTON, VA.

Phi Chi, Pi Kappa Alpha

William and Mary Club; R. O. T. C; President of

William and Marv Club, •23-'25; President German
Club, '24-'25; Interne Club.

Asa, better known as "Bev," is the Master Sheik
of our class, and we must give him credit for be-
ing a rare judge of feminine charm, for whenever
there is a German Club or fraternity dance he Is

nearly mobbed with the entreaties of less for-
tunate individuals who want to swap dances.

Asa is a thorough student, a loyal friend, a true
sport, and a perfect gentleman, consequently we
predict for him a most brilliant success in every
undertaking.



Jack Smiley

SALEM, VA.

Chi Zeta Chi

Jack is one of the celebrities of the Senior Class,
and can be seen at any time walking down the
hall with his perpetual smile on his face.

If there ever was a real fellow. Jack is one, a
loj'al friend, an earnest student, and one whom
will be surely missed.

There is one thing, however, that Jack can top
anyone in his class, and that is asking ciuestions.
To him we award the crown in this accomplish-
ment.
We have no fears of your success. Jack, and we
all wish you the best of luck for the future.

The Seniors Medical Clc

Jaimes Bathurst Smith, Jr.

sharps, va.

Sigma Phi Epsilon, Nu Sigma Nu

Secretary and Treasurer, '23-'24; William and
Mary Club, 22-'26; B.S. College of William and

Mary; R. O. T. C.

This learned, handsome and innocent individual
first saw the light of day on the banks of the
Rappahannock. The years have passed rapidly,
but Time has done his work well. Using the Col-
lege of W. and M. as a steppingstone, J. B. entered
M. C. V. with the rest of us in the fall of '22,

and has maintained a position to be proud of.

J. B.'s magnetic personality and his potent lino
have made him a host of friends, and his position
with the ladies is undisputed. At times he throws
off the mask of solemnity and turns his aspira-
tions to the higher pursuits of Cupid's garden, and
no Romeo ever basked so successfully beneath a
balcony as this master of hearts.

J. B. has the stuff and all the makings of a man,
and in after years this school will be proud to
point to him as a product of her teaching.



Aaron Burleigh Spahr
BENHAMS, VA.

Phi Beta Pi

A.B. Degree, King College; Interne Club.

Burleigh Spahr is one of those quiet fellows who
is ever at his post of duty with a smile.
M. C. v. is proud to graduate a man so well
trained to take up the duties which fall to the
lot of a physician.

The word "gentleman" describes him completely.
He has made innumerable friends, both among the
students and patients. Those who know him best
can appreciate his many adinirable qualities.

Spahr takes with him the best wishes of his many
classmates. The community that chooses him will
be worthy of its choice.

The Seniors lyiedical Class

Morris Thomas
NEW YORKj N. Y.

Plii Lambda Kappa

Columbia University.

From a prominent northern city came Thomas to

M. C. V. to study medicine in a southernly fashion.
Instilled in him we have the spirit of honor and
sincerity. A good energetic student and a pleas-
ing personality are among his salient characteris-
tics. Everyone feels benefited for having known
such a man.
In the pursuit of his chosen vocation we feel no
hesitancy in saying that he is deserving of highest
confidence and will merit any privilege, assignment,
or responsibilities given him.

With these words of profound honesty we bid
him adieu—towards that goal of inevitable success.



Henry LeRoy Townsend
MANQUIN, VA.

Phi Chi

Interne Sheltering Arms Hospital, Summer, '24;

Interne Catawba Sanatorium, Summer, '25; Uni-
versity oC Virginia Club; William and Mary Club.

Although born and bred in North Carolina, "Ma-
jor" Townsend was not long in adjusting himseK
to our class. Always ready with a perpetual supply
of L-heer and laughter to brighten up the dullest
times, he has endeared himseK to the hearts of all.

Love them all, but don't lose your heart to any of
them is "Major's" motto. Though noted as a
ladies' man, he is a student of rare ability, alway.-?

prompt in doing the duties assigned to him and
consequently admired by all.

If Townsend has as many patients as he has nick-
names and friends, success will be his.

The Seniors Medical Class

Louis Wachtel
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Phi Delta Epsilon

Wachtel, the Osier, with a pseudo moustache,
caiTie to us four years ago to study medicine,
although at the time we thought he was teaching
dancing instead of delving into the mysteries of
medicine.

Louis is everything that Osier ain't, but notwith-
standing the handicap he has attained the heights
of a Senior Medical Student.

As the cake-eater of the Medical School, he is it,

and if he shows as much perseverance in his
practice of medicine as he has shown in trying
to raise the golden flax on his upper labia, we are
sure that he will be a great success in the great
city of New York.

A«,„



Harry Walker
la crosse, va.

Phi Chi, Sigma Phi Epsilon

German Club; Historian Junior Class.

Mecklenburg County is responsible for this product,
and she should be proud of her offspring, Harry
joined our class after having made an enviable
pre-med record, and while with us he has con-
tinued to be a "twister." His classmates call him
"Osier." He is not a bookworm, but possesses
that inherent art of acquiring knowledge quickly
and assimilating it for future reference.

He has had ample time for diversion, and he has
spent it ^visely—socially and otherwise. His manly
qualities and affable disposition have caused many
heartaches among the fairer sex, but "Osier" is

still a free man.
A good student, a real man, and a true friend

—

we wish him well, and feel sure that success will
be his.

The Seniors Medical CIass

R. R. Weathers
NORTH CAROLINA

Weathers has failed to hand his little essay upon
himself to the "X-Ray," so therefore we cannot do
him up in the style we would like.

Weathers migrated from the wilds of Carolina
to the shores of America and to M. C. V. in the
tall of '24. He evidently was well pleased with
his change, as shown by his regard of the Old
Dominion.
Weathers has been an asset to his class and to the
school. He is an ideal student and a true friend.
We are looking forward to seeing many signs of
the rapid success that we predict for him.



Frank B. West
VESTA, VA.

Phi R/io Sigma, Alpha Rho Epsilon
Omicron Delta Kappa, Chi Beta Phi

AVilliam and Mary Club; Interne Club; Overseas
Club; Southwest Virginia Club; President Student

Body, •25-'2B.

Prank wandered in here from somewhere over in
Southwest Virginia, but for several general rea-
sons and a few particular ones, we think that he
has decided to live in Richmond. We have only
one thing against him: he nearly caused the down-
fall of a lot of us, when we tried to be like him
in making good grades without apparent effort,
and at the same time never getting behind schedule
on his social stuff. But really, he takes this doc-
tor business seriously. "We know he does, for he is

going to prove it by his success at it, and that's our
honest opinion of him.

The Seniors Medical CIass

Edward William Wood
CLAREMONT, VA.

Kappa AlpJia, Phi Chi, Sit/ ma Upsilon

Chi Beta Phi

William and Mary Club; Historian Senior Class.

Sir Edward Wood^ son of his father, is the very
distinguished knight in the picture you now see.
His quiet and unassuming but winning manner
has won him many friends. His abilities as a
student are well demonstrated by the ease with
which he gets high marks. His contributions to
our newspaper have always been a source of en-
joyment. Although his life here has been crowded
with varied activities, he has kept his calm and
modest ways unruffled. Thus we send Sir Edward
forward and we know that sometime, somewhere,
"Far from the maddening crowd," we shall hear
great things of him.



William Frank Work
BLUE CREEK, W. VA.

Plii Beta Pi, Phi Sigma Nu
"I don't mean maybe."

Frank joined the ranks of the Class of '26 last
year, after having graduated at the West Vir-
ginia University with a B.S. degree.

A man of few words and a darn poor hand for
fooli.shness. A very ambitious character, a good
student, a dependable man, a true friend, and
worthy of his name. All in all, a typical West
Virginian.

The Seniors Medical CIass



OLD CHRIS
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To Old Chris

To thee, who mindless of the helpless dead,

These crude, unpolished lines are for you penned

;

Who'll daily sit in age, with hoary head,

And scrape their bones, unthinking of your end.

While you pursue your ghastly, ghoulish trade,

Does no compunction ever come to you ?

That as these cadavers, you were made.

And may have to receive this treatment, too.

Yet, let us in good feeling, you protect.

And all have one kind word to say to you

;

That the ghouls are the students, who dissect,

And will give you this after task to do.

For science 'tis aimed, yet you get no part

In what is gained, and they the honors bear;

In co-partnership, you share not their art.

But day by day must sit and cut and pare.

John W. Brodnax.





Class History

Case: History, number 606.

Name: Junior Class of M. C. V.

Age: From morula mass to senility.

Occupation: Students protempore.

Married: About 20 per cent, the remainder- willing to be.

NatioTiality: Americans, Poles, Scandinavians, Armenians and Jews.

Family History: Members of the Genus Homo Sapiens, otherwise negative.

Sex: 100 per cent dominant male characteristics.

Past History: On September I2th, 1923, a heterogeneous aggregation of men col-

lected before the doors of old M. C. V. with one common thought, which was to be-

come followers of Hippocrates, Galen and Sir William Osier. We were initiated into

the anatomy hall by receiving a box of bones and we were told to go to work, thus

beginning our medical career. We worked faithfully under the care of Dr. Broady and

the other instructors, so that after "checking up and recapitulating" Dr. Noback decided

to pass the majority of the class. Mr. Wilkerson instructed us as to how sections of the

cat's ovary were made at Cornell. Mr. McCracken very promptly oriented the class in

his "Lab." so that we soon knew just what reagent was on shelf number 41, in the

southwest corner of the room. From him we learned also, how to study and read the

blackboard.

On our return the following Fall we were the sophisticated, allwise Sophomores

and it was with a feeling of superiority that we looked down on the poor "Frosh." But

after being in Dr. Charlie's classes, we soon knew that we had lots to learn. We did

learn that the week-end started on Thursday, just when Dr. Charlie closed his roll

book. Dr. Miller had many strange organisms for us to cultivate, attenuate, and

agglutinate. Dr. Osterud taught us that much complicated nervous system was an

essential part of our anatomy. It suffices to say that Dr. Phillips told us about the

specificity of many diseases that affect the human body.

Present Illness: Dates back to our entrance to M. C. V. three years ago. During
the present year we have received pilgrims from two foreign countries—West Virginia

and North Carolina. Many of our flock are suffering from matrimony, many from

alopecia and a few from griping, one from an incised wound of the apex, and one from

mixed breech presentation. "Pop" tells us that he still loves us and will gather a crop

of new dills at his first opportunity. With the addition of one new pair of glasses and

one moustache, we now have two sets of identical twins.

Diagnosis: One good Junior Medical Class.

Differential Diagnosis: From Freshmen by the latter's peculiar odor; from Sopho-

mores by—loss of sophistication; from Seniors by—occasional persuals into medical lit-

erature.

Suggested Treatment: More work and less dills.

Prognosis: If we learn all about women from Dr. Michaux; about self protection

from Dr. Whitfield ; about the use of water from Dr. La Roque ; about O. B. from Dr.

Baughman ; about achylia gastrica from Dr. Vanderhoof ; about the Anopheles Quadri-

maculatus from Dr. Knott; about babies from Dr. Grinnan and Dr. Urbach; and many
other things, we will probably some day be Doctors.
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Junior Medical Class

Officers

E. E. Robinson President

G. N. Carter Vice-President

Paul Prillaman Secretary-Treasurer

S. F. Johnston Honor Council

W. C. Henderson Skull and Bones

W. O. House X-Ray

J. W. Hundley .... rlthletic Representative

J. T. Peters .
Historian
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Junior Medical Class

Members

E. L. Alexander

R. C. Alley

L. L. Anderson

R. E. Bailey

W. L. Ball

Harry E. Beard

T. S. Bowyer

H. A. Bracey

W. T. H. Brantley

H. C. Brownley

L. W. Bryce

F. B. Campbell

G. N. Carter

Valentino Caso

J. V. Castagna

D. L. Cavendish

Ralph W. Cramer

Ramon H. Curry

H. C. Davis

J. F. Davis

B. H. Denman
Harry Dick

R. L. Eastman

J. R. Ellison

S. C. Feldman

V. J. Felitti

H. S. Fletcher

Jose Garrido

Seth Gayle

L. H. GiNN, Jr.

M. H. Greenfield

E. J. Haden

J. R. Hamilton

L. E. Hayes

W. C. Henderson

C. R. HOSKINS

W. O. House

J. W. Hundley

A. D. HUTTON

C. C. Jackson

L. L. Jacobs

E. C. Jamison

E. W. Johnson

J. R. Johnson

S. F. Johnston

O. C. Jones

O. L. Jones

W. S. Jones

J. W. Keever

L. S. Leo

A. R. LuTZ

C. W. Lynn
Wm. L. Madera

C. B. Martin

C. L Martin

T. W. McBane

J. T. McCastor

B. W. Meador

F. U. Metcalf

AZBY MiLBURN

C. L. Newland

M. C. Newton

Juan Nieves

Peter Pagana

J. W. Parker

J. T. Peters

P. P. Pharr

E. N. Pleasants

Wm. Powell, Jr.

P. E. Prillaman

I. RiFKIN

E. E. Robinson

P. A. Shelburne

W. P. Smith

F. F. Sowers

T. N. Spessard

W. S. Stakes

M. S. Stinnett

S. F. Stockhammer

R. R. Summers

J. E. Trainum

J. T. Tucker

J. T. Vaughn
F. B. Welton

J. C. W^hite

A. H. Wood
V. K. Young
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Sopkomore Class History

N September 17th, 1934, these embryo doctors started out. Being introduced rather

abruptly to the science of osteology, we flatter ourselves that we were masters of the

science—^we knew that the femur was the longest bone in the body, since it was the

only one that would not go in our Boston bags. However, a few of "Cornell's Pop

quizzes" and the "Diaphram as a Working Mechanism" soon proved to our satis-

faction that we were not past masters in the art and a few of our fellows were cut down.

Another poor boy lost his hard earned (diiled) when he attempted to learn whether his grade

was C, O, M, or E over Dr. Brodnax's shoulder and was caught in the act. Beware! The doctor

doesn't stand for that!

Dr. Bascom, after sweating blood and becoming the proud possessor of some premature gray

hairs, finally drilled the essentials of the developing embryo in our seemingly too crowded

cortexes. Whenever we were all 'cocked and primed for a quiz he would draw those familiar

lines on the board and which would make us all think of these following words:

"Don't zvrite me out, I'm a table;

Fill me in, I'm a chart."

' Dr. E. C. L. gave us the theory of that indispensable science—Physiological Chemistry—and

we were told to search for light on the practical side in Mr. McCracken's laboratory. Here some

few fell by the wayside, probably because they were unable to decide whether it was more import-

ant to develop the technique of removing the stopper from a bottle on shelf 32, or to count thirty

and then squeeze the bulb of a pipette.

Even though the trail was rocky at some times, we finally came to the end of the Freshman

year and looked forward to the following September when we would be the Sophomore Class of

the Medical College of Virginia.

That time came sooner than had been anticipated and reassembling around Mr. McCauley's

place of business, we were soon deprived of our "filthy lucre" and started on our way.

The first day Dr. Haskell proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that our journey would not be

all smooth sailing and indeed he has been demonstrating repeatedly the marked effects of emo-

tional states (fear and embarassment) on the heart rate and blood distribution. He even makes a

fellow forget whether magnesium sulphate is an emetic or a cathartic and many poor fellow has

worn the seat out of his pants while wondering—"will he get me next?"

Dr. Miller was again our instructor but this time concerning pathogenic 'bugs' and Dr. Shaw
said that before we could enter his laboratory we must put out our cigarettes and give him a chew

of "climax."

The mysteries of the fibre tracts of the C. N. S. were put across by Dr. Osterud and it would

seem that the most of the class should specialize in Neurology of Neurological Surgery.

Dr. Phillips and Dr. Sharpe have labored with us faithfully along pathological lines and we
trust their labors have not been in vain.

The many other subjects of importance and the professors of renown encountered during this

never-to-be-forgotten year was as interesting as the few mentioned, but since we must limit

our space, we must conclude by saying that, even though we have often thought the saying, "Once

a Sophomore, always a Sophomore," was true, nevertheless we, that is the most of us, are Juniors.
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Sopliomore Medical Class

Officers

Charlie Bowman , President

E. E. LovAS Vice-President

W. E. Hoffman Secretary-Treasurer

E. A. Harrison Honor Council

W. N. Thompson Skull and Bones

Charlie H. Henderson X-Ray

W. F. FiTZHUGH Athletic Representative

\i\

Anderson, T. H.

Baker, A. L.

Beach, C. H.

Bennett, C. G.

Bowles, H'. F.

Bowman, C. R.

Bracey, a. H.

Bracey, L. H.

Brothers, C. L.

Claterbaugh, R. L.

Dalton, Garrett

DiGNAM, E. A.

Dix, W. K.

Durham, R. B.

Easley, G. W.
Echols, A. C.

Elliott, W. C.
'

Farley, Linwood

Fields, Max
FiTZHUGH, W. F.

Floyd, E. D.

Frazier, J. W.
Gandia, Antonia

Garcin, R. D., Jr.

Members
Gladding, W^. R.

Golderos, a. F.

Grigg, p. C.

.
Haag, H. B.

Haboush, E. J. .

Hale, W. H.

Handy, S. O.

Harrison, E. A.

Hedley, O. F.

Henderson, C. H.

Hess, George

Hicks, H. R.

Hoffman, W. E.

Hornisher, J. J.

Hudgins, a. p.

Huffman, A.

Jackson, W. C.

Jeter, N. B.

joyner, e. c.

Kirschbaum, Miss

Lloyd, A. S.

LovAs, E. E.

Love, D. F.

Love, J. W.
'

Martin, A. L.,

Merva, a. J.

Miller, Edwin C.

MoNGiLLO, Frank

Neal, Edward B.

Neale, C. L.

Jr.

O'Neill, E. F.

Patterson, J. L.

Phillips, B. F.

Proffitt, J. A.

Randall, Miss A. L.

Reed, J. H.

Rex, E. G.

St. George, J. R.

Seymour, Miss F.

Shamblen, Earl

Simms, R. F.

Southward, W. R.

Spiggle, C. H.

Soyars, J. A.

Steely, A. D.

Teeple, F. M.

Thompson, Wm. N.

Tucker, J. R.

Ware, E. R.

Waring, T. L.

Williams, J. P.

Wolf, G. H.

Wood, J. R.

Wornal, L. S.
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fresliman medical college

class history

it was in the balmy days of mid September when eighty-seven young

men and two young ladies graced the halls of the college for the first time

after contributing to the supply of shylock's shekels we marched proudly

through the building and finally left it with one arm loaded with the

contents of the knowledge of gray, Cunningham and dorland while in

the other we bore a selection of peyton's contribution, this together with

an idea of zoology and chemistry caused us to take on an aspect of an

embryonic physician.

after listening to the pedigree of various members of our class who

were reputed to be the best men that their counties had ever produced,

we selected a staff of officers that were beyond comparison.

when the bony make up of the body was thoroughly understood we

were allowed to the more pleasant phase of anatomy which fact inci-

dently caused the pockets of the soap dealers to bulge.

after we had studied enough to injure our health someone must have

told us the secret of sustaining the body, as at that time a "y" drive was

started, we proved to be easily driven because we finished at the top of

all the classes.

the call for class basketball was. heard, which was answered by several

stalwart men. each edition of the skull and bones announced that an-

other good team had gone wrong until finally it told us with all its vigor

that the freshmen had won the cup.

this was followed by the call for candidates for the varsity and when

the first whistle was heard, on the floor was found three donned with

the harmonizing green uniforms.

since we have showed the school th,at we are about all that one could

expect, it is only left for us to show the world what great men can do

in the wonderful field of medicine.

historian.
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fresnman medical class

officers

rex blankenship president

w. j. ellis 'vice-president

j. r. brown secretary-treasurer

w. s. sloan honor council

s. dana sutliff skull and bones

f. i. Steele x-ray

w. g. preas .... athletic representative

andrews, g. a.

anthony, w. a.

baars, f. w.

baird, c. 1.

ballard, h. h.

barnes, j. t.

bennett, s. o.

binford, chapman

blankenship, rex

bolton, f. d., jr.

bond, w. r.

bondurant, c. h.

boyd, j. a.

boyer, i. w.

brown, j. r.

brown, wm. b.

buckner, miss m.

burnette, o. k.

butler, h. g.

chandler, a. c.

choate, a. b.

cook, s. 1.

cook, wm. 1.

copenhaver, j. r.

Copley, e. 1.

cozart, b. f.

davis, a. c.

dawson, a. r.

members

dehart, r. m.

dunn, j. n.

duval, a. m.

ellis, w. j.

faison, thad w.

fay, f. o.

fitts, n. p.

frazier, e. s.

graham, d. p.

graham, w. a.

graves, c. c.

griffith, c. y.

harshbarger, c. 1.

hartwell, h. r.

hatcher, w. f.

hite, o. 1.

hoke, 1. i.

holladay, 1. w.

hollowell, miss v.

hopkins, b. a.

hoskins, w. h.

hunnicutt, t. n.

jabbour, j. m.

Jacobs, r. s.

Johnston, c. f.

justice, h. 1.'

king, m. k.

knight, t. e.

laprade, f. e.

lipshutz, c.

marks, morris

mcdade, r. e.

mcrainey, j. h.

moore, j. m.

newman, thomas

noel, wm. w.

nunnally, c. a.

owen, gilbert

parker, s. f.

parrish, b. 1.

patterson, n. g.

preas, w. g.

pregnall, j. p.

reynolds, h. 1.

reynolds, r. m.

richardson, j. s.

riggans, j. c.

fitter, d. w.

rolston, t. r,

seawell, w. a.

shelhorse, b. 1.

shevitz, david

sloan, t. m.

Steele, f. i.

stone, g. e.

stull, w. p.

sutliff, s. dana

terrell, e. t.

tomlinson, w. e.

winsted, e. g.

wrenn, s. m.

yost, o. r.
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R. D. THORNTON, D.D.S.

Dean, Sc/iool of Dentistry



School of Denistry

College Officers Faculty Officers

W. T. Sanger, President R. D. Thornton, Dean

J. R. McCauley, Secretary-Treasurer

Faculty

Professors

Harry Bear D.D.S., Prof. Exodotia, Anesthesia; Jurisprudence, Ethics, Economics, Dental History

C. C. Coleman, M.D Professor of Oral Surgery

A. L. Gray M.D Professor of Roentgenology

C C. Haskell M.D Professor of Pharmacology and Physiology

J.' A." C. HOGGAN, D.D.S., L.D.S Professor of Orthodontia

G. W. HOLLIDAY, A.B., D.D.S Professor of Prosthetic Denistry

E C. L. Miller, M.D Professor of Bacteriology and Biochemistry

H. L." OSTERUD, p'h.o!
". Professor of Anatomy

Chas. Phillips, M.D Professor of Pathology

W.JKTIEY F. RuDD, AM., Ph.B Professor of Chemistry

R. L. Simpson, A.M., D.D.S Professor of Croivn and Bridge Work

R. D. Thornton, D.D.S, . . Professor Clinical Dentistry, Operative Dentistry, Dental Anatomy

R. C. Walden D.D.S Professor of Peridontia and of Oral Hygeine

Associate Professors

Charles F. Bowles, D.D.S Associate Professor of Orthodontia

John W. Brodnax, M.D Associate Professor of Anatomy

P. L. Chevalier D.D.S Associate Professor of Physical Diagnosis

William Clift,' B.S Associate Professor of Chemistry

Thos. p. Haslam, M.D Associate Professor of Pathology

Chas. E. Llewellyn, M.D Associate Professor of Physical Diagnosis

ROBT F. McCracken, A.M Associate Professor of Biochemistry

Frederick W. Shaw, M.Sc, M.D Associate Professor of Bacteriology

A. M. Wash, D.D.S Professor of Peridontia and of Oral Hygiene

Associates

Herbert Cohn D.D.S Associate in Dental Anatomy

T D. Davis M.D Associate in Medicine

P.' F. Fackenthall P.C Associate in Materia Medica

A. O. Tames, D.d!s Associate in Operative Dentistry

Karl' Kirby' D.D.S Associate in Partial Denture Prosthesis

Harry Lyons D.D.S Associate in Pathology and Histology

M. B. Rudd' D.D.S ,• • Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry

D.' D. Talley M.D Associate in Roentgenology

d'. R.'a. Wharton Associate in Bacteriology

T. W. Wood, D.D.S. Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry

Assistants

W. R. Bond, Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

H. B. Haag' Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

Kate E. Harman,' B.A Assistant in Biochemistry

E. Passamaneck, B.A Assistant in Biochemistry
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Senior Dental Class

Officers

R. B. Crosby Prrstdenl

J. P. Jones Vice-President

S. F. Grove Secretary-Treasurer

R. C. Ingram Ho7ior Council

Eddie Meyers Historian

W R. Devin Alliletic Rcpresentati've

Senior Dental Class History

F we could appropriately be as terse as that famous treatise on "Snakes

in Ireland," we would imitate it by saying that we have no history, but

it is required that we flatter ourselves by bursting into print with events.

The achievements of the class of 1926 have been so multitudinous that,

due to the lack of space, it would be impossible to narrate all the events of its history,

chronologically.

Looking back over our fields of labor, now, as Seniors, we begin to realize that

we are just Freshmen, thrust into the world of facts. Those memories instead of vivid

realities!—we mourn those happy days spent in our class rooms.

In the year of 1922, after having had one year of academic training, we decided

to cast our lot with M. C. V. to take up our devoted profession. After many hard-

ships encountered in the pre-dental and dental courses while at this institution, with

few mishaps, we've reached our goal. In the fall of 1924 we were allowed to enter

the Infirmary with the responsibility clearer than ever before. We can now begin

to appreciate the unselfish devotion to uphold the standards of scientific dentistry which

was so well exemplified by our most admirable group of instructors. For those men

who so ably assisted, we wish to express our feelings of appreciation and gratitude for

setting us on the right path to the scientific study and practice of dentistry.

As the time is drawing near, we begin to realize more than before how dear were

the times in our inter-class association ; how great was the love of the Medical College

of Virginia. The sweet memories of the past will soon vanish when we as classmates

will be scattered to the four winds of the earth. In the years to come let us uphold

the standards of our Alma Mater—and let us show greater interest, that we might

grow and bring more glory to this institution.

In this class we have left many things undone, but have accomplished more than

most—we are reasonably proud of our history.
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Richard L. Simpson

This piiture is a familiar one to all men in
school— "Little Dick," of Fincastle, Va.
We prophesy great success for him in his chosen
profession. He is good, and don't mind admitting
it. A regular glutton for work, and equally en-
thusiastic in praising it. His one idea Is to im-
prove his work and tell others the superiority of
Supreme methods over all others.

A big IT, but he delivers the goods, so he gets
away with it, because the patient knows the work
is well done; better than anyone else could do it.

He tells them so himself.

Dick, we don't have to wish you success. We pre-
dict that your influence and hard work will be
justly rewarded.

R. L. Simpson, D.D.S.

RICHMOND, VA.

Ex-Dean of Dentistry; Eminent Professor in Crown
and Bridge.

This picture is not only familiar around M. G. V.,
but throughout the East, on account of various
clinics given during the last twenty years. A man
who has given his best to the profession, and al-
ways holds perfection as his ideal to his fellow
practitioners.

His constructive criticisms have given better meth-
ods, and he is always eager to aid and boost his
chosen profession to higher ideals and more scien-
tific technic.



B. K. Barker
ABINGDON, VA.

William and Mary College.

B, K. is a man who is intolerant of those who are
conceited and full of sham, but stands firmly for
those things that real men cherish. He possesses
rare wit and goes quite well, especially with the
"wimmen,"
Much can be said pro and con in this case. Some
say he is a crazy nut, but this is due partly to the
manner in which his mother dresses him. It is

assured, however, that he will meet people so-
cially and professionally upon the square.

The Seniors Dental Class

T. L. Brooks, Jr.

Siffma Plii Epsilon, Psi Omega

German Club.

Lea attended V. M. T. for two years before he
entered M. C. V. There he was drilled constantly,
but since he entered the Infirmary he has been
doing the "drilling."

His name was always among the highest when
the grades were posted. Beside being a good stu-
dent, he is one of the best operators in the class.
He has two hobbies—music and golf.

Lea is a real man and a true friend. To be a
friend of his is to realize what friendship really
means.



John M. Burbank, Jr.

HAMPTON, VA.

Psi Omega

German Club; Dental Society.

John, otherwise known as "Hansome," is the
beauty of the class. Besides being such a beauty,
he is the most polite boy who ever attended this
school.

"Now, down home" is a favorite expression of his
when referring to the wonderful town ot Hamp-
ton, from which he migrated four years ago to
join our ranks.

Though inclined to be lazy, John is not so laggard
with the ladies. His departure from Richmond will
leave many broken hearts.

All in all, John is one of the best that M. C. V.
is sending forth this year; and here's hoping the
best of success to him when he begins practicing
"Down home In Hampton."

The Seniors Dental Class

Ralph B. Crosby
RICHMOND, VA.

Xi Psi Phi

"Skull and Bones" Staff, '21-'22; Honor Council,
'23-'24; President Senior Class, '25-'26.

"Pop," our president, is decidedly the most all

'round man in the class. The oldest in years and
the youngest in spirit, a veteran of the World
"War, a shavetail in the 53d Machine Gun Battalion.
He is a husband and a proud daddy, being the only
benedict in the class.

He is an earnest and skillful worker as well as a
diligent student, being famous for his "Doctor,
I read in the Dental Journal," etc.

Golf is one of his favorites, especially the Scottish
version of the game. At some of the future con-
ventions we will expect him to give his clinic and
follow it up with a demonstration on the links.



William Robert Devin, Jr.

ROANOKE, VA.

Roanoke College; Athletic Representative. Senior
Class.

William R. Devin, better known as "Charlie, My
Boy," to the ladies, because he makes them tod-
dle when that piece is ragged and there is a good
floor. "Charlie" likes his fun, but when it comes to
his work he is strictly professional. He is noted
for his politeness, especially toward the fairer
sex, and has made many hits, regardless of his
Jewish looks and excess fat.

Taking him all around, "Charlie" is a very fine
fellow, and is liked by all who know him.

We wish for him much happiness and success.

The Seniors Dental Class

John Hodges Fitzger.ald

KEYSVILLE, VA.

Xi Psi Phi

Washington and Lee Club; German Club; Vice-
President Student Bodv.

"Fitz" needs no introduction to his classmates, for
they all know hini to be the jolly, easy-going,
lovable fellow he really is. AVhenever you see him
he has a pleasant greeting for you.

To those who are not so fortunate as to be a mem-
ber of the Senior Class, sufficient to say he re-
ceived one of the highest honors possible for a
Dental Student, that of Vice-President of the
Student Body.
Besides his popularity, "Fitz" is a good hard work-
er, one who can have a good time and yet not
neglect his duties.

May the best be yours. "Fitz"!
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Secretary and

S. F. Grove
STRATSBURG, VA.

Xi Psi Phi

Treasurer Senior
College Club.

Class; Roanoke

"Pumctun," or "Oh, Boy," as he was later chris-
tened, answers to either name with some witty
remark,
"Oh, Boy" entered our class as an alumnus of
Roanoke College, and is still a strong supporter of
the Maroon against all but the Green and White.
His technique has been in a class by itself, even
in early freshman days, and we think he should
specialize in Prosthetics.

He is a brilliant scholar and a hard worker. The
community into which he goes will receive a good
dentist and a valuable citizen.

The Seniors Dental Class

John O. Haller
WYTHEVILLE, VA.

Tlieta Chi, Psi Omega

Hampden-Sidney Club; German Club.

"Lightning" received his name early in freshman
days by always getting to class in time for second
roll call at the end of the period. Later "Lucky"
was added, when he spilled pumice in the vulcan-
izer and his plates came out polished.

He upheld the family traditions by studying Den-
tistry. His father is a dentist. Two brothers and
a sister also preceded him at M. C. V.

He always does well in his studies, notwithstand-
ing frequent trips to Parmville, and numerous other
social activities. He is unusually popular with his
classmates and has a host of friends throughout
the College. The Infirmary Cleopatras were al-
way "Lueky's patients and an inspiration for his
good work.
A man among men! What more could be said?



William Tyler Haynes
RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Gainma Delta, Psi Omega
Omicron Delta Kappa (Honorary)

B.S. University ot Richmond; Dental Society,
'24: "Skull and Bones" Staff, 22-'25.

Tyler has the distinction of being the only degree
man in our class, having received his B.S. degree
at the University of Richmond. He says it stands
for Bachelor of Science, but we believe it stands
for Bull Slinging.

He is one ot the best known men in College. He
has a pleasant disposition and is always ready to
give assistance. He stands well in his classes and
is a skillful technician.

We look into the future and see Jimmy among the
highest In his profession.

The Seniors Dental Class

Robert C. Ingram
KEYSVILLE, VA.

Xi Psi Phi, Kappa Sigma

Hampden-Sidney Club; Honorian Senior Class;
President Sophomore Class; Secretary and Treas-

urer Freshman Class.

Bob, a native of Keysville, entered our class

among the first and has stuck through thick and
thin, always wearing an everlasting smile. By
hard work and sticking like a leech to all his un-
dertakings, he has won the admiration of the stu-
dents and faculty as well.

Not only are Bob's attainments apparent in Den-
tistry, but quite a bit of success has fallen his

way in other lines during his four years with us.

Our most ardent wishes are that you will prove as
successful in your chosen profession as you have
in the hearts of your classmen.



Jasper P. Jones
DURHAM, N. C.

Xi Psi Phi

North Carolina Clulj; Vice-Presidpnt Senior Ciass.

Jasper, better known as J. P., or just plain Jones,
immigrated to this country from "Down Home" in
Carolina just four years ago. Because of his good
nature, sunny disposition and willingness to lend a
hand to any in need, Jonesy has made many last-
ing friendships. If you want to see him smile,
ask him about the night of October 31st, or about
the gang of 35 and 305.

While not a bookworm, Jones has worked hard
and accomplished much in the four years with us.
May the best things in life be yours, old boy. A
Johnson or a Winter may be yours.

The Seniors Dental Class

J. Garnett King, Jr.

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Psi Omega

German Club; Dental Society.

"Tom" stands head and shoulders above the other
members of our class, being- over six feet tall.
Not only in height does he excel, however, as this
exponent of the terpsichorean art can certainly
strut his stuff.

He is quite an adept at mimicry and this accom-
plishment has afforded us many a laugh. His
good nature and kindly manner have won the ad-
miration of the entire class.

He enjoys the faculty of not having to dig so hard
for his knowledge, only a casual reading of an as-
signment being necessary to prepare him for the
work at hand.
Garnett is the type of man we are all proud to
know, and we wish him the best success as he un-
dertakes his life work,



Edward Myers
NORFOLK, VA.

University of Virginia; William and Mary; Square
and Compass; Dental Society; President Athletic
Association, '25-'2(); Historian Senior Class; Sports
Editor "Skull and Bones," '26; Assistant Art Ed-
itor "X-Ray," '26; Executive Committee Athletic
Association; Class Basketball; Varsity Basketball,
'23, '24, '25; Manager Basketball, '24-'2S; Captain

Basketball, '25-'26; Varsity Baseball, '23-'24.

Upon entering school four years ago we found in
our midst a smiling countenance; a product of the
University of Virginia, whom we soon learned to
know as "Eddie." He soon won his way to the
first ranks in scholarship and popularity among his
classmates.

"Eddie" is an athlete of no mean ability, his work
on the court and on the diamond having done
much for our teams.
His personality and his winning smile seem to
act as a magnet for the ladies; thus the nick-
name, "Sheik."

Endowed with qualities which lead to success, we
predict for him a bright and useful future.

The Seniors Dental Class

Russell S. Powell
ROCKY MOUNT, VA.

Roanoke College Club; Vice-President Junior Class.
Russell acquired the nickname "Kid" during his
early years in Rocky Mount.
Before entering M. C. V., "Kid" cast his lot to
Roanoke College to prepare himself to study Den-
tistry. On entering this institution, he became an
ardent worker and has made a host of friends
with his pleasing personality and "never say die"
spirit.

"Kid" has also some athletic ability and has been
a most devoted worker on the court and diamond.
When it comes to the ladies, he just shines, and
we've often wondered why he continues to go to
Radford for the week-ends.
Here's wishing you much succss in your chosen
profession.



Wilbur A. Ratcliffe

RICHMOND, VA.

President Junior Class; Honor Council, '23-'24.

"Rat," a direct descendant of Cromwell's Round
Heads, received the name of "Cue-Ball" in his
early freshman days. His mind is broad and his
head is round, so our class took advantage of its

opportunity in choosing its president for the Junior
year. "Cue-Ball" ruled vfith the hand of an ab-
solute monarch. If he used the same technique
with the girls that he did in ruling his class, we
can easily understand why Richmond's fairer sex
is conquered. In spite of the charms he holds
for the ladies, he is a student of whom the Col-
lege may be proud.

The Seniors Dental Class

Roy Leander Sommardahl
ROANOKE, VA.

Xi Psi Phi

Vice-President Sophomore Class; V. P. I. Club;
Dental Society.

"P. D." is the little man of our class. Although
he is small of stature, he is broad of brow. This
he has proven by his consistent high marks in

both theory and practice.

"P. D." is also a great golfer, and can be seen out
at Seven Pines nearly every Saturday or Sunday.
'Tis rumored he picks choice dills out there.

One could not wish for a truer friend or a better
sport than the above-named gentleman.

We expect "P. D." to do much toward the advance-
ment of Dentistry.

Friend, gentleman and scholar—could one say
more?



J. Lewis Walker, Jr.

NORFOLK, VA.

Psi Omega

V. p. I.; German Club.

J. Lewis, or "Monroe," as he is better known, came
in our midst in tlie Fall of the year 1922, from that
great city by the sea—Norfolk. His entry was
quiet and unassuming, and we were quick to learn
that the quiet ones are the ones who accomplish
most. "Monroe" can tell us more about the city
of Richmond than the city fathers who planned
the capitol of the state. He has utilized this
knowledge to the fullest.

Lewis is a very thorough young man; not coming
uncertainly to any conclusion without sound rea-
soning. His standing in school is among the best.
He has made many warm friends in his class and
we all wish him the best of success as he goes out
"to assume life's sterner labors in a great and
mighty world without."

The Seniors Dental Class

Robert Archer Williams III

RICHMOND, VA.

Kappa Sigma, Psi Omega

r Council, '2.'3; Representative of Athletics,
'24; University of Richmond Club.

"Skinny" came to us from the University of Rich-
mond. Being captain of track there, he got away
with a stride that has given our class a record to
equal and one of which we are very proud.
In Chemistry and Metallurgy, his "Ah-ah" and
"Er-er-er" were always the correct formula, and
he passed the quizzes with flying colors.

His quiet manner and pleasing personality have
won him a host of friends at M. C. V. In regard
to the fair sex he has little to say, but the class
thinks the old saying, "Still water runs deep,"
might apply to him.
He is a true friend and conscientious worker, who
can be relied upon to do his share in everything.
Truly a gentleman of sterling worth.
We wish for him great success.



THE ANATOMIST

Peyton

Grim Scavenger old who still holds sway
In your hall so grim and drear,

I believe you think as you toil away,
Scraping the bones that soon will lay

In the students' boxes for many a day,

Even after you're dead and gone your way— •

What those bodies were while here.

You scrape them and boil them long and well

In your hail so grim and drear,

I'm sure you know- what tales they tell,

While the cauldron bubbles and vapours smell,

Tales of deeds that were dark and fell.

As the darkest pit in deepest Hell,

Tales you'd do well to fear.

That bag you picked and set aside

In your hall so grim and drear.

Holds the hand of a dainty infanticide.

And you placed it apart with a sense of pride-

Away from the bones of a suicide.

And the skull of a negro homicide,

Which leered so ghastly it seemed to deride

The Fate that had placed it there.

You've become such a part of this musty room,

Your hall so grim and drear.

That after you've gone to meet your doom
And the twilight shadows, gathering, loom

Deep in this alcove—a potter's tomb

—

The skeletons, hanging, will miss their groom,

And rattle and clash in the darkening gloom
—But I think you'll still be near.

"K"—'26.





Junior Class History

We began our Freshman year in Dentistry with ten men in the class and every

man was from the Old Dominion. After taking Anatomy and Organic Chemistry,

we thought we had passed the worst of our troubles, but we heard that they had just

begun.

The original class suffered some at the beginning of the Sophomore year in that

O'Connor was missing. However, the two Howards were gained which more than

made vip for the loss. Biochemistry and Metallurgy had us worried then, but most

of us carried on successfully.

Beginning our Junior year we repeated the second year in part by losing one man

and gaining two more. This brought our class up to twelve; Dr. Suwa from Japan

being one of the new men, and Killing, from Atlanta Southern Dental College, being

the other. Dr. Suwa was a great help to the Junior class in informing Dr. Haslam

that we would not meet him. Fleet acquired also extensive knowledge of Pathology.

For one thing he learned that the Wasserman test was not a test for sugar in the blood.

After a month of work in the Infirmary with hardly anything to show for the

energy expended, we came to the conclusion that Dentistry is all right so long as a

practice is not made of it. A large number of our patients seemed to be people of

means—they mean to pay, but are seemingly waiting for the government bonus or

something just as uncertain.

At the end of the year we have become accustomed to hardships and obstacles;

as we think and are looking forward to our Senior year when we will be on our last

lap toward the coveted D.D.S. degree.

Historian.
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Junior Dental Class

Officers

F. L. Pape President

W. T. Wilson Vice-President

R. T. Vint Secretary-Treasurer

W. P. Howard Honor Council

R. SUWA Historian

J. R. Fleet Atldetic Representatiire

Members

Fleet, J. R.

Hicks, J. H.

Howard, W. P.

KlLLINGER, C. P.

Joyce, G. F.

Suwa, Ryohei

Vint, R. T.

Watkins, J. C.

Wilson, F. L.

Wilson, W. T .
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Sopkomore Dental Class History

T HAS been just two short years as measured by the falling sand in the glass of

time since we, the Class of '28, entered as Freshman at the Medical College of Vir-

ginia one September morn. However, to us it has seemed a miniature eternity. It

has always been said that thirteen is an unlucky number. To us this fact is un-

questioned, for out of the original thirteen only six remain to return to the Dental

School to resume their course in the Sophomore class. Some found that their life's calling was

not for Denistry, but for Medicine. While again sickness, together with the usual old disease

—

"not being able to make their work"—took several from our midst. We are fortunate, however,

in having a transfer from the University of Maryland to join us this year. He gave us consolation

in saying that no Dental School is easy.

We seven members, who made up the Sophomore Class, were very hard enthusiastic workers.

We were not satisfied with a mere grade of 80 but "put out" all that was in us; therefore, we
honestly tried to learn Denistry instead of merely attempting to do just enough work to get

through. Since by the earnest work of the professors and mainly of our new dean. Dr. R. D.

Thornton, the Dental School has become a class "A" school, we feel that it is our duty to be,

when we graduate, a credit to the Medical College of Virginia, instead of the College being

merely a credit to us.

Back in our Freshman year we thought that no other year could be as hard, but in our second

year we found this to be a dream only. We will never forget our Physiology course under Dr.

"Charlie" Haskell. Especially will those reminiscences linger for many a day in the minds of

Messrs. Dodsworth and Repass, as they were his pets. (You may call them his pets!) How
pleasant or unpleasant these memories may be, we can say that we really learned Physiology of

the human body, or rather cats and dogs. It was this year that we learned how to burn up some

of the Nobler metals, especially gold, in the Technic Laboratory. The gold we destroyed trying to

make crowns, bridges, etc., would be enough to crown the kings of England back to Charles I, and

form the trestle work of the Brooklyn Bridge. It was here, also, that we learned our best cussing.

If one would work two months on a gold plate, then to polish a large hole through it, who
wouldn't cuss? Such happened in several instances. At the end of our first semester we thought

we knew all the drugs, their actions, and all about prescription writing, but when Dr. Charlie

got "on us" in Pharmacology we saw how little we did know. Our biochemistry course was a

pleasure for two reasons, first, our lecturer was of such oratorical ability, he could hold the class

spell bound for hours, and secondly, our instructor in the lab was one of the fairer sex, and thus,

gave great inspiration to us, as experimentors. The second semester we spent three long hours a

week in the great field of Bacteriology, Some claimed it was a domestic science course in dish

washing. Even at that, we found much time to learn about the elusive bacteria.

As a word of closing even if our trials and discouragements have been many, the two years

have been pleasant and its memories, in the years to come, will be a heritage we should enjoy.

So to M. C. V. and our friends we say goodbye until we assemble again next fall.

Class Historian.





Sopkomore Dental Class

Officers

K. McC. Crawford President

P. M. Beatty Vice-President

C. E. DoDSWORTH Secretary

E. N. Mason Treasurer

W. C. Webb Honor Council

M. A. Byrd Athletic Representative

F. G. Repass Historian

Members
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freskman dental class kistory

as we, the freshman dental class of 1925-26, entered the portals of the medical

college of Virginia, we little reckoned what an epoch it meant in our lives, it was no

new experience to enter college; but, nevertheless, we did not feel as we previously

had, in the dim past, when the leap was made from the lower to the higher branches of

learning, and, in fact, a peculiar sensation, an undescribable feeling, became paramount,

that at last we were beginning something that would mean all to us and much to

humanity as a whole was hard to visualize, to bring oneself to the realization that

he is no longer a boy and that he must ascend (or descend, if you prefer) from his

boyhood traits to the grim duties of fitting himself for his chosen profession; a pro-

fession that will not only rebound to his benefit, but be a blessing to all mankind, is

much easier said than done.

on the 1 6th day of September, in the one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-fifth

year of our lord, there was gathered together thirty-six serious-minded young men,

idealists, perhaps, but all determined to amount to something—to be something, from

as far north as new york and as far south as south Carolina, from the mountains of ,

west Virginia to the atlantic seaboard, came this class, a record class, the largest in the

past five years, to become dentists.

now what is a dentist? the standard dictionary defines as "one who practices den-

tal surgery, as filling, cleaning, adjusting, or extracting teeth, and providing artificial

dentures; a dental surgeon." if this be true, what we are wondering is, why we are

called upon to dissect the human body frcm the diaphram to the hair on the top of

the head, and perhaps the hair, too. we have not as yet been told that, it is all greek

to us, but we have no doubt that the authorities, in all their wisdom, know, after the

doctrine of the "survival of the fittest" will apply.

however, as they say, every cloud has a silver lining, and we are grateful to the

dental faculty for their delightful entertainment given to the freshman class at the

university club on tuesday, October the 28th. our only other comment is that it has

been a long time since the 28th of October.

historian.
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officers

1. saffelle president

i. t. hardy 'vice-president

n. p. willson secretary-treasurer

m. b. walker honor council

h. a. duncan athletic representative

adams, h. e.

branch, howard
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diamond, i.
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smith, m. r.
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Scnool of Pkarmacy

College Officers

W. T. Sanger, President

J. R. McCauley, Secretary-Treasurer

Faculty Officer
WoRTLEY F. RuDD, Dean

Faculty

Professors

W. G. Crockett, Phar.D., M.S Professor of Pliarmacy

P. F. Fackenthall, P.C Professor of Pharmacognosy
C. C. Haskell, M.D Professor of Pharmacology and Physiology

E. C. L. Miller, M.D Professor of Bacteriology

Roshier W. Miller, M.D Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics
WoRTLEY F. Rudd, Ph.B., M.A Professor of Chemistry
Robert A. Stewart Professor of English

Paul H. Warren, Ph.D Professor of Botany

Associate Professors

Roy Childrey, Ph.G Associate Professor of Practical Pharmacy
William Clift, B.S Associate Professor of Chemistry
C. y. Nichols, Ph.C, M.S Associate Professor of Pharmacy
F. W. Shaw, M.S., M.D Associate Professor of Bacteriology

Associates

E. P. Fletcher, Ph.G., M.D Associate in First Aid
L. E. Jarrett, Ph.G Associate in Dispensing Pharmacy
D. R. A. Wharton Associate in Bacteriology

Instructors

C. M. Caravati, M.D. Instructor in First Aid

Assistants

W. R. Bond, Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology
H. B. Haag, Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology
Harold Miller, Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacy and Chemistry
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Senior Pharmacy ciass

Officers

Roy Rhodes President

E. J. Egcborn Vice-President

G. TuLLiDGE Secretary-Treasurer

R E. Nelson Honor Council

Landon Timberlake . . . Skull and Bones

C. B. Carlan . . . .It/iletic Representative

Vernon Turner Historian

Senior Pkarmacy Class History

N SEPTEMBER of nineteen twenty-five one of the largest classes to ever enter the

Medical College of Virginia Pharmacy School, enrolled for work. The prospects

for a good class were bright. Among our number were representatives from two-

thirds the colleges of Virginia. Mr. Rudd predicted the best pharmacy class in the

history of the school—we believe it did live up to this reputation the first year.

It is true that some members came to Richmond thinking the Pharmacy Course a two-year form

of "rest" treatment. However, in less than two weeks these sadly misinformed individuals had
learned their mistake and were actually assisting such terms as pharmacopoeia, hygroscopic and
elutriation to diffuse through their brains. Then they exerted more effort to keep the knowledge
from "diffusing" too much ; which would have made the contact amount to nothing more than a

slight "exposure."

Next in my narrative of joys and sorrows comes a mention of those farseeing ones who joined

the Y. M. C. A., made arrangements to attend all Friday night Chemistry lectures, and became
members of the Second Baptist Church Sunday School class. This was done upon the advice of

students with experience. The same well-meaning friends told us to keep a bold front and "slide"

through the last half of the Senior year. We find it an excellent method to "slide" into the Senior

class of next year.

During our period of study in Richmond we have learned many things. When asked how to

pronounce the "j" in kjeldahl, Mr. Crockett answered that it was silent like "q" in wagon. Some-
one said Mr. Nichols was a different man at Chicago conventions, but the boys report that he

insisted upon seeing "Pigs" while they went to burlesque shows.

"Boy, boy! You have to do better than that! What am I thinking about? One word." (With
due respects to Dean Rudd).

Last year when a student remarked that about everyone would graduate this year Mr. "Fac"
said, "theoretically, yes; but practically no." We must admit that Mr. Fackenthall was right, for

the class seems to have become slightly demoralized. Probably it is due to the abrupt change in

quiz system. Even at that, we can boast of having a very good class, and as Dr. Warren said

about the little sperm cells, "some must always get lost in the rush."

Historian.
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WORTLEY FARHENHEIT RUDD
Wavy hair, Da-Da lips, and Goo-Goo eyes, how

they typify our four-year-old, "One Word" Dean.
How vividly the picture of his early life presents

itself! Plainly do we see him seated by the banks
of a little creek running caressingly by those old
sun-kissed, red clay hills of ole Virginny, as he
carefully moulds the red clay between his little
fingers into the form of pills, cataplasms, or poul-
tices.
We see him seated with his fellow playmates, or

in the presence of elders with the silence of the
Stoic—always listening, but never speaking unless
very necessary—an acquired childhood trait so ad-
mired and respected by his present friends and
many of his students.
Or we visualize this anfractuostic sesquipedalion-

ist, knowledge-thirsty, embryonic pharmacist gain-
ing his first rudimentary knowledge of the body
and the intricate value of febrile air, and potent
carthartics by seating himself (in silence) at the
feet of one of those grand masters of the past

—

the Medicine Show Man. How he must have
thrilled as he proudly exhibited to the kind old
Indian Doctor his little Pilulae Mudi, wrought from
the red clay by his own little fertile brain and
little lily white fingers.
The spark of chemistry in his soul was fanned

and fed as he watched the kind-hearted Doc con-
coct his wonderful panacea for all ailments by
throwing into his pot herbs, berries, a few snakes,
one and one-half toads, some W. C. T. U. literature
as a preservative, seven rodents, and a few other
salient therapeutic measures so sadly neglected by
the present-day practitioner.
These and other factors have given to us our

fighting, conservative talking, two-flsted, "One-
Word" Dean of today.

Dean Wortley F. Rudd

Mr. Rudd has given a good many years

of service to the Medical College of Vir-

•ginia. The fruits of his endeavors are

more pronounced in the Department of

Pharmacy, but indirectly, the entire school

has profited by the untiring efforts of Dean

Rudd to perfect his school.

After graduating from the Medical Col-

lege of Virginia, he took postgraduate work

at Columbia University. The call of the

Alma Mater was strong, and shortly after

completing his work at Columbia he re-

turned to the Medical College, where he

has consistently labored with the never-

tiring trait of one who loves his work.



Albert Lee Anderson
SOUTH BOSTON, VA.

Kappa Psi

Pharmaceutical Association.

Born in North Carolina, lives in South Boston,
and comes to M. C. V. to receive his education in

a chosen profession—this is "Skiebo's" life history
so tar.

Although short in stature, he is high in ability
and ideals—always a victor of his determinations.
He makes friends with everyone with whom he
comes in contact.

We see him put the finishing touch to that edu-
cation sought two years ago, and now we send him
out into the world with our very best wishes for
his future success.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Upshur Littleton Arrington
BEDFORD, VA.

Pharmaceutical Association.

"l„;p," the advocator of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound, conies to us from Bedford, Va.,
"the garden spot of the world." He attacks his
duties in a bold manner and is usually successful.
Mr. Rudd never has to worry about checking his
work, because he feels sure "Up" knows what he
is doing.

"Up" is quite a sheik, but always attends to his
business first.

Now that we have seen the handle put to his
name, we wish him much success in his chosen
profession.



Francis H. Barnes
ROANOKE, VA.

Kappa Psi

University of Virginia; President Junior Class;
Vice-President Y. M. C. A., '25-'26; Editor-in-
Cliief "SliuU and Bones," '25-'26; Pharmaceutical

Association.

This t3ig, little man entered M. C. V. after spend-
ing: two years at University of Virginia. Francis
has shown the instructors and his classniates his
worth as a man. He has been in the limelight
since the time of his matriculation.

"Barney" will go to his home in Roanoke to enter
lousiness with his father and to make a name in
the profession of Pharmacy, the ideals of which
he holds dear to his heart.

We bid farewell to you, old man, and may you
succeed in life as you have here.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

John Linwood Best

STONY CREEK, VA.

Phi Delta CId

M. C. V. Orchestra, '24-'25.

"Fickle as a girl, with his mind in another world."
Although he came from a town with a population
of nineteen, he is gradually learning city ways.
His good nature has won him many friends, and
his jokes, "bum" as they are, are sure to cause all

who hear them to "giggle" (if some one tickles
them). He is noted for his laugh, as well as his
idiosyncrasy of keeping everyone waiting for him
to dress.



Belvin Willard Blackman
PORTSMOUTH^ VA.

Class Basketball.

Take two drams of tincture of sportsmanship, one
half dram of mucilage of sense, three drams of
spirit of good will, and thirty grains of fine fellow;
mix in a mortar and the resulting homogeneous
mass is generally known as Belvin W. Blackman,
student extraordinary and athlete—plenty potent—
to the court of St. Rudd.
Belvin has proven his worth and ability. It does
not take much foresight to see that he will soon
take a prominent part in the affairs of the Phar-
macists of Virginia.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Cabell Briscoe Carlan, Jr.
GALAX, VA.

Kappa Psi

Athletic Representative Senior Class.

Carlan, Jr., failed to hand in a write-up to the
"X-Ray," and we don't know whether this was
due to Dean Rudd camping on his trail or whether
his best girl monopolized his spare time.
Regardless of the cause, we are sure Cabell will
uphold the standards of the "Teachings of Rudd"
and will play his part in the world of Pharmacy.
Good luck to you, old man, and may we some
day be proud of you.



Jefferson Walker Crandol
HAMPTON, VA.

He is known to us all as "J. W." Is he a sheik?
I'll say he is! The girls keep him out so late at
night that he goes to bed early (A.M.) and gets
up early (A.M.).

The most peculiar part of it all is that he always
finds time for his studies, and he knocks them
cold. He is a genius in worliing Dean Rudd's
chemistry problems (he really worked one last
year), but all in all he knows his stuff. He is

witty, good looking, and is always ready to help
a fellow when in distress.

He is a natural born pharmacist, having had three
years' experience. Much as we regret, we must
bid J. W. farewell. Good lucli to you, old boy.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

E. Jackson Eggborn
CULPEPERj VA.

Kappa Psi

Secretary-Treasurer, Pharmaceutical Association,
•23-'24; "Skull and Bones" Staff, '23-'24; Secretary-
Treasurer, Student Body, '25-'26; Vice-President

Senior Class.

Three years ago, Culpeper shed briny tears as it

bade farewell to this blushing, winsonre youth.
"Jack" entered our ranks with a strong desire to

own a "sheep hide," and by diligent application
and faithful work, he has received that "skin you
love to touch."

At times he throws off his mask of solemn de-
meanor and turns his aspirations to the higher
pursuits of Cupid's garden. No Romeo ever basked
more successfully beneath a balcony than this
master of hearts.

When "Auld Lang Syne" is played, and he starts
bade to Culpeper, M. C. V. is sending out a son
ol! whom she can be justly proud.



John William Fisher

Roanoke College; Honor Class; Pharmaceutical
Association.

Not a type, but an individual and a personality

—

that's "Bud."
Fisher came to us from Roanoke College, with
habits of study already well formed. While at
M. C. V. he has proven his ability and disclosed
his resources by turning to and accomplishing
greater things as a professional man and botanist.
After the manner of men, Fisher took unto him-
self a helpmate before entering Pharmacy, conse-
quently he has been impervious to the "wiles of
wild women" of Richmond, and has been spared
that diversion.

In college he has won a host of friends, and those
who can claim him as a friend possess a friend-
ship of which they may well be proud—a friend-
ship to cherish far above anything that pecuniary
power can ever obtain.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Hunter M. Gaunt
P/ii Delia Chi

Pharmaceutical Association.

"Soup" came to us from the Beautiful Valley ot
Virginia, and is very familiar with the Endless
Caverns.

He is one of our best students, and sometimes acts
as Dean Rudd's helper.

Gaunt has made many friends among the faculty
and among his classmates, and will be kindly re-
membered by all who have been associated with
him while in college.

We all know that when he leaves old M. C. V. ho
will conquer any task he may undertake.



Lowell Alexander Gregory
HAGAN, VA.

Lynchhurg College; Virginia Literary S(

Southwest Virginia Club; Honor Society; Ph
ceutical Society.

Gregory has credit for being one of the luminaries
of the class in scholastic attainments, with an un-
surpassed average. In his junior year he received
the candidacy for the Pairchild Scholarship, and
placed high in the competition. His ability was
proven beyond doubt by winning the State Schol-
arship.

Disregarding the advice of Paul, he took unto him-
self a wife, thus qualifying as the fourth mar-
ried member of the class.

Although his quiet and unassuming nature is con-
strued by some as indifference; to know him is

to like him, and to his immediate acquaintances
he is recognized as being a diligent student, a
loyal friend and a damn good fellow.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Irvin D. Harvey
LONG ISLAND, VA.

Kappa Psi

Pharmacputical Association.

A quiet unassuming fellow, better known to his
classmates as "ColoneL" joined us two years ago.
He has overconne many obstacles and secured a
firm grasp of the fundamentals of Pharmacy.
We are proud to number him among our class-
mates. He is every inch a gentleman and possesses
all of those traits so necessary to become a good
pharmacist.

"Colonel" has a genuine affection for our Southern
girls, and we hope to see him happily married in
the near future. We wish him all the success
which he so justly deserves and hope that he may
practice his profession under the ideal conditions
of which he now dreams.



Henry C. Hawthorne
BAGLEV'S MILL, VA.

Kappa Psi

Vice-President Junioi- Class; President J

Club, 25-'26.

Henry C. is another of those who failed to have
his write-up in, so it therefore falls upon us to do
him up well.

A very good student, a fine fellow, and one worthy
of his position among men. We are sure the
School of Pharmacy will miss you, Henry, and
may your future life and profession be such that
old M. C, V. will be proud to call you one of her
own.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Earl Ireson

TAZEWELLj VA.

Phi Delta Chi, Zcta Delta Chi

"Buck" came to us deep in love. However, the
"spell" seemed to slowly wear away, and we know
him to be a wiser and more sensible boy. He has
a way with the ladies that is hard to understand.
"Buck" is one of the hardest working students in
class, but the Lord never made him to be a chem-
ist. Fortunately, he more than makes up for
this with his unusually good technique.

A man with "Buck's" pleasing personality and
habits of neatness should certainly ntake a success-
ful pharmacist. Take our best wishes with you,
old boy!



Zachariah Bellfield Johnston
MADISON, VA.

Kappa Psi

Square and Compass; B.S., V. P. I.

Association,
Pharn^aceutical

Z. B. came to us after two years of the "bracing"
atmosphere at V. P. I. After breaking tlirougli
liis shell of modesty, one discovers a mine of en-
viMlile dualities. He possesses a wonderful dis-
IHisition, which makes his presence desired in any
ci.iiipany. A clean sportsman, hard worker and
perfect gentleman is Z. B.
Nor is his ability in the class room the least de-
serving of praise. As one of two candidates for the
B.S. degree in Pharmacy, his record is outstand-
ing.

With his remarkable ability, success is assured, and
as M. C, v. loses a loyal son, the world gains a
four-square man.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Minor "Peg" Kavanaugh

Phi Delta Chi

"Peg" is another of the Valley boys, as he comes
from the beautiful and historical town of Wood-
stock. He has "Rip Van Winkle" beat when it

comes to sleeping. "Rip" slept fifteen years,
whereas "Peg" has slept twenty-one.
He is one of the best students in his class and has
made a multitude of friends among the faculty and
students.

He also likes his toddy as well as the next one,
and helps uphold the supremacy of the Senior
Pharmacists.



Paul Walton Lambert
BRIDGEWATER, VA.

Phi Delta Chi

Pliarmaceutical Association; Class Baslvetball.

Paul came into our midst at the beginning of tlie
'24-'25 session. He liails fi"om Bridgewater, and is

known to tlie profs as a hard working student and
to the boys as a Jolly good fellow.
Paul is very conspicuous in class because of his
particular shade of blond hair, and because he is

so easily seen, he is the object of a good many
questions.

He is always on the job and seldom caught nap-
ping. We are sure his manliness and sincerity will
make the profession he has chosen proud of him.
It is with sad hearts that we bid him farewell.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Henry Larken Lester
PORTSMOUTH, VA.

Phi Delta Chi

Phai'maceutical Association.

He hails from the Tidewater section of Virginia,
Portsmouth. Just an unconcerned, irresistible, good
fellow, with a great hobby for women when he
isn't working. In all seriousness, he is not the
kind of a fellow that women and men forget, for
he has a winning personality.

When he leaves old M. C. "V. he will not be for-
gotten. We e.Ktend to him our best wishes for the
future.



Sam Levinson

RICHMOND, VA.

Sam has the ability to be one ot the leading schol-
ars in oui' class, but due to his inherent love for
chemistry he has neglected all other subjects in
his pursuit of this science. He is without doubt
one of the greatest students in chemistry ever to
leave this school, and it is generally believed that
he will continue his studies along chemical lines
after leaving college.

To touch on other lines, he possesses a genially
good nature and usually sees the humorous side
of affairs.

We all hope that our "human question mark" will
make great headway in his chosen line of endeavor.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Jacob Moore
RICHMOND, VA.

"Joe." besides being a remarkable student, as
shown by his marked ability and scholastic at-
tainments, also has that personality which is a
natural gift to only a few of the chosen. The
friendship of all ot his fellow students and pro-
fessors makes us believe that he shoots a wicked
line.

And the "Goils"—all we have to mention are a very
few ot his many accomplishments, such as playing
a marvelous game of in combination with
his sentimental eyes and coal black hair, to show
that the rest of the "sheiks" haven't a chance.
Here's hoping, Ole Chap, that when you leave us
you will retain as pleasant memories as you have
left behind; and as we know that your success is

only a matter of time, all that we can wish you is

happiness in your work.



Carlton Aubrey Pollard
BEDFORD, VA.

Kappa Psi

Pharmareutical Association Scholarship; Pharma-
ceutical Association; Y. M. C. A. Membership

Committee.

"Polly" comes to us from Bedford. Va. He never
takes anything for granted, and when a disagree-
ment arises he has to be shown that he is wrong;
w^hich he seldom is.

His poetry, jokes and songs have made our work
at M. C. V. more of a pleasure than any other
one thing. He is never in a hurry and can never
be rushed unless he is told that a letter is await-
ing- him at home. As a student he is one of the
best, and we wish hini even more success in the
future than he has had here.

The Seniors Pkarmacy Class

Benjamin F. Powell
MARTINSVILLE, VA.

tical Association; Y. M. C. A. Member-
ship Committee.

Powell hails from Martinsville, Virginia, a power-
ful and moon-shiny section, which is shown by his
power and bright way of doing things. When he
says his way is right, all other ways may as well
be forfeited. He is quiet and honest with him-
self in his work—always ready to help those who
need deep thought.

Powell did not play with the ladies much, but a
girl was once heard singing, "The Powell That I

Love."
^Ve send him out as a Ph.G., and wi.sh him all
possible success.



William B. Powers
SOUTH HILL, VA.

Tes, this is W. B. himself. When the Lord made
this product of South Hill. He destroyed the for-
mula. His likable personality and ready wit make
the dark hours bright and the bright hours bright-
er for everyone with whoni he conies in contact.
This, with his generous and matchless disposition,
has won for him a place in the heart of every man
who. knows him.

"Beck," the ladies' man, is a marvel. The girls
literally flock to him for advice, protection, guid-
ance, etc., and fall under the charm of his fluency
on those matters which interest them.

W. B. is also a good student and clever technician.
He will make his class and Alma Mater justly
proud of him in the successful years that are
sure to follow.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

William H. Preston

MEADOW VIEW, VA.

Emory and Henry.

"Bill" quickly took the little tip from Mr. Rudd
and proved to hia fellow students that he was an
honest and sincere worker.

He has lately been proclaimed "Sheik Bill." and
the only thing we have against him are his red,

rosy cheeks.

"Bill" is quite a singer, supposed to have a very
good tenor voice, and can sing "Sweet Adeline"
quite well.

The best of luck to you, "Bill."



Roy p. Rhodes
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Phi Delta Chi

Pharmaceutiral Association; President Senior Class.

Roy, known to the faculty as a diligent student
and to his classmates as a darn good "fella," came
into our midst fi-om that historical city of Char-
lottesville.

He has proven himself a regular "K. O." in pur-
suit of pharmaceutical knowledge as well as

—

'tho' we hate to admit it—being envious—the fair
sex.

He is a hard worker and a real man and, Roy,
M. C. V. wishes you every success for the future.
P.S.—One dark-haired little girl we know says.
"Life now ain't what it used to be—HE'S gone I"

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

William Mayer Robinson
RICHMOND, VA.

Here we have another Richmond boy who. having
won at John Marshall the rei)utation of being quiet
and studious, came to M. C. V. for his Ph.G.

Tt is a pleasure to have been associated with
"Willie" during his college days. His fellow stu-
dents have always found him congenial, sincere
in his work, and always loyal to the best inter-
ests of the college.

He has the unusual knack of saying the right
thing at the right time—especially in the ciuiz
room.
We wish for him the success he so richly deserves.



Harold Thomas Sloan
FERRUM, VA.

Plti Delia Chi

Pharmaoeutifal Association ; Southwest Virginia
Club.

"Baby" was here to matriculate when the doors of
Die M. C. v. were opened for the session of '24-'25.

Harold has made a splendid record as a student,
and will, we believe, some day write his name high
In the profession of Pharmacy.
He is a man of noble character and may be trusted
with any responsibility, for he is willing to give his
all. His sincerity, good humor and wit are only a
part of a personality that is one of the outstand-
ing ones in the school, as evidenced by his large
number of friends.

"Baby," we wish you great success in all of your
undertakings.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

Carrol Morton Smith
ORANGE, VA.

Pharmaceutical Association.

"Smitty's" career at M. C. V. ha.s been a splendicl
example ot what can be accomplished by hard
study and constant application. After a mediocre
start, he terminated his junior year in a blaze of
glory. In chemistry he won a stellar position, not
by luck but by pluck.

Smith, the personality of the classroom, and his
friendly loyalty, good fellowship, faithful work and
eai'nest endeavor won the friendship of his class-
mates and the faculty alike.
Success will certainly be his.



Landon Timberlake
CHARLOITESVILLE, VA.

Kappa Psi

A.B. Degree at V. M. I.; Ph.G. in Pharmary;
Captain Debating Team; Class Basketljall; ClasK
Representative "Slcull and Bones"; Class Repre-
sentative "X-Ray"; Pharmaceutical Association;
Second Lieutenant Engineering Corps, O. R. C.

"Tim" came to us a V. M. I. graduate and has
shown us, with his character and personality, what
his former education did for him.

The profession of Pharmacy called Landon so that
he might follow in his father's footsteps and carry
on the ideals entrusted to him by his Alma Mater.
There is no doubt of his success in lite.

We won't say good-bye to you, old boy, because we
will hear from you by your success in your chosen
field. By your absence M. C. V. sustains a loss.

The Seniors Pharmacy Class

George Bowler Tullidge, Jr.

Kappa Psi, Alpha Tau Omega

Secretary and Treasurer Senior Class; Class
ketball; Baseball Team; Ring Committee

George came to Medical College just in time to take
advantage of the two-year course. He came to us
as a product of Lehigh University, and has shown
by his work here he has represented her well.

It is written in the sands of fate that whatever
George will do, he will always be successful; with
an alert mind, a keen sense of humor, and a beam-
ing personality, he will predominate in all that he
shall undertake.

George leaves us to enter business in Staunton,
and at that time M. C. V. will miss a true friend.
We wish you the greatest of luck for the future.

waamsmiemmmmaiis-mn
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Vernon A. Turner
BRISTOL, TENN.

Phi Delta Chi, Zeta Delta Chi

Debating Team, '24-'25; Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion; Historian, '26; Southwest Virginia Clulj.

Vei'non came to us after two years of pre-medical
worlv at tlie University of Virginia. Jrie will leave
us as one of the first students of M. C. V. to re-
ceive the B.S. degree in Pharmacy.
After visiting Washington during the inauguration
of President Coolidge, he was given the name of
"Cal." This name has remained with him ever
since.

"Car* is a pal and true friend; always willing to
show us how to get Pharmacy. We are proud
of him, being one of the best students in class,
and having the honor of ranking among the high-
est in the national Fairchild Examination.
Glasses seem to help him on windy days going
down Broad, but when it comes to seeing the
clock in the morning he is blind. His first words
are, "What classes have we today?" and then, -

"For goodness sakes, 'Buck,' pull down those win-
dows."
Leaving us, "Cal" is going to study medicine.
If he makes Medicine like he did Pharmacy, a
great M.D. is in the future.

TKe Seniors Pharmacy Class

George Dennis Vozeolas

Delta Phi Sigma, Kappa Delta

Orchestra, '25; Cheer Leader, '25, '2

"Vazy"

"Vazy" halls from the city of Alexandria. He is

a good student and takes a great interest in school
affairs.

As a cheer leader he is a "whizz"; a good debater,
and a fine banjo player. It is reported that he
organized the "Funnel Gang," and is a charter
member of the "Seven Come Eleven Clan."

When Shakespeare said "Vanity is the spice of
life," he must have had "Vazy" in ntind, since his
vanities blend into making hiin a fine fellow. Good
luck to you, "Vazy."



Herbert F. Wallace
Phi Delta Chi

"Chug"

"Chug" hails from the southwestern part of the
state. He JK one of those boys that are admired
by all for his wonderful personality and ability to
make friends. "Chug" is very fond of books, a
regular chemistry shark. He never fails to chill
Dean Rudd on his quizzes. "Chug" has made an
everlasting friendship among his schoolmates, and
everyone believes there is a prosperous future
awaiting him.

"As merry as the day is long."

Tne Seniors Pkartnacy Class

HoRTON Fuller Whited
GATE CITY, VA.

Phi Delta Chi

"Finny" 's 'bout the littlest man in class, but give
him a step ladder and he'll make a Pharmacist
hard to beat.

This energetic, antbitious youth hails from South-
west Virginia and holds high this section's repu-
tation for producing good students. His smiles and
friendly "whad'dy say" are known to everyone, and
he is equally as popular with the profs as with
the students.

"Finny" is an amiable chap, with a sincerity and
determination that spells success for him in life.

Farewell, "Finny," ole boy, we wish you the best
of luck.



James G. Williams, Jr.

CULPEPER, VA.

Sigma Chi

We have here another enthusiastic specimen from
the Piedmont section ot Virginia. "Jimmy Prec-
ious," or "Three-Dollar Williams," comes to us
from Trinity College, where his desires tor a
Ph,G. were created and reared to such an extent
that he journeyed to meet us at M. C. V., in

search ot the needful knowledge. He was satis-

fled, perhaps, beyond his desire; and we do not
hesitate to say that Jimmy has stored away more
of this knowledge than most of us.

But don't think that Jimmy devotes all of his time
to work and study. He likes a good time and has
it. Neither is he averse to the charms ot the
ladies, though, unlike most ot us he has a "spe-
cialty," and we fear it will not be long before he
joins the ranks of Cupid's victims.

For such a prince ot a fnUow as Jimmy, success
is a certainty.
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Tke Anatomist

Cruel death, in its claim, spares not the fair,

Nor do all of its victims honor'd lie

;

But, then must be committed to the care

Of the anthropotomist, sitting nigh.

This comely maiden, once buoyant in life.

By the dread hand of disease expires,

Is now subject to the dissector's knife.

To carve and mutilate as he desires.

Perhaps she may have been a father's pride,

Nursed in a doting mother's fond embrace,

In manner modest, pure and dignified.

The pure idol of a courtier's grace.

Though ruthlessly this form he may despoil,

And will skilfully strive to gain his goal,

May in science be renowned for his toil,

But cannot harm the sanctity of her soul.

John W. Brodnax.

1+4
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FRESHMAN PHARMACY
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fresbman pnarmacy history

the advent of the freshman pharmacy class last September marks a

date that will not soon be forgotten by those connected with the college

and assuredly not by its members, our entrance marked the beginning

of a new era at M. C. V. up to this time, a two year pharmacy course

was considered all that was necessary, but in anticipation of the "wise"

class which was matriculating, it was deemed advisable to change the

course to a three year one.

knowing the faculty's solicitous feeling for us, we began our college

careers with great confidence and high spirits, our first shock came when

our math prof, sprang his first quiz, up to that time we were fully

convinced that we knew everything, but after his visitation our spirits

took a decided slump, however, youth easily adapts itself so we soon

regained our debonair bearing, only to be crushed by the onward march

of chem'stry under the command of general rudd and his staff; and

biology under the expert guidance of "scuse papa" and "fack." But,

emerging from this "vale of tears," mr. crockett, the freshman's friend,

came to our rescue and encouraged us with his sincere and reassuring

manner.

a few of our classmates have fallen by the wayside, owing to ill health

and other chances of fortune, we regret the break in our ranks, but,

nevertheless, must carry on without them.

we hope to measure up to the expectations of our faculty and our

friends; to go forth to the expiration of our course, better men and

women for having served our time in the classic shades of old v. m. c.

;

to practice our profession, fully equipped, in a manner which will re-

flect honor upon our alma mater, our faculty, and ourselves.

historian.
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freskman pkarmacy class

officers

braxton coiner ' president

•vice-president

j. boyce barman secretary-treasurer

s. r. firebaugh Itonor council

beverly n. austin athletic representative

marie s. pole historian

abramson, a.

adams, c. harry

austin, beverly n.

behsman, bernard

blon, ,'. s.

Carlisle, I.

herr, j. m.

holmes, h. w.

huffman, r.

hyde, p. w.

Johnson, 1. m.

Johnson, w. 1.

carsoii, c. r.

chandler, e. o.

cockey, p. o.

coiner, b. h.

collier, w. n.

ellis, miss Virginia

Jones, f. p

members
ferguson, j. e.

finton, wm. h.

firebough, s. r.

fitzhugh, b. j.

foley, b. 1.

foster, a. c.

robertson, v. o.

rothgeb, c. e.

sager, b. j.

sapp, h. f.

schofield, e.

seay, b. w.

leap, g. 1.

mccalley, a. o.

martin, miss b. f.

massey, vy. f.

mayo, w. v.

fratkin, isadore

goldin, harold

grady, b. f., jr.

gunby, m. p.

hall, e. r.

harman, j. boyce

michael, e. h.

owens, a. c.

pennell, n. s.

pippin, e. t.

pole, marie s.

ramsey, w. j.

simpson, f. b.

smith, r. m.

smith, w. b.

suUender, j. h.

thompson, g. v.

tompkins, c. m.

tolar, s. o.

towler, m. m.

trent, oscar e.

v\'ard, j. r.

weathersby, j. t.

wills, John w.
'

specials

bates, r. 1.

bryce, miss evelyn

carrier, miss k.

glover, w. h.
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ELIZABETH C. REITZ, R. N.

Dean of Nurses
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Sckool of Nursing

OFFICERS

Frederick B. Morlok Elizabeth C. Reitz, R.N.
Superintendent Dean

FACULTY

A. F. Bagby, M.D.
Lecturer in Diseases of t/ie Ear, Nose and

Tliroat

Harvey DeJ. Coghill

Lecturer in Elementary Psychology in Disease

J. Blair Fitts, M.D.
Lecturer in Orthopedic Nursing

Clifford A. Folkes, M.D.
Lecturer in Diseases of the Eye

R. FiNLEY Gayle, M.D.
Lecturer in Nervous and Mental Nursing

T. P. Haslam, M.D.
Lecturer in Bacteriology and Pathology

Lewis E. Jarrett, Ph.D.

Lecturer in Materia Medica

Martin Lassersohn, M.D.
Lecturer in Nursing of Communicable and

Medical Diseases and Essentials of

Medicine

H. L. Osterud, Ph.D.

Lecturer in Anatomy and Physiology and
Lecturer in Obstetrical Nursing

M. Pierce Rucker, M.D.
Anatomy of Special Senses and Nerves

Wortley F. Rudd, A.M., Ph.B.

Lecturer in Chemistry

Arthur C. Sinton, M.D.
Lecturer in Nursing of Gynecological Condi-

tions

J. B. Stone, M.D.
Lecturer in Nursing of Sick Children and of

Infant Feeding

R. D. ThorntoNj D.D.S.

Lecturer in Dental Hygeine

Raymond A. Vondelehr, M.D.
Lecturer in Nursing of Occupational Skin and

Venereal Diseases

Carrington Williams, M.D.
Lecturer in Nursing of Surgical Conditions

Mary Merle Buckles, B.S.

Instructor in Dietetics

Lee S. Liggan, M.D.
Instructor in Bandaging

Geraldine Mew, R.N.

Instructor for the Preliminary Course and
Full time Instructor in Nursing Subjects

Elizabeth C. Reitz, R.N.

Instructor in Nursing, History and Ethics

Rebecca Selfridge

Instructor in Elementary Massage

Ruth Randolph Walker, R.N.

Instructor in Social Service
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TKe Class Will

We, The Senior Class of '26

do make, publish and declare this our last will and testament, hereby revoking all

former wills, and codiciles by us made.

Article i: To the Juniors we will our most cherished Senior privileges, which are

few. May they grow in their keeping.

Article 2: We wish to bequeath to the Freshmen, Miss Brockaway's untiring dig-

nity, hoping that they will each one guard it carefully.

Article J." Miss Frances Thompson wishes to leave with the entire Training
School her ready wit and good humor. It has helped her over many difficult places

during her three years training.

Article 4: Miss Kerr passes on to the Juniors her "Sarcasm"; it has proven very

valuable in dealing with Internes.

Article 5: Miss Moehlman, Treasurer of the Class of '26, desires to leave in the

hands of the Juniors the Class purse—it is as usual—empty ! But as yet a good purse.

Article 6: To Miss Lucy Harris we will a nicely bound book on "Ethics." May
she in turn learn its extreme importance.

Article 7; Miss Mancos leaves with Miss Laura Bell Harris her pet motto,

"Silence is more eloquent than speech."

Article 8: We will to Miss Spiers Miss Brewbaker's characteristic "giggle," hoping

that it will give her a brighter outlook on life.

Article g: We leave in Miss Judd's care all of Dr. LaRoque's patients—she is so

fond of surgery!

Article 10: Miss Perry wills to the Juniors, "ALL MEN." She has definitely

decided on one.

Article II: To the Alumni we give our full co-operation together with our earn-

est desire to be of service in all of its undertakings.

Article 12: Last, but not least, we leave to Miss Reitz, our Directress and Dean
of Nursing, our real affection, our highest regard and sincere wishes for all that is

good. We hereby command the Juniors to look up and honor her as we have done.

Class Officers

LiLiAS Skipwith President

Virginia Fix Vice-President

Ruth Armentrout Secretary

Margaret Moehlman Treasurer

Birdie Walker Clieer Leader

Virginia Headspeth Historian
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GERALDINE MEW, R.N.

Dedication to Miss Mew-

To show even in a small way our appreciation of all that she has done for us during

our three years here, We, the Senior Nurses of Memorial, dedicate this page to Miss

Geraldine Mew. As we come to the close of our final year we begin to appreciate the

unselfish devotion and untiring efforts of our Instructress—to her we wish to express

our feeling of gratitude and appreciation. Much do we owe to Miss Mew, who by

kindly words and good advice, has spurred us on to greater efforts in accomplishing our

purpose.
Historian.
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Sara Ruth Armentrout
COVINGTON, VA.

"Army"

? spoaks reservedly, Vmt with for
Secretary, '2.')-'2f').

"Army" arrived in our midst one cold morning in
November. 1923. She is a genial, good girl, and a
hard worker. She is one who knows the truf
meaning of loyalty, one ever ready and willing
to help at any time and one who has the initia-
tive to push her profession to the utmost. We are
glad she has oast her lot with us, and wish her
great success. We believe her life work will prove
a tribute of honor to the nursing profession.

>eniors Nurses

Margaret Brockaway
MONTEREY^ VA.

"Brock"

Treasurer, '23-'24.

"If aught obstruct thy way, yet stand not still,
but wind about.

We have a great deal more kindness than is even
spoken,"

Look at "Brock," and you'll know that she is the
Senior of our class! She carries that reserved dig-
nity which makes it impossible for one to forget
that she is superior. "Brock" began the class of
'26 and remained its sole member for months, until
she was joined, one by one, by the different mem-
bers of a very large group. She has certainly
not mi.s.sed her calling for she loves her work
dearly and will be a credit to any branch of nurs-
ing that she might undertake.



Susan Brewbaker
BUCHANAN, VA.

"Breiii"

'Love is a dangerous guest.
For a heart so young as thine.'

Allow me to Introduce happy, sunny Brewbaker,
who hailed from Buchanan. It took "Brew" quite
a long time to know definitely what to do with her
life, but she finally arrived at M. C. V. and has
been a faithful worker since, winning favor from
all sides. She may as well be called the class
"Vamp," because she is always snatching some
heart, causing it to flutter, and then tossing it to
the winds. Brewbaker is always ready for fun,
but equally to settle down to work when the play
is over. Good luck to you, "Brew." We wish you
success in the nursing fields of China.

>eniors Nurses

Virginia Fix

GREENVILLE, VA.

"Fix'te"

Secretary, '2.'3-'24; I. D. C.
sitteth high in the hearts of men.

Any place, any time, anywhere you see her, Fix is

always wearing that smile that never wears off.

By her wonderful personality she has won her
way into our hearts and the hearts of the doc-
tors as well. "Fixie" hasn't yet decided definitely
what she will do after graduating, but we know.
Fix, old dear, you will make a wonderful success,
and we hope you will live long and always have
a good time.

"A poet is not born in every race."



Lois Fergusson
LEBANON, VA.

"Soudder"

"Memories (of her) like tapestries,
Are woven witii jjolden tlireads."

"Soudder" came to us very meek and mild, to put
forth her every atom of strength and kindness to
help in this needy world of suffering. Always
ready and willing, nothing delays her when she has
made up her mind. Certainly the paths of glory
loom before her. Despite her seriousness, bits of
humor ring merrily from her lips. You, "Soudder,"
dear, have won your way into our hearts by your
kindness and friendliness toward everyone, and
we are assured of your crowning success.

)eniors Nurses

Maude Fox
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.

"Maude"

This has always been Maude's motto, and has car-
ried her far into the making of a successful nurse.
"We see her always ready and alert while on duty,
doing her work with a cheerful smile, letting no
outside pleasure interfere with her duties. By
her willing attitude she has gained the confidence
of Miss Reitz, which is no small matter. Perhaps
her untiring energy is the cause of Maude's large
appetite, as we invariably see her during her hours
off duty visiting the little corner store. All we
can do is to wish her success, as we know she
will make good in her own way that which she has
here begun.



Pearl Hylton
HIGH POINT, N. C.

"Parptail"

President, '23-'24.

"She liked whatever she looked at,
And her look went far."

Pearl first saw light in the sand hills of North
Carolina. "Paretail." as she is better known to
her many friends, has been with us the entire three
years. Her capable mind, quiet dignity and gentle
disposition have won her great admiration from
others. Like all "down homers," she is fond of
her native state, and has planned to return there
and give of her talent to those who have patiently
waited for her sojourn here to end. "Paretail" is
an all-round good pal, a hard worker, and a true
friend. We wish for her the unlimited success her
ability demands.

yeniors Nurses

Virginia Headspeth
SOUTH BOSION, VA.

"Head"

Historian, '25-'2IJ.

"Of singing thou hast the reputation.

"Head" hails from the land of South Boston, and
we first knew of her arrival by hearing her sing:
"Honie, Sweet Home," at five o'clock in the morn-
ing. She has continued to sing her way into our
hearts during our years together, as she possesses
the faculty of making hosts of friends. She is the
youngest member of the class. Though serious
when necessary, she is good natured all the time.
Her unusual success as a student has been due to
her ability to absorb more from lectures than from
poring over a book. We predict for her a brilliant
future.



Bertha Ixgle

gibsonville, n. c.

"Bing"

The gods were good to us when they allowed
"Bing" to join us from Elam College, and to share
the joys and trials of our struggle toward the
coveted R.N. Although handicapped several times
by illness, she has never once given up. Quiet and
demure as she is, there is a tell-tale twinkle in
her eye, indicating her keen sense of humor. With
abilities such as she possesses, she is bound to win
success, and when she leaves us she will take with
her our best wishes for future happiness.

>emors Nurses

Esther Neisler Kerr
NORTH WILKESBORO, N. C.

"Kerr"

I. D. c.

"Knowledge is the mother of understanding."

The Old North State certainly did herself proud
when she sent Esther to the Training School. She
has been here three years, and during that time
she has demonstrated a grand combination of good
ability, good naturedness, good sympathy, and good
friendliness. Her classmates have surely learned
to love her and trust her in every way. for she is

certainly a friend of all. Nothing in her work is

too small or too large for this young lady to put
her whole soul into, conseciuently she is the kind
of nurse that will be an honor to her school and
to herself. Oh ! that we had the style and ability
of Gray, that we might write a true eulogy of her,
but, alas! we liaven't. So please be content with
the poor attempt made and know that she is the
kind of person we are all happy to count among
our friends.



Margaret Montgomery
LEXINGTON, VA.

"Monty"

Chaplain, 23-'24.

"A merry heart doeth good like medicine

Look into "Monty's" happy, smiling face and you
forget you e^'er had a trouble! If help is ever
needed she is right there and ready to lend a hand.
We do not believe the subject "Man" has ever en-
tered her head; if it has she has kept the fact
closely and securely locked within her vi'oman's
heart. "Monty" has a good reputation and a char-
acter of vsfhich anyone might well be proud. She
has won favor and good will from us all. We
wish you Godspeed, "Monty," and happiness in
all your undertakings^

seniors Nurses

Emily Mancos
disputanta, va.

"Cm"

I. D. C.

"My friends ha\'e come to me unsought.'

Behold! a niistery! "Cus" is so reserved and aloof
that it takes one ages to discover the real gold
which lies beneath her armor. She is indeed a
problem, but one well worth the solving. "Cus" is

a rare, interesting type; full of rare wit which
might at first be interpreted as sarcasm. You
might not think it, but "Cus" loves a good time
as well as anyone; although she spends much of
her time studying, thereby drawing most of the
high grades for the class. Here's good luck to
you, "Cus," forever.



Margaret Moehlman
CONOVER, N. C.

"Mol"

Treasurer, '25-'26.

"In simple manners all thy secret lies,

Be kind and virtuous, then you'll be blest and
wise."

"Mol" joined us in our intermediate year, having
spent one year at Highland Hospital. She has
endeared herself to us all by her sunny disposi-
tion and ready smile. "Mol" has proven a con-
seientious student and a trustworthy friend. She
stands among the first in our class in many, many
ways and there are wonderful opportunities await-
ing her. She has everything which should make
her Alma Mater and her friends proud, and we
predict she will do honor and credit to the pro-
fession to which she has decided to dedicate her
life.

seniors Nurses

LiLiAS Skipwith

CLARKSVILLEj VA.

"Skip"

President, '25-'20; T. D. C.

"Too fair, too good for human nature's daily food."

"President Skip" is the pet of the Class of '21.

She skips through life as happy as a lark, but
never fails to pause to offer a good word for every-
one. "Skip" is noted for her remarkable disposi-
tion and even temperament. She has scores of
friends in both sexes, because "the way to have a
friend is to be one," and she is truly loyal to all,

thus winning confidence from all sides. We do
not know just what "Skip" is planning to do
with her future, but, "Skip," wherever you mny
go and whatever you may do, remember the Cla.5S
of '20 will not forget you.



Frances Cornelia Thompson
HIGH POINT, N. C.

"Marasmus"

I. D. r.

"Trouble sits? lightly on her shoulders."

"A smile for all, a greeting glad, an amiable jolly
way she had." To North Carolina we are indebted
for this slender ray of sunshine. "Marasmus" is

our witty classmate. Her good humor and ready
wit have invariably kept Memorial from needing
a new "Green Carpet." These qualities have led
her through the valley of Patients, JJoclors, In-
structors, Supervisors and Sweethearts, They hav'e
brought her to the goal which many strive for but
few attain. Though she be lig.'it-hearted, opii-
mistic, and gay, she never neglects her duties for
frivolous things; she does her work in a superior
manner and Is never found shirking. She is both
capable and worthy, and as a friend is laithlul
and true. In pursuing her work as an R. .NT., we
wish her great success.

>eniors Nt

Birdie Pierce Walker
HIGH POINT, N. C.

"Birdie"

President Y. W. C. A., '28.

"Far may we search before we find

A heart so noble and so kind."

M. C. V. has never sent out a better nurse than
"Birdie." The work she has done as a student,
both in practice and theory, has left her with
plenty of time to spare, and this time she has
spent in writing for "Skull and Bones" and keep-
ing the girls interested in the Y. W. C. A. Birdie
is, as a rule, quiet and shy, but one often catches
a merry twinkle in her brown eyes. She is faithful

in her work, loyal to Billie, and to all her friends,

who love her good qualities. We shall miss her,

but her influence will linger long in the hearts of

her classmates. As our class disperses, she carries
with her our sincere.st wishes for success.
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History of Class of '27

ISTORY is inevitable. Everything has a history, either good or bad.

Every class or organization has a history. How about the history of the

Class of '27? September ist, 1924, marked the beginning of a most noted

history in the life of our Training School. Eleven noble-hearted, but

fear thrilled maidens, donned their ill-fitting uniform and reported on duty

under the guidance of worthy instructors and were soon put to work in earnest. We
were first introduced to the Halls of Memorial and then to the numberless rooms of the

Old Virginia Hospital. To verify this, recall the shortage in "hand-lotion" in the

hospital cabinets. We were eager students and soon quite a few transformations and

changes had taken place in our minds due to the skillful, steady and earnest instruction

received at the hands of our most earnest instructors. The old statement, "ignorance is

bliss," soon lost all significance in our youthful lives. With tears and sighs we yearned

for the old care-free life but something whispered, "Hold on." As the days came and
passed there were a few additions to our group, and heavy losses. A new one today, a

loved one leaving tomorrow. But the truest, sturdiest and most earnest ones stayed on,

giving the best that was in them to Memorial, her authorities and her patients. The day
came when we were no longer probes at everyone's command. With light hearts we
donned our "caps and bibs" happy as Queens in May. We plunged into our work with
new zeal, hope and self confidence, endeavoring to bring back health and strength to

the bodies, and smiles of happiness to the faces of less fortunate beings. Since then,

nine new members have been heartily welcomed to our ranks, but of course a few have
dropped in the race. We are giving the best that we have to our Alma Mater and will

ever be loyal and true. Therefore we expect the best from her. We are fifteen strong

and regular "live wires." You shall hear more from us later.

The Class Historian.
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Class Oflicers

Elizabeth Gillis President

Anna Beck Vice-President

Birdie Riddle Secretary-Treasurer

Nannie Judd Reporter

Junior Class Roll

Nurses

Beck, Anna Gillis, Elizabeth

CoRR, Elizabeth Judd, Nannie

Harrell, Bessie Moore, Thelma

Harris, Laura B. Riddle, Bertie

Harris, Lucy Roberts, Juanita

Shopoff, Celena

Spiers, Florence

Thompson, Mary K.

WiLKiNs, Vivien
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Athletics at M. C. V.

JTHLETICS at the Medical College of Virginia, though still young in the number of

years since its reorganization, shows marked improvement in strength and popu-

larity. This year the Athletic Association under the continued guidance of our

Graduate Manager, Dr. Wm. H. Parker, again opened activities with the Inter-

mural Basketball League. Each year many lettermen from other colleges are

matriculating in the several schools. It is the purpose of this league to bring out this new material

and to stimulate all the interest possible in the coming Varsity basketball season. Each class in

the three schools was represented, and represented well as evidenced by the many close games.

At the end of the league three teams were tied, but it remained for the lowly Freshman Medicos

to again carry away the cup.

The Inter-mural League brought out two important facts. First, that it was an excellent

means for many of our students to obtain a great deal of the much needed, and often overlooked

exercise and diversion from their studies. This factor alone should be stimulus enough for its

continuance. Secondly, it brought and developed new material for the varsity. This factor

was very much in evidence during our earl}- games.

Varsity basketball began during the first week of December. About twenty-five candidates

reported to Coach Horace Hicks for the first practice. From this number a varsity and junior-

varsity squad was selected. A fast and well balanced team soon resulted from each squad. The

varsity, playing such teams as the University of Richmond, William and Mary, Lynchburg

College, Randolph-Macon, Bridgewater College, Union Theological Seminary, The Blues, and

a few strong local teams, won over half of their games. The junior-varsity, playing many

prep schools, church teams and the like, lost only two of its scheduled games.

A league composed of the three professional schools of the city, namely, the T. C. Williams

School of Law, Union Theological Seminary, and The Medical College, was organized. Many
former star college athletes were to be found on each team, resulting in hard fought and spirited

games. The Medicos were leading the league at the time of this writing.

Not to be outdone by the rest of the college, the School of Nursing organized and entered a

team in the female basketball league of the City of Richmond. Though the city championship

was not captured, many victories were turned in. We are justly proud of the showing made

by Coach Mongillo and his proteges. Needless to say, we will be backing them more strongly than

ever in their future efforts.

In baseball last spring, a fairly good team was whipped together by Coach Hicks. He was

assisted in his efforts by our old friend and ally, Jonah Larrick, who holds down most efficiently

the job as assistant to Dr. Parker. Only a few games were won by the team, but considering the

long hours in school, the lack of a more accessible field upon which to play, a very creditable

showing was made. This year, with more time for practice, and much new material to draw

from, promises to be the brightest seasons in the history of the school. Student-manager Joyce has

worked out a well balanced schedule for the year and much may be expected in the way of vic-

tories.

Tennis is our third sport and promises to be a very bright season as well. Our new courts

which were recently built upon the site of the old Retreat for the Sick hospital will soon be re-
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conditioned. Plans are already on foot for a school tournament for the selection of a varsity

team. A definite schedule with the various Colleges have not as yet been completed. Much
credit for the development of this sport goes to Student-manager Allen Lloyd, and the Association

is very grateful to Superintendent Morlok, of the Hospital Division, in helping us with our tennis

courts.

With the definite establishment of athletics at the Medical College, the old cry of being too

busy with studies, that there is not room for athletics in a professional school, seems to have ban-

ished forever. Indeed they have become so popular with the Student Body that the demand for

compulsory physical training has become more stronger than ever. Many of us realize that we
need exercise, but only a very few of us arrange for it in our daily schedule. Some of us because

of the two, classwork only is compulsory. Others of us because we have not yet felt the effects

of our negligence. However, as those of us leave school with our health shattered and broken

because of our close studies, many are going to join us in our wish that physical training had been

compulsory, too.

One of the finest steps toward aiding, not only the course of athletics, but that of each individual

student, would be the adoption by the Medical College of required gym work. A gymnasium of

our own then is one of the crying needs of the student body. —W. R. C.
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Atkletic Association, Medical College

of Virginia

Dr. Wm. H. Parker
Graduate Manager

Horace R. Hicks

Coach

E. Myers President

T. B. Gordon Vice-President

W. R. Counts Secretary

J. R. McCauley Treasurer

W. R. Counts Manager Basketball

G. F. Joyce Manager Baseball

Allen Lloyd Manager Tennis

Mr. W. F. Rudd

School of Pharmacy

Faculty Members

Mr. Wm. Clift

School of Denistry

Dr. James H. Smith

School of Medicine

Class Representatives

B. M. Austin H. A. Duncan, Jr.

J. R. Bailey W. F. Fitzhugh

M. A. Byrd J. R. Fleet

C. B. Carlan J. W. Hundley

W. R. Devin W. G. Preas
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PKi Chi

Chapters

Alpha . l^niversity of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.

ilplia Alpha University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
Alpha Beta University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.
Alpha Theta Western Reserve I'niversity, Cleveland, Ohio
Bela University of Oregon, Portland, Ore.
Beta Delta University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
Beta Mu McGill University, Montreal, P. Q., Canada
Beta Vpsilon Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, Mass.
Beta Chi University of Colorado, Boulder, Col.

Gamma Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Gamma Sigma Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
Delta Tufts College Medical School, Boston, Mass.
Delta Pi University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
Epsilon Detroit College of Med. and Surg., Detroit, Mich.
Epsilon Delta Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Epsilon Chi Marquette LTniversity, Milwaukee, Wis.
Zeta University of Texas, Galveston, Texas
Eta Upsilon Medical School of Harvard University, Boston, Mass.

Theta Eta Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
Theta Upsilon Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.
Iota University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, A'a.
Kappa Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

Kappa Delta Johns Hopkins University', Baltimore, Md.
Kappa Rho Northwestern University, Chicago, III.

Kappa Upsilon University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.
Kappa Chi University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
Lambda Rho University of Arkansas Medical School, Little Rock, Ark.

Mu Indiana University Medical School, Indianapolis, Ind.

Xi Baylor Medical College, Dallas, Texas
Omicron Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Omicron Kappa University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Pi Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
Pi Delta Phi University of California, Berkeley, Cal.

Pi Mu University of Virginia Medical College, Charlottesville, Va.
Rho Rush Medical College, Chicago, 111.

Rho Delta Cornell University, New York, N. Y.
Sigma Emor\' University, Atlanta, Ga.
Sigma Delta University of South Dakota, Vermillion, S. D.
Sigma Theta University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Sigma Upsilon Leland Stanford, Jr., University, Stanford University, Cal.

Tau Beta University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Tau Omicron University of Toronto, Toronto, Ont., Canada
Upsilon Zeta University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
Upsilon Iota University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Upsilon Nu LTniversity of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.
Upsilon Pi University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Upsilon Sigma Columbia University, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Phi . George Washington LTniversity, Washington, D. C.
Phi Rho St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
Phi Sigma Loyola ITniversity Medical College, Chicago, 111.

Chi Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chi Upsilon Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.
Psi University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Phi Chi

Fratres in Collegio

Class of IQ26

F. E. Ammons W. P. Barnes A. S. Davis

L. W. Angle W. T. BURCH R. B. Easley

B. H. Bailey G. C. Chiles J. B. Gordon

J. R. Bailey W. R. Counts L. B. Hastings

C. W . Henson J- J. McDonald

J- P. Jones, Jr. M. W,. Ransone

E. V. Jordan M.. H. Seawell

T,. L. Lee J-

h. l. townsend

Harry Walker
E. W. Wood

Class of 1927

A. Shield

R. L. Eastman C. R. HosKiNS, Jr. J. T. Tucker

J. R. Ellison 0. C. Jones A. H. Wood

J. R. Hamilton J. W. Keever

T. N. Spessard

Class of 1928

J. C. White

A. L. Baker

A. H. Bracy

L. H. Bracy

R. L. Claterbaugh

G. W. Easley

P. C. Grigg

S. O. Handy

J. H. Reed, Jr.

F. M. Teeple

J. P. Williams

f. w. baars

h. h. ballard

rex blankenship

o. 1. hite

n. j. patterson

Class of 1929

w. m. b. brown

w. 1. cook

e. w. copenhaver

w. g. preas

w. p. stull

b. f. cozart

a. m. duval

h. r. hartwell
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Phi Chi

Fratres in Facultate

Anderson, Paul V. Gray, A. L. Price, L. T.

Bagbv, a. F. Gray, B. H. Rucker, M. p.

Baughman, Greer Grinnan, St. Geo. Rosobro, B. M.
Blackwell, K. S. Henson, J. W. Ross, C. F.

Blair, J. R. Hill, Emory ROYSTER, J. H.

Blanton, C. a. Howle, Paul W. Shepherd, W. A.

Blanton, H. W. Hughes, T. E. Simpson, Wm.
Blanton, W. B. HUTCHESON, J. M. Stratford, A. L.

Brown, A. G. Johns, F. S. Tabb, J. L.

Brunk, O. C. Mann, Herbert Talbot, E. V.

Courtney, R. H. Mason, W. L. Terry, G. S.

Creekmur, R. L. Masters, Howard Tucker, Beverly R.

Davis, T. D. Mercer, W. F. Warrener, J. E.

FiTTS, J. Blair MicHAUx, Stewart N. Whitaker, Paul F.

FOWLKES, C. H. McGavock, E. p. White, J. A.

Gayle, R. F. McGuiRE, Stuart Williams, E. G.

Graham, W. T. Nelson, J. Garneit
NucKOLS, M. E.

Peple, W. Lowndes

Fratres in Urbe

Willis, A. M.

Alexander, H. C. Grinnan, St. Geo. T. Whitfield, J. M., Jr.

Anderson, Paul V. GORSLINE, I. T. Whitfield, J. M.
ASHWORTH, 0. O. GUNN, S. E. Willis, A. M.
Bagby, a. F. Henson, J. W. Willis, R. G.

Baker, Harry B. Hill, Emory Woods, J. B.

Baughman, Greer HoBSON, E. L., Jr. LORINE, J. B.

Blair, J. R. Holderby, C. E. Lord, F. K.

Blackwell, K. S. HORNTHAL, H. A. Lorraine, W. B.

Blanton, C. A. Howle, Paul V. Maloney, G. R.

Blanton, H. W. Hughes, S. E. Randolph, H. W.
Blanton, W. B. Hughes, T. E. Rucker, M. P.

Bright, J. Fulmer HUTCHESON, J. M. Mann, Herbert
Brown, A. G. Johns, F. S. Mason, A. Norton
Brunk, O. C. Jones, W. R. Mason, W. R.

Caravati, C. M. KiMBROUGH, A. M. Masters, H. R.

Clarke, A. B.

Cloyd, J. A.
Cole, D. B.

Courtney, R. H.
Craig, W. H.
Creekmur, R. L.

Darijen, O. B.

Davis, T. D.

Dickerson, W. R.

Evatt, C. W.
Fitzgerald, R. S.

Fms, J. Blair
Fowlkes, C. H.
Gayle, R. F.

Graham, W. T.
Gray, A. L.

Gray, B. H.

Llewellyn, C. E.

Liggan, L. S.

Rudasill, C. L.

Shelter, A. G.
Shepherd, W. A.
SiNTON, A. C, Jr.

Stuart, R. R.

Tabb, J. L.

Talbot, E. B.

Terry, G. S.

Tucker, B. R.

Tyler, Dorsey A.
Upshur, F. W.
Vaughan, R. W.
Warriner, J. E.

White, J. A.
Wealt, R. G.
Williams, E. G.
Whitaker, Paul F.

Mercer, W. J.

MCCUTCHEON, W. B.

McGavock, E. P.

McGuiRE, Stuart
MicHAUx, Stuart N.
MosELEY, E. J., Jr.

Nelson, J. Garnett
Newton, McGuire
NucKOLS, M. E.

Paul, Ray
Pearman, T. B.

Peple, W. Lowndes
Price, Lawrence T.
Reade, F. M.
ROSEBRO, B. M.
Ross, C. F.

Royster, T. H.
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Pki Rko Sigma

Chapters

fj^j^
University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Gamma ^^"*^ Medical College, Chicago, 111.

[)fl(a University of Southern California, Los Angeles

Epsilon Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery

2fta University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Pf^ Creighton Medical College, Omaha, Neb.

Theta Tau University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

ji^f^ University of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Kappa Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

Lambda Phi University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

j^jji
University of Iowa, Iov\'a City, Iowa

J^^^
Harvard University, Boston, Mass.

Oinicron Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

p^ Indiana University, Indianapolis, Ind.

jllig Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sigma University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

Upsilon • Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Skull & Sceptre Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Qjil University of Pittsburg, Pittsburgh, Pa.

p^l University of Colorado, Denver, Colo.

Alpha Omega Delta University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

Omega Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Alpha Beta Columbia University, New York City

Alpha Gamma McGill University, Montreal, Can.

Delta Omicron Alpha Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Alpha Epsilon Toronto University, Toronto, Canada
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Pki Rko Sigma
Fratres in Collegio

Class of 1926

E. L. Boone G. A. Daniel

L. W. Bryce J. F. Davis

J. H. Childrey F. B. West

Class of 1927

E. L. Alexander George Hess

L. H. GiNN S. F. Johnston

A. R. LuTZ

E. F. O'Neil

J. W. Parker, Jr.

J. T. Peters

W. P. Smith

Class of 1928

Garrett Dalton W. R. Gladding H. R. Hicks

R. D. Garcin, Jr. E. A. Harrison W. F. Fitzhugh

Allen Lloyd W. R. Southward

J. R. St. George J. R. Tucker

T. L. Waring

L. S. WORNAL
E. C. Miller

Class of 1929

b. m. reynolds t. m. sloan
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Pki Rko Sigma

Fratres in Facultate

J. W. Brodnax H. A. Bullock B. F. Eckles

s. W. BUDD J. B. Dalton E. C. Eggleston

F. P. Fletcher, Jr. W. W. Gill

R. C. Fravel W. H. HiGGINS

J. F. Geisinger B. L. Hillsman

R. W. Miller

T. W. Murrell

J. H. Smith

W. T. Vaughn

Fratres in Urbe

J. T. Graham Dean Murray

P. S. Lewis Cullen Pitt

J. K. Richardson

L. O. Snead

A. E. Turman

J. W. Turman



Omega Upsilon Pki

Chapters

Alpha University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

Beta University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio

Epsilon Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York, N. Y.

lota University of Leland Stanford, Jr., San Francisco

Nu (Tau Xi) Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Pi ,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

]l/io Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Upsilon, U. D Temple College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lambda Georgetown University, Georgetown, D. C.

Sigma University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

Alpha Alpha University of St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo.
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Omega Upsilon Phi
Founded at the University of Buffalo, November 15, 189+

Nu Ckapter
Established at the Medical College of Virginia, March 1, 1903

Colors: Crimson and Gold Flo'Lver: Red Carnation

Fratres in Collegio

Class of J 926

A. D. Ferrell W. H. Drewery

W. R. Morton Bruce L. Randolph

J. Frank Folk T. B. Gordon

Class of 1927

C. W. Lynn W. O. House

V. K. Young C. L. Newland

W. S. Stakes E. N. Pleasants

P. P. Pharr

Class of 1928

R. F. SIMMS C. H. Spiggle

C. L. Neale Charles R. Bowman

A. Huffman J- R- Wood

A. P. HuDGiNS Clifford H. Beach

H. B. Haag J. L- Patterson

A. F. Golderos

class of 1929

j. r. brov^n e. g. wingstead

w. e. tomlinson J- r. pregnall

e. t. terrell

t. r. rolston



Omega Upsilon Pki

Fratres in Facultate

Dr. T. D. Jones

Dr. C. a. Folkes

Dr. G. p. Larogue

Dr. J. A. Weitzel

Dr. J. B. BULLARD

Dr. C. M. Miller

Dr. Chas. R. Robins

Fratres in Urbe

Dr. T. D. Jones Dr. J. E. Daughtery

Dr. Wm. B. Hoffman Dr. W. R. Graham

Dr. H. R. SiMMERMAN Dr. M. L. Anderson

Dr. J. S. Weitzel Dr. S. J. Baker

Dr. A. L. Herring Dr. F. H. Beadles

Dr. F. R. Hodges Dr. R. C. Bryan

Dr. E. T. Trice Dr. E. C. Bryce

Dr. R. E. Mitchell Dr. C. V. Carrington

Dr. J. G. BOISSEAU Dr. J. A. Hodges

Dr. E. L. Flannigan Dr. G. Paul LaRogue

Dr. W. N. Mercer Dr. C. M. Miller

Dr. C. A. FOLKES Dr. S. B. Moon
Dr. L. B. Staton Dr. B. W. Rawles

Dr. J. B. Bullard Dr. C. R. Robbins
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Phi Beta Pi

The Active Chapters

Alplia University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Zeta University of Texas, Galveston, Texas

Fja Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.

plii Psi Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Qlil Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

Alpha Eta University of Virginia, University, Va.

Alpha Xi Harvard University, Brookline, Mass.

AlpIia Sigma University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Beta Alpha West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.

Alpha Nu University of Utah, Salt Like City, Utah

Alpha Tau University of California, Berkeley, Calif.

jlliQ Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

Sigma University of Alabama, University, Ala.

Alpha Beta Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Alpha Kappa LTniversity of Texas, Galveston, Texas

Alpha Lambda University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Alpha Mil University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.

Alpha Phi Baylor University, Dallas, Texas

Bfja LTniversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Delta Rush Medical College (University of Chicago), Chicago, 111.

Theta Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, 111.

Jota College of P. & S., University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Kappa Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery, Detroit, Mich.

Omicron Indiana University, Indianapolis, Ind.

Alpha Epsilon Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

Alpha Zeta Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

Alpha Pi University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Alpha Omega Loyola University, Chicago, 111.

Lambda St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.

Mu " • Washington LTniversity, St. Louis, Mo.

Xi University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

Pi University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

Tau University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

Alpha Alpha John A. Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.

Alpha Iota University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.

Alpha Upsilon University of Kansas, Rosedale, Kan.

Alpha Chi LTniversity of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

Alpha Psi University of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Beta Beta Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.

Alpha Omicron Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
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Phi Beta Pi

Colors: White and Green Flou-er: White Chrysanthemum

Founded at the ITniversity of Pittsburgh, March lo, 1891.

Officers

G. C. Amory Arc/ion

W. T. H. Brantley . . .
' Vice-Archon

F. F. Davis Secretary

E. C. Jamison Treasurer

G. C. Amory
F. F. Davis

J. R. Grinnels

J. M. Crymes

Members

Class of 1926

A. B. Spahr

L. A. Law
W. M. Dick

H. D. COGHILL

W. F. Mitchell

G. O. Martin

W. F. Work

J. K. Roland

M. S. Stinnett

E. J. Hayden

H. A. Bracey

G. N. Carter

Class of ig27

P. A. Shelbourne

B. W. Meador

R. R. Summers

R. E. Bailey

R. H. Curry

E. C. Jamison

W. T. H. Brantley

C. C. Jackson

F. F. Sowers

AsHBY Milbourne

H. F. Bowles

W. C. Jackson

W. C. Elliott

Class of 1928

W. H. Hale

C. H. Anderson

E. D. Floyd

J. A. Sawyer

G. H. Wolfe
C. C. Graves, Jr.

s. o. bennette

g. e. stone

j. f. barnes

class of 1929

a. c. davis

f. d. Steele

f. n. honeycutt

j. s. richeson
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Phi Beta Pi

Fratres in Facultate

W. R. Bracey J. G. Lyerly

S. M. Cattrell H. p. Mauck
E. T. Gatewood C. I. Sease

J. H. Smith

L. T. Stoneburner

N. H. Turner
Howard Urbach

R. H. Wright

Fratres in Urbe

R. H. Edwards W. R. Bracey A. G. Ezekiel

A. G. Martin A. S. Brinkley a. a. Houser

D. T. Moore

J. G.

H. P.

T. D.

Lyerlt

Mauck
Merrick

S. M. Cotrell E. T.

A. R. Nichols

S. J. Oppenheimer

W. T. Oppenheimer

C. I. Sease

J. H. Smith

L. T. Stoneburner

H. N. Turner

Thos. D. Wheeldon
Howard Urbach

R. A. Wright.

Gatewood
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Cki Zeta Cki

Chapters

/ilpha Jefferson Medical College

Alpha Alpha Baylor University

Alpha Delta St. Louis University

Bella University of Oklahoma

Lambda University of Arkansas

Mu Washington University

TVu Medical College of Virginia

Omicron Vanderbilt University

p^j University of Maryland

Xheta University of Tennessee

Yau Tulane University

Upsilon Upsilon University of Georgia

Yl Emory University

Beta Beta Wake Forest College
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Cki Zeta Cki
Fratres in Collegio

Class of 1926

O. C. Campbell D. M. Royal

Jack Smiley H. O. Pearson

H. S. Griffin

E. E. Robinson

T. S. BOYER

H. C. Davis

E. W. Johnson

J. R. Johnson

A. J. Merva
E. E. Lovas

A. L. Martin

M. M. Feilds

Class of 1927

T. W. McBane
M. C. Newton

F. U. Metcalf

L. L. Anderson

J. V. Castagna

Class of 1928

Rex E. Galvin

A. C. Echols

C. G. Bennett

D. F. Love

class of 1929

j. m. moore

1. i. hoke

a. b. choate

r. m. dehart

c. f. Johnston
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Chi Zeta Cki

Fratres in Facultate

W. H. Whitmore Joseph Bear

J. A. Mease, Jr. P. D. Lipscomb

W. P. Thompson

Fratres in Urbe

C. C. Cochran

Jos. Bear

J. D. FOLTZ

P. D. Lipscomb

J. W. Hannabass

W. R. Sherrick

J. E. RUCKER

T. S. Shelton

W. P. Thompson

W. P. Timberlake

W. H. Whitmore
T. B. Weatherby

J. M. Daugherty

J. A. Mease, Jr.



Pki Lamtda Kappa

Chapters

Alpha University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Alpha Alpha University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Beta Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Gamma Loyalia Medical College, Chicago, 111.

Delta Rush Medical College, Chicago, 111.

Epsilon Northwestern University, Chicago, 111.

Zeta Columbia University, New Yory City

Eta Bellevue Medical College, New York City

Theta Long Island Medical College, New York City

Kappa University of Buffalo, Buffalo, New York

lota Tufts Medical College, Boston, Mass.

Mu University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

A'u Boston Medical College, Boston, Mass.

Xi University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.

Omicron Detroit Medical College, Detroit, Mich.

Pi University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Rho George Washington Medical College, Washington, D. C.

Sigma Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Tau St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.

Upsilon University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

p/ii University of Tulane, New Orleans, La.

Chi Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

Psi Albany Medical College, Albany, N. Y.

Omega Washington Universit}-, St. Louis, Mo.

Alumni Club of Brooklyn Brooklyn, N. Y.

Alumni Club of Chicago Chicago, III.

Alumni Club of Bronx Bronx, N. Y.
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Pni LamDaa Kappa
Fratres in Collegio

Class of ig26

'
i M. C. Thomas

Class of igsy

H. A. Dick M. H. Greenfield

S. C. FeLDMAN I. A. RiFKIN

'i^

j

Class of ig28

1
j

S. LUBER

%
j

class of ig2g

m. marks

d. shevitz

Fratres in Urbe

I
jii

I
H. P. Leavin
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Psi Omega

Chapters

Bela New York College of Dental Surgery

Delta Tufts Dental College

Epsilon Western Reserve University

Zeta University of Pennsylvania

Eta Philadelphia Dental College

Iota Northwestern University, Chicago

Kappa Chicago College of Dental Surgery

Mu University of Denver

Nu University of Pittsburgh

Xi Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

Mu Delta Harvard University Dental School

Omicron Louisville College of Dental Surgery

Beta Sigma College of Physicians and Surgeons, California

Rho Ohio College of Dental Surgery

Gamma Tau Atlanta Southern Dental Surgery

Upsilon University of California (Southern)

P/ii Alpha University of Maryland

Chi North Pacific Dental College

Psi Ohio State University

Omega Indiana Dental College

Beta Alpha University of Illinois

Beta Delta University of California

Beta Epsilon Tulane University, New Orleans

Beta Zeta St. Louis Dental College

Beta Tlieta Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

Gamma Kappa University of Michigan

Gamma Lambda College of Dental and Oral Surgery of New York

Gamma Mu University of Iowa

Gamma Nu Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

Gamma Omicron Medical College of Virginia

Delta Upsilon Texas Dental College

Phi Rho Western Dental College, Kansas City

Zeta Kappa University of Minnesota

Delta Chi Royal College of Dental Surgeons, Toronto, Can.

Delta Psi Baylor Universitj', Dallas, Texas

Delia Omega Loyola University, New Orleans, La.

Psi Alpha Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.

Psi Beta McGill University, Montreal, Can.
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Psi Omega
Fratres in Collegio

Class of igsd

T. L. Brooks, Jr. W. T. Haynes

J. M. BuRBANK, Jr. J. G. King, Jr.

J. O. Haller J. L. Walker, Jr.

R. A. Williams

Class of ig2y

G. H. HoBBS F. L. Wilson

J. C. Watkins W. T. Wilson

J. R. Fleet

P. M. Beatty

M. A. Byrd

s. s. bridgeforth

j. a. broaddus

Class of ig28

G. I. Wright
K. McC. Crawford

class of ig2g

i. t. hardy

e. b. morgan

d. h. patrick

g. f. simpkins

m. r. smith

e. c. stump

m. b. walker

j. p. white

F. G. Repass

W. C. Webb

h. V. moss

r. w. moss

w 207



Psi Omega

Fratres in Facultate

Harry Bear

j. a. c. hoggan

C. F. Bowles

A. O. James

Harry Bear

E. L. Blankerbader

L. M. Bowman
A. G

Herbert Cohn

Fratres in Urbe

W. A. Bagley

C. F. Bowles

S. Brent

Leach

J. M. Lewis

J. L. Shepard

R

W. R. Cline

A. O. James

E. H. Brown
G. W. Rice

J. A. C. Hoggan

J. C. Tyree

Herbert Cohn
O. A. Bristow
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Xi Psi Pki

Chapters

Alpha University of Michigan, Dental Department, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Beta New York College of Denistry, New York, N. Y.

Gamma Philadelphia Dental College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Delta Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Baltimore, Md.
Epsilon University of Iowa, Dental Department, Iowa City, Iowa

Eta University of Maryland, Dental Department, Baltimore, Md.
Tlieta Indiana Dental College, Indianapolis, Ind.

Iota University of California, Dental Department, San Francisco, Cal.

Kappa Ohio State University, Dental Department, Columbus, Ohio

Lambda Chicago College of Dental Surgery, Chicago, 111.

Mu University of Buffalo, Dental Department, Buffalo, N. Y.

Nu Harvard University, Dental Department, Boston, Mass.

Xi Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Omicron Royal College of Dental Surgeons, Toronto, Ont.

Pi University of Pennsylvania, Dental Department, Philadelphia, Pa.

R/io Northwestern University, Dental School, Chicago, 111.

Siffma University of Illinois, Dental Department, Chicago, 111.

Tau Washington University, Dental Department, St. Louis, Mo.

Upsilon Ohio College of Dental Surgery, Cincinnati, Ohio

Phi University of Minnesota, Dental Department, Minneapolis, Minn.

Chi Kansas City-Western Dental College, Kansas City, Mo.

Psi University of Nebraska, College of Denistry, Lincoln, Neb.

Omega Vanderbilt University, Dental Department, Nashville, Tenn.

Alpha Epsilon North Pacific Dental College, Portland, Ore.

Alpha Eta Atlanta Southern Dental College, Atlanta, Ga.

Alpha Theta University of Southern California, Dental Dept., Los Angeles, Cal.

Alpha Iota . Central Univ. of Ky., Dental Dept., Louisville College of Denistry, Louisville, Ky.

Alpha Kappa Creighton Universit)', College of Denistry, Omaha, Neb.

Alpha Nu Tulane University, Dental Department, New Orleans, La.

Alpha Xi Georgetown University, Dental Department, Washington, D. C.

Alpha Omicron University of Tennessee, College of Denistry, Memphis, Tenn.

Alpha Pi Baylor University, College of Denistry, Dallas, Texas

Alpha Rho Colorado College of Dental Surgery, Denver, Col.
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Xi Psi Pki
Established University College of Medicine, March 26, 1900

Fratres in Collegio

R. B. Crosby

J. H. Fitzgerald

Class of 1926

S. F. Grove

R. C. Ingram
J. P. Jones

R. L. SOMMARDAHL

Class of 1927

W. P. Howard C. P. Killinger

G. F. Joyce F. L. Pape

Class of 1928

Caleb Dodsworth

E. M. Mason

class of 1929 (pledges)

h. w. branch r. b. hutcheson

h. a. duncan r. c. jones

e. m. nash

frank rhinehart, jr.

r. 1. safelle

n. p. willson

Coll
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Xi Psi Phi

Fratres in Facultate

K. H. KiRBY

G. W. HOLLIDAY

M. D. RuDD

R. L. Simpson

T. W. Wood
R. C. Walden

Fratres in Urbe

J. A. Alexander

B. T. Blackwell

B. J. Bloxton

H. L. Mears

J. L. Mears

R. I. PUSEY

W. E. Broaddus

H. S. Beeks

M. G. Cornell

C.

H.

H
C. C. Wooldridce

G. W. Duncan
R. H. Jeffres

J. A. C. Jennings

B. Reese

G. Russell.

A. Wooldridce
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Pki Delta Cki

Collegiate Chapters

Alpha University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Beta Northwestern University

Gamma Columbia University, New York City

Delta University of Wisconsin

Epsilon Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, Philadelphia, Pa.

Zeta University of California, San Francisco, California

Eta Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, Boston, Mass.

Theta University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Iota University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
Kappa University of Washington

Lambda University of Texas, Galveston, Texas

Mu University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Nu State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

Xi Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Omicron University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Pi . . . . University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska

Rho University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma
Sigma University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

Tau Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana

Upsilon Kansas University, Lawrence, Kan.

P/ii Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.

Chi Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala.

Psi Des Moines University, Des Moines, Iowa

Omega University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.

Alpha Alpha Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

Alpha Beta Louisville College of Pharmacy, Louisville, Ky.

Alpha Gamma University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Alpha Delta Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
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Pki Delta Cki
Founded at the University of Michigan, 1883

Alpha Delta Chapter
Installed at the Medical College of Virginia, 1925

Colors: Old Gold and Dregs of Wine Floiuer: Red Carnation

Fratres in Collegio

Class of ig26

LiNwooD Best P. W. Lambert H. T. Sloan

H. M. Gaunt H. L. Lester V. A. Turner
Earl Ireson F. H. Repass H. F. Wallace
M. J. Kavanaugh Roy Rhodes H. F. Whited

Class of 192^

P. W. Hyde A. O. McCalley
G. L. Leap R. M. Smith

W. B. Smith

Clai,s of 1928

E. O. Chandler

J. E. Ferguson

E. R. Hall
W. V. Mayo
E. T. Pippin

W. J. Ramsey

H. F. Sapp

G. V. Thompson
S. O. TOLAR

C. M. Tompkins

J. R. Ward

215
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Phi Delta Cki

Fratres in Facultate

C. V. Nichols

William Clift

P. F. Fackenthall

H. B. Haag

Roy Childrey

L. E. Jarrett

H. W. Miller

Dr. p. a. Warren

Mr. C. H. Beach

Mr. W. p. Beahm
Mr. C. R. Bowman
Mr. W. H. Brown.

Mr. M. H. Childs

Mr. W. E. Cole

Fratres in Urbe

Mr. William Clift

Mr. W. J. B. Datz

Mr. p. F. Fackenthall

Mr. H. M. Eads

Mr. H. Graham
Mr. L. a. Hausenflook

Mr. H. B. Haag
Mr. W. H. Hoover

Mr. W. a. Holmes

Mr. W. B. Hopkins

Mr. T. L. Howard
Mr. L. E. Jarrett

Mr. W. R. Lecky Mr. C. V. Nichols

Mr. R. M. Lowry Mr. D. C. Parr

Mr. T. F. Marshall Mr. B. L. Randolph

Mr. L. H. Maynard Mr. T. E. Royal

Mr. E. a. Murden Mr. M. M. Shields

Mr. H. W. Miller Mr. W. R. Shumate

Mr. C. H. Spiggle

Mr. W. M. Thomas
Mr. W. T. Vanpelt

Mr. S. G. Vaught
Mr. B. G. White
Mr. E. C. Wilson



Tketa Kappa Psi

Active Collegiate Chapters

E^TA Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
DELTA University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
EPSILON Maryland Medical College, Baltimore, Md.
^^'^^ Georgetown University, "Washington, D. C.
I'^TA University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
KAPPA Birmingham Medical College, Birmingham, Ala.
LAMBDA Vanderbilt University, Nashville. Tenn.
NU Medical College of South Carolina, Charle.stown, S. C.
^^ West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.
OMICRON University of Nashville, Nashville, Tenn.
f^ Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
r^HO Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.
SIGMA Baltimore College of P. and S., Baltimore, Md.
TAU University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.
UPSILON University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
Phi Northwestern University, Chicago, 111.

CHI University of Illinois, Chicago, III.

PSI Baylor University, Dallas, Texas
OMEGA Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas
BETA BETA Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
BETA ETA Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
BETA THETA University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.
BETA IOTA University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
BETA KAPPA University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
BETA LAMBDA George Washington University, Washington. D. C.
BETA MU University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
BETA NU Creighton University, Omaha. Xeh.
BETA HHO College of Medicine, Loyola University, Chicago, III.

BET.\ SIGMA Fort Worth College of Medicine, Fort Worth, Texas
BETA TAU Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.
BETA UPSILON Long Island Hospital Medical College, Brooklyn, N. Y.
BETA PHI University of Texas, Galveston, Texas
BETA CHI LTniversity of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
BETA OMEGA John Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
GAMMA GAMMA College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, N. Y.
GAMMA DELTA University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wi.i.

GAMMA EPSILON University of Nebraska, Omaha, Nebraska
GAMMA ZETA University of Toronto, Ontario, Can.
G.-VMMA THETA Tufts Medical College, Boston, Mas.s.

GAMMA KAPPA University of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
GAMMA LAMBDA University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
GAMMA MU University of Oregon, Portland, Ore.
GAMMA NU Harvard University, Boston, Mass.
GAMMA XI St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
GAMMA PI Wake Forest Medical College, Wake Forest, N. G.
GAMMA RHO University of Arkansas, Little Rock, Ark.
GAMMA SIGMA New York Uni. and Belleview Med. College, New York, N. Y.
GAMMA TAU University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada
GAMMA UPSILON Indiana University, Indianapolis, Ind.
MU SIGMA ALPHA University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Tketa Kappa Psi

Founded at the Medical College of Virginia, November 30, 1879

Colors: Green and Gold Floiver: Red Rose

Fratres in Collegio

Seniors

E. C. Bennett

J. C. Castevens

R. M. Rhodes

R. R. Weathers

Jutiiors

R. C. Alley • L. E. Hayes

H. E. Beard W. C. Jones

H. C. Brownley W. L. Madera

C. I. Martin

W. H. Powell

P. E. Prilliman

S. J. Stockhammer

Sophomores

W. R. Bond W. K. Dix

C. L. Brothers L. Farley

N. B. Jeter

W. N. Thompson

E. R. Ware

c. 1. baird

c. h. binford

freshmen

w. j. ellis

n. p. fitts

w. f. hatcher

b. a. hopkins

o. k. burnette

a. c. chandler
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Tketa Kappa Psi

Fratres in Facultate

J. G. Carter V. Harrison

A. I. DODSON T. N. Barnett

C. Harris R. W. Miller

J. Dunn

Fratres in Urbe

J. C. Fitzgerald

C. R. Hedrich

A. S. Lilly

R. W. Upchurch
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History of tke Most Noble and Mystic Order

of Disciples of Imkotep

ANY indeed will be surprised to learn that we have in our college an

organized branch of this famous, mysterious and ancient Egyptian Order,

being this the first occasion in which any knowledge of its existence in our

midst has been divulged. This secrecy has been due to very occult reasons

which only the worthy initiates in our mysteries may know. But so as to partly satisfy

the natural curiosity of the profane, a special permission has been obtained from our

benevolent High Priest, Son of Ra, to say something about the origin and object of this

Most Ancient Order, and of how it came to be established at the Medical College of

Virginia . . . So, lend us your auditory apparatus, all ye faithful and candid

!

And listen to this legend from the distant Land of the Wahoo Bird and the Omnipotent

Bull:

During recent excavations conducted near Memphis, a sealed, well preserved papy-

rus was disinterred. It was written in pure hieroglyphics of the most antiquated char-

acters: those used during the reign of the early Pharaohs. Famous Egyptologists from

all over the world endeavored to descipher its hidden meaning, and after many vain

researches and arduous, prolonged labor, with the aid of the Rossetta discovered by

Napoleon's army in 1799, they succeeded in translating the mysterious and precious

document. It appeared to be nothing less than the Constitution of the Most Noble

and Mystic Order of Disciples of I-m-hotep, founded in the brilliant period of the

Xllth. Dynasty! History tells us that the magnificent King who appears to be the

founder of this organization (although as to his true name there is disparity of opinion

among scholars), himself was a scholar, and that he is the author of one of the earliest

Treatises on Medicine ever written. He was inspired in his work by the Great, the

Magnificent I-m-hotep, Son of Phthah and Sehkmet, princely scholar who ruled during

the Fourth Dynasty, and later became the Egyptian God of Medicine, the patron of

physicians, the Egyptian Aesculapius. This later Pharaoh, then, of the Twelfth Dyn-

asty, together with a few zealous workers in ,this field of science, especially those who

were soon to be invested with the attributes of Healers, and the Pastophori or Priests

who guarded and learned the Books on Medicine, organized the first class of Disciples

of Imhotep of which there is record, in order to promote scientific interest, unexcelled

scholarship, good will and noble ideals among the practitioners of Medicine.

Of how the organization came to America we have but little data. But the fact is

that by a most happy chance, and a chain of circumstances which will have to be omitted,

much to our regret, for lack of space, an inscription which closely resembled that on the

Papyrus found at Memphis, was discovered in a secret subterranean chamber, only

known to the initiates, in the basement of the Old Egyptian Building which forms a
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part of our College. This apparent puzzle was minutely and exhaustively studied by

most eminent archaeologists an^ they came to the conclusion that a branch of the

Ancient Order had once existed in our Alma Mater. All these investigations were con-

ducted under the strictest secrecy, so that not even the college officials were aware before

now, of the fact that in some remote past our students were actually connected, by a

mysterious link, with students in the Land of the Sacred Baboon. This accounts for

the existence of our beautiful old Egyptian building ....
A few enthusiasts who are interested in archaeology and who find delight in the

perusal of old, dusty manuscripts and in the study of obsolete facts, places and things,

happily became acquainted with this wonderful discovery, and decided to revive this

venerable, archaic and esteemed Order, to which only members of the Graduating Class

in Medicine can belong, according to the provisions set forth in the traditional Papyrus.

We sincerely hope that this organization will greatly flourish in years to come,

and that the Senior Medical Classes which will tread in our footsteps will take ad-

vantage of this precious heritage. May their worthy members become faithful Disciples

of the Great Imhotep, to be inspired by the high principles for which He stood, and

which should guide the Sacred Priests of the Noble Science and Art of Healing.
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Executive Committee

Student Body Officers

Frank B. West President

John Hodges Fitzgerald Vice-President

E. Jackson Eggborn Secretary-Treasurer

The flonor Council

Frank B. West, Chairman Ex-Officio

R. A. BowEN w. s. sloan

S. F. Johnston R. C. Ingram

E. A. Harrison W. P. Howard
W. C. Webb
m. b. walker

R. E. Nelson

s. R. firebaugh
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MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA

J. P. Jones, Jr President

F. H. Barnes Vice-President

C. H. Beach • • Treasurer

F. E. Ammons Recording Secretary

Jonah L. Larrick General Secretary

Board of Directors

Mr. R. F. McCrackan . C/iairman

Dr. K. S. Blackwell Vice-Cliairman

Mr. L. C. Bird Secretary and Treasurer

Dr. Paul V. Anderson Dr. W. T. Graham Dr. R. L. Simpson

Dr. Greer Baughman Dr. W. H. Higgins Dr. R. D. Thornton

Mr. William Clift Mr. William R. Miller Dr. Ennion G. Williams

Committee Chairmen

G. F. Joyce Membership

Miss Helen Mayley Social

Wilbur Stankes Missionary

Church Representatives

K. Mc. Crawford A. R. Lutz

W. C. -Henderson W. B. Powers

J. T. Tucker

F. B. Welton
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Skull and Bones Staff

EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS STAFF

F. H. Barnes
Editor-in-Chief

J. W. Keever
Associate Editor

W. C. Henderson
Associate Editor

W. R. Counts
Business Manager

L. H. GiNN
Associate Business Manager

Geo. G. Chiles

Special and Faculty

Edie Myers
Athletics

Nash Thompson
Sophomore Medicine
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Senior Medicine

Athey R. Lutz
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W. A. Radcliffe

Senior Denistry
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r. a. lowry

freshman dentistry
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Miss E. Kerr
Senior Nursing
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Tbe X-Ray Staff

R. B. EasLey
Editor-in-Chief
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a^'^reciation to Dr. John W. Broadnax ana to

Major MoyTan Fitts for their con-

tnhutions to this, the

thirteenth volume

of the X-Ray.
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Staff Poem

The world is old, but likes to laugh,

New puns are hard to find.

The greatest Editorial Staff

Can't tickle every mind.

So if you read some old-time joke,

Patched up in modern guise.

Don't fuss and say the thing's a fake,

Just laugh—don't be too wise.

Dr. Miller: "What is the cause of

whooping cough?"

Beach: "Bacillus Pertussis."

Dr. Miller: "Who first isolated this

bacillus?"

Beach: "Pertussis himself."

Dr. Baughman: "How does the bony

pelvis of the female differ from that of

the male?"

Lew Angle : "It's a lot prettier, doc-

tor."

Teacher: "Jimmy Tucker, write a

poem of two lines."

Jimmy: "Into the water went Nellie

—

She went in up to her knees."

Teacher: "That doesn't rhyme."

Jimmy: "The water wasn't deep

enough."

* * *

A solemn thought comes to my mind,

I put it up to you

—

Suppose your eye-teeth all went blind.

How could you see to chew?

Townsend (to Dispensary patient) :

"Madame, you need a little sun and air."

Patient: "But doctor, I'm not mar-

ried."

* * *

Dr. Johns (writes in Order Book) :

"S. S. enema. High and Gently."

Miss Brewbaker (writes on chart) :

"Given, Sweet and Low."

Etiology

Two thin shoes make one cold ; two

colds, one attack of bronchitis; two at-

tacks of bronchitis, one mahogany coffin.
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The Nutcracker

An Intern's "If"

If you can get to work when all about you
Are all at sea and don't know what to do;

Stand by your diagnosis though they doubt you,

Yet, being wrong, can change opinion too

;

If you can take the "buck" they pass you without fussing,

Yet when you're House-Man never do the same.

Or being "cussed out," don't give way to "cussing,"

And yet don't look too fierce, nor yet too tame;

If you can think and end your thought in action.

If you can act, but think and plan it, too.

If you can meet with either Death or Satisfaction,

Nor let one crush, the other exalt you

;

If you can miss the night's sleep yet be cheerful.

As you go about the next day at your work.
If the unexpected finds you are unfearful.

And the drudge and "scut-work" find you do not shirk;

If you can hear an old man's talk and be condoling.

Yet know the thoughts and fancies of the child.

If the mother's fears can find you well consoling.

And people's scorn and anger leave you mild

;

If you can shoulder blame and not relay it.

If you can see them turn your plans all wrong.
And, being disappointed, don't display it,

Yet make your comment where it does belong;

If you can get along with Nurse and "Super,"
And like them all, yet love but only one.

If you can do some work that keeps you waiting.

And withhold your judgment till your work be done;
If you can let your work advance another.

If you can eat an intern's meal without complaint.

You'll be a real good intern, brother.

In fact, you know, you'll almost be a saint.

B. Ashe, N. Y.

"Is this hair oil in this bottle, mother?"
"No, dear, that's glue."

"Maybe that's why I can't get my hat off."

* * -*

Teacher: "Phil, name a bird that is now extinct."

Phil: "Our canary. The cat extincted him this morning."
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The Nutcracker

There may be anything but music in

the air when the interne who has worked
four hours to approximate the ends of a

cut tendon is reminded by the nurse that

it's the Lost Chord for sure.

Tn the next ten years, the greatest feat

Will be the death of the Spirochete.

Colored Woman (at St. Phillips) :

"Can you all tell me whar at is the eter-

nity ward ?"

* * *

Miss Mascom had been trying to spray

little Ethel's throat with an atomizer and

had met with considerable opposition

:

"I wouldn't mind it so much," Ethel

finally confided, "if you'd let me honk it

myself."
* * »

"One man's meat is another man's
poison," says our editorial colleague, "and
your phone is somebody else's wrong
number."

Merely a Simple Inquiry
Dr. Tucker: "From these symptoms

the case has all the ear marks of an epi-

leptic convulsion."

Miss Herr: "Doctor, what do the ears

show in that?"

1825
Mother: "Why are j^ou shortening

your petticoat?"

Daughter: "Because they're not wear-
ing them so long."

1925
A'lother: "Why are you leaving your

petticoat at home?"
Daughter: "Because they're not wear-

ing them. So long."

From a Nurses' Exam

Question: "What excreta from a

typhoid patient contain the germ?"
Answer: (i) Feces; (2) Dishes; (3)

Urine; (4) Linen."
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The Nutcracker

Ed : "Basketball material seems to be

terrible short this year."

Joe : "Why, I know three men who are

on the squad, and all of them are over

six feet."

Smiley: "Doctor, mark me present,

please."

Doctor: "Who is me?"

Smiley: "Don't you know me?"

Rat: "Did you hear about the woman
at St. Phillips who had triplets yesterday

and twins today?"

Noah: "How's that?"

Rat: "One of them died."

Men are all children at heart, particu-

larly where the bottle is concerned.

Burch (applying stethoscope again) :

"I don't like your heart action. You
have had some trouble with angina pec-

toris."

Young Man Patient (sheepishly) :

"You're right, doctor, only that ain't her

"Does Polly belong to Jack?"
"No, but I think he has an interest in

her."

Parent: "Will I get well, doctor?"

Dr. Hutchinson: "It is impossible

for you to die."

Patient: "Why are you so certain?"

Doctor: "Statistics say that only one

in a hundred with your disease recovers.

I have had ninety-nine cases, and as they

all died you must recover."

Dr. Call: "What would you do for

this man ? He has aortic stenosis, mitral

regurgitation, and general anasarca."

Randolph: "I would try and get a

post-mortem, doctor."

Two may live as cheaply as one, but

not near as quietly.

A careful girl is Betty Nye,

She never stands against the sky.
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Tlie Nutcracker

i

Bowen: "What are you thinking

about?"

Gray: "Nothing. What did 3'ou think

I was thinking about?"

Bowen: "Nothing."

* * *

Inquisitive Girl: "Why don't your

socks stay up?"
H. W^alker: "Because they haven't

garter."

Officer: "Hey, you mark time!"

Lee: "With my feet, sir?"

Officer: "Have you ever seen anything

mark time with its hands?"

Lee: "Clocks do, sir."

* * »

Barnes: "Oh, I say, it's raining out."

Smith: "Naw, that's just the wave
length of the grapefruit I'm eating."

^ ^ *

Bedsaul : "Two can live as cheaply as

one."

Fiery Maiden: "Well, I'll never ma -

ry a man who lives as cheaply as you do."

* * »

Mrs. : "Ash, you were talking in your

sleep last night."

Ash: "Pardon me for interrupting

you."

Davis: "Why did you think Grinells

was dead?"

Mitchell: "I heard him praised so

highly."

"What's your name?"
"Davis."

"How d'ya spell it?"

* » *

They say Miss Fix celebrated her

twentieth birthday. What, again

!

J. B.: "I have lost the right to be

loved."

Fefee: "How's that?"

J. B.: "I'm married."

* * *

"What became of that girl Ireson was
flirting with last Summer?"
"You mean the girl that Ireson

thought he was flirting with? She

wanted to marry him."

* * *

Little Lorena was radiant over the

fact that she had a new baby brother, and
rushed out to tell the neighbors.

"You don't know what we've got up-

stairs," she cried.

"What is it?"

"It's a new baby brother!"

"You don't say so! Is he going to

stay?"

"I think so"—thoughtfully
—

"he's got

his things off."

» * *

The Phi Chis must have had a party

last night."

"House all lighted up?"
"Nope, all dark."
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She (angrily) : "I hope that I never

see you again
!"

He (as he turns out the light:) "Not
tonight, anyway."

-« * «

"Say Jordan, do you know anything

about golf?"

Jordan: "I can swear."

* * *

Daughter: "Father, what do you

think of my new dress?"

Father (dryly) : "Well, I would ad-

vise you to carry a larger fan."—Pa-Pu'ivah Bow!

"What's that on your nose."

"Corn."

"Corn? What caused it?

"Corn."

"Well, I heard you the first time, but

what caused it?"

"Fruit jar."

"Oh-h-h, I see." —Texas Ranger.

Coghill: "I have had this car for

three years now and haven't paid a cent

for repairs."

Seawell : "Yes, I charge my bills, too."

! i

She : "Don't dare to kiss me again
!"

He (repenting) : "All right, Fll

stop."

She : "Don't you dare ! Kiss me again."

—Fanderbilt Masquerader.

* * *

Burch: "I kissed her when she wasn't

looking."

J. B. Jr.: "What did she do?"

Burch: "She wouldn't look at me the

rest of the evening."

* * *

Girls look short in knickers, but men
look longer.

* * *

Min : "Why do men wear loud

ties?"

Bill : "So they won't feel lonesome

when they are alone."

She (head on his shoulder) : "Your
shoulder is so soft."

He: "So is your head."—Lehigh Burr.

"1 understand your roommate was

kicked out of college."

"Yes, the Student's Council saw him

looking at a crib in the furniture store."

* * *

"Do you love me like you do Mary?"
"Nope, I use different tactics on you."

JV. Va. Moonshine.

"Remember, all's fair in love and

war," said the old maid to the chivalrous

invading soldier.

—Virginia Reel.
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Reveille

"Oh, it's nice to get up in the morning

When the sun begins to shine,

At three or four or five o'clock.

In the good old summer time;

But when the air is murky.

And it's chilly overhead,

It's nice to get up in the morning,

But it's nicer to lie in bed."

Reggie (nervously) : "Miss H. there

has been something trembling on my lips

for months and months."

Miss H.: "Yes, so I see. Why don't

you shave it off?"

He: "Can I kiss you?"
She : "I don't know. Most fellows

have been able to."

Nursery Rhymes

1 om, Tom, the Piper's son.

Stole a quart and went on a bum;
I could forgive the drunken sot

If it had not been my quart he got.

Little Bo Peep has lost much sleep

And doesn't know where to find it.

The poor little lass could sleep in class.

If only the profs didn't mind it.

Humpty Dumpty sat by a still,

Humpty Dumpty sure got his fill,

But all the wise doctors, and all the

wise men,

Couldn't bring Humpty 's sight back

again.

^ I
! i'

First Co-ed: "I surely would like to

have a big brother up here."

Second Co-ed: "Shucks! I don't want
a big brother. What I want is a big

papa."

There was a young man from Cologne,

Who collapsed with a terrible groan.

When they turned on the light.

He found in a fright,

That he was necking the aged chaperon.
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Tke Nutcracker

College Grammar
(As She is Known)

I Pet

You Pet

He Pets

We Pet

You Pet

They Pet

And who doesn't?

—Vanderbih Masquerader.

* 5i'c i'i

Lovers want to live apart from the

world. Married folk want to live apart

from each other. —College Humor.

* * ¥

The Ideal Lover is young, handsome,

distinguished looking and well groomed.

He is always within call and gives all

his time to the girl.

But he never marries.

He always sees a prettier girl just in

time to escape. —College Humor.

» * *

Diplomacy is all right—if it gets the

diploma. —Missouri Outlaw.

"Why does Mary always cuddle next

to the driver?"

"She's working for her father."

"Where's the connection?"

"He's in the auto wrecking business."

—

Pitt Panther.

* * *

Do you know I could go on dancing

like this forever."

Why, Asa! Don't you ever wish to

improve?"

"Johnnie, whv do vou call vour sister

'Babe?"'

"Everytime I look in the parlor she's

in somebody's arms and talking like a

baby."

* * *

Smiley: "They say that a student

should have eight hours sleep a day."

Children: "True, but who wants to

take eight classes a day."

Shes: "Why do rabbits have shiny

noses?"

Hes: "Because their powder puf?s are

on the other end."

>
—California Pelican.
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Memories of Preventive Medicine

Time: 2-8-26. 1 2-1 o'clock.

Place: Room 503.

Cast : Members of the Senior Class in

Medicine.

There are more missed cases of dis-

eases like diptheria, typhoid, etc., than

those actually known about.

Dr. Knott and Dr. Killius make fruit-

less attempt to open windows, even after

Doc Killius scorches his shoe sole on the

radiator.

Campbell and Jones grab hats and

made exit promptly 12 :24.

One disease may break down barrier

and allow others to enter.

Magly and Gordon talking on styles

and topics of the day—while Cliff holds

her parasol. Bedsaul begs him to open

it.

Many typical cases of disease cause

puzzling trouble.

"Three-ball" Rosenthall and "Hop-
kins" McBride made quick get-a-way at

12:33. Mac stumbles over Gordon's
number 1 1 's and recognizes fact—so do
rest of us.

It is hard to recognize exact percentage

of people who are carriers of disease.

Lee unable to sleep because of sur-

rounding collegiate noise.

Best to locate carriers to control dis-

ease.

Class adjourns with applause because

we didn't vote for this class no-how.

One smile makes a flirtation,

One flirtation makes two acquainted.

Two acquainted makes one kiss.

One kiss makes several more,

Several kisses make an engagement,

One engagement makes two fools.

Two fools make one marriage.

—Columbia Jester.

Cliff: "You don't make the pies like

mother made."

Wifee: "You don't make the dough

like dad made."

Why do men hold girls' hands?

Cause they wear watches in their vest

pockets.

He was only the butcherman's boy,

but he gave every girl in town the cold

shoulder.

* * *

"How did you get that bump on your

head?"

"Oh, that't where a thought struck

me."
-

—

Annapolis Log.

A girl loves a man and then decides

why.

Her: "Why don't you answer me?"
Him: "I did shake my head."

Her: "Well, I couldn't hear it rattle

clear over here."

—Bucknelle Belle Hop.

* * *

Memory is the souvenir of the things

we would forget.

* * *

Two pints makes one quart. One
quart makes one wild.

—Dartmouth Jack o'Lantern.

» * *

No man is original in the affairs of the

heart.

No man is entirely original at all

—

So let's play fair, fair from the very

start

And be ready to answer any great call.
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Of all the sad surprises

There's nothing to compare,

With treading in the darkness

On a step that isn't there."—Bison.

Little Girl (peering out of the win-

dow) : '"O. C is drunk again."

Mother: "Why, child, he is walking

perfectly straight."

Little Girl: "Yes, but look at the box

of candy under his arm from Mrs. Camp-
bell"

« » *

Just think, John, we don't have to

pull down the shades; we're married

now. —Ga. Tech. Yellow Jacket.

Epic Scenes From Fraternity Life

Don't shoot, old man. I'll take your

pledge pin.

He didn't do right by our bid.

My son John went Beta.

So I took the Phi Beta pledge pin

—

—Columbia Jester.

Remember ?

The good old days when

He
Came over to help

Her

With her lessons?

And they both studied?

—Illinois Siren.
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Medical College of Virginia
(State Institution)

W. T. SANGER, Ph.D., President

RICHMOND, VA.

MEDICINE
PHARMACY

DENTISTRY
NURSING

Separate Faculties. Well-Equipped Laboratories

Under the Direction of Full-Time

Competent Teachers

The Medical College of Virginia owns and controls the Dooley

Hospital, the Memorial Hospital, and the Saint Phillips Hospital.

These three constitute a modern hospital plant for the care and

treatment of patients without regard to race, creed or color, and

have facilities for coping with medical, obstetrical and surgical con-

ditions. These hospitals have beds for 346 patients, in private

rooms and in general wards.

Additional clinical facilities are offered through the City Home,

City Jail, and other institutions in the City of Richmond.

For full information and catalogue, address

J. R. McCAULEY, Secretary



THE

TUCKER SANATORIUM
INCORPORATED

MADISON AND FRANKLIN STREETS

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA

The private sanatorium of Drs. Beverly R. Tucker and R. Finley Gayle for

the treatment of Nei'vous and Endocrine Diseases.

Modemly conducted, including hydrotherapy and massage. Training school

for nurses, including nine months' affiliation in obstetrics and surgery.



RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

THE HOTELS FOR SERVICE

500 Rooms Fireproof 500

Banquets, Dancing, All the Year

HOTEL RICHMOND
Overlooking the Capitol
Ninth and Grace Streets

HOTEL WM. BYRD
Opposite Broad Street Station

Garage in Connection

OPERATED BY

RICHMOND HOTELS, Inc.

W. E. HOCKETT, Managing Director



STUART CIRCLE HOSPITAL
RICHMOND, VA.

Institutional Member of the American Hospital Association

An artistic and modern Private Hospital, located in the heart of the most beautiful

residential section of the city. Pronounced by one of the celebrated surgeons of

America "A Perfect Hospital Unit."

STAFF
Sutgecy—

Stuart Michaux, M.D., F.A.C.S.
Chas. R. Robins, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat—
Clifton M. Miller, M.D., F.A.C.S.

R. H. Wright, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Urology and Genito-urinary Surgery—
Jos. F. Geisinger, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Oral Surgery—
Guy R. Harrison, D.D.S.

Medicine—
Alex G. Brown, Jr., M.D.
Manfield Call, M.D.

Obstetrics—
Greer Baughman, M.D., F.A.C.S.
Benj. H. Gray, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Roentgenology—
Fred M. Hodges, M.D.

Address all Communications to CHARLOTTE Pfeiffer, R.N.

Suprintendent of Hospital and Principal of the School of Nursing



ST. ELIZABETH S HOSPITAL
RICHMOND, VA.

s--^r^^-

STAFF

J. SHELTON HORSLEY, M.D Sutgety and Gynecology

J. S. HORSLEY, Jr., M.D ^ Surgery and Gynecology

WM. H. HIGGINS, M.D. _' Internal Medicine

O. O. ASHWORTH, M.D. Internal Medicine

Austin I. Dodson, M.D. Urology

Fred M. Hodges, M.D Roentgenology

Helen Lorraine _ _ Medical Illustration

THOS. W. Woods, D.D.S. Dental Surgery

ADMINISTRATION

N. Elmore Pate, Manager

Miss HONORIA MOOMAW Superintendent and Principal of Training School



in \, If it's Ritter

——it's Light

than a husiness enterprise

an
'T/^OUR success in dentistry is dependent not only

-* upon the professional ability wliich you have

attained the past four years but upon correct business

methods and modern equipment.

Realizing this we have vporked unceasingly to collect

and distribute data which will assist the beginner in

the practice of dentistry, as well as to manufacture the

best and most up-to-date dental equipment modern

science and trained minds can produce.

We only ask that you take advantage of the assistance

we offer you.

Neatly Haifa Century Serving (he Dental Profession



SURGICAL AND DENTAL

SUPPLIES

Powers ^ Anderson, Inc.
603 East Main Street. Richmond, Va.

Powers ^ Anderson Surgical

Instrument Co*
503 Granby Street. Norfolk, Va.

Powers ^ Anderson Dental Co.
603 East Main Street. Richmond, Va.

Powers ^ Anderson Dental Co.
221 >'2 West Fifth Street, Winston-Salem, N. C

Powers ^ Anderson Dental Co.
Virginian Building, Lynchburg, Va.



GRACE HOSPITAL
401-7 WEST GRACE STREET

RICHMOND, VA.

For the Surgical Patients

of

DR. ROBERT C. BRYAN

DR. H. S. MacLEAN



The Official Photographer

for

The X-Ray

W. W. FOSTER
1 1 2 North Ninth Street

RICHMOND, VA.

Nothing Missing But the Voice



ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL
Conducted by

McGUIRE CLINIC

Medical and Surgical StafF

General Medicine

G/.RNETT Nelson, M.D.

James H. Smith, M.D.

Hunter H. McGuire, M.D.

Margaret Nolting. M.D.

John Powell Williams, M.D.

Joseph T. Graham, M.D.

Pathology and Radiology

S. W. BUDD, M.D.

Roentgenology

A. L. Gray, M.D.

J. L. Tabb, M.D.

General Surgery

Stuart McGuire, M.D.
W. Lowndes Teple, M.D.
Carrington Williams M.D.
Beverly F, Eckles, M.D.

Orthopedic Surgery

William T. Graham, M.D.
D. M. Faulkner, M.D.

Dental Surgery

John Bell Williams. D.D.S.
Guy R. Harrison, D.D.S.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Thos. H. Hughes, M.D.

1000 WEST GRACE STREET

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA



MURPHY'S HOTEL
(EUROPEAN PLAN)

RICHMOND'S LARGEST AND MOST
DISTINCTIVE HOTEL

Located at the intersection of Broad and Eighth Streets.

It is on direct car line to all stations and in the heart of the

theatrical and shopping district

SERVICE AND CUISINE UNEXCELLED

THE ONLY HOTEL IN RICHMOND WITH ATTACHED GARAGE

James T. Disney, President



"Discovered"
American Dental Cabinet No. 120

TKe Finest Dental Cabinet Ever Built

PerKaps no one in Europe in 1492 nad the vision to foresee

the result of civilized man's first viev3 of the little island of

Santo Domingo, and it was little realized in modern times how

impcrtant -cSas the disco^'ery that Dental Cabinet Medicine

Closets could be made of a solid piece of white glass.

Such a decided improvement deserved a cabinet design that

would be more beautiful than anything heretofore, and with

drawers that cannot stick or swell, because they are made of steel,

with wood fronts. New design glass trays is a late improvement.

American Cabinet No. 120 since its introduction three years

ago, has had a sales record that is remarkable.

Our beautiful new three color catalog is just out. Ask for it.

THE AMERICAN CABINET CO.
' TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

Our goods can be purchased from the dealer in combination with chair, engine, unit,

and in fact a complete outfit, on one contract on easy monthly payments.

We will demonstrate our line in your city before you graduate and hope to see every

member of the senior class.



Department for Men— Department for Women—
Jas. K. Hall, M.D. Paul V. Anderson, M.D.

O. B. Darden, M.D., Asso. J. H. Royster, M.D., Asso.

WESTBROOK
SANATORIUM

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

The magnificent suburban home of the late Major Gintcr,

by alterations and extensive additions, has been trans-

formed into a private institution for the treatment of

nervous diseases, mild mental cases and select alcohol and

drug habitues.

The grounds are ample, quiet is assured, and a new build-

ing for men makes easy separation of sexes. A number of

cottages make possible satisfactory and congenial group-

ing.

Rooms single or en suite, with or without private

bath. Hot water heat, electric lights, artesian water.

Bowling, tennis, croquet, billiards and a gym-

nasium afford recreation. Electrical and Hydo-

therapy equipment. Nurses and attendants trained

for this special work. Four physicians reside in the

Sanatorium and devote their entire time to the

patients.



The Medical College of Virginia
HOSPITAL DIVISION

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE OF THE MEDICAL STAFF
MANFRED Call, M.D. Chairman
Frederic B. MORLOC Secretary

Greer BaugHMAN, M.D Obstetrician

ALFRED L. Gray, M.D. Roentgenollogist
Charlie Phillips, M.D. Pathologist
Douglas VANDERHoof, M.D. Physician -in -Chief

A. MURAT Willis, M.D. Surgeon -in -Chief

HOSPITALS OWNED AND CONTROLLED
BY THE COLLEGE

The Doolcy Hospital Cribs 60
For white children under ten years of age

The Memorial Hospital Beds 188
For white patients over ten years of age

The Saint Philip Hospital Beds 176
For negro patients

The Virginia Hospital
Used for out-patient department

PRIVATE ROOMS
Private rooms with accommodations for one, two, three and four patients

have been provided. The charges for general board and care are from $3.75
to $6.00 per day, which includes general nursing care, the services of the Resident

Physician and the House Staff, bacteriological and pathological examinations,

medicines and prescriptions compounded in the Hospital Pharmacy and surgical

dressings.

Other charges for ambulance service, the use of delivery and operating rooms
and X-Ray examinations are reasonable.

All reputable physicians and surgeons in Richmond have full privileges (in-

cluding the use of the operating rooms) to treat patients occupying private rooms
in any of the hospitals.

PUBLIC WARDS
The charge for patients in the Public Wards is $3.00 per day, which is in full

for all examinations and service necessary, there being no extra charges.

The privilege to treat patients occupying beds in the Public Wards is restricted

to a group of physicians and surgeons appointed by the Executive Committee of

the Board of Visitors, selected from the Faculty of the School of Medicine of the

College. Physicians and surgeons do not receive a fee or any emolument for services

rendered by them toward patients.



JOHNSTON-WILLIS HOSPITAL

Corner Kensington and Colonial Aves. RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Compliments of

HYGEA HOSPITAL

DR. JOHN R. BLAIR

Surgeon in Charge
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CAPITOL ENGEAVING CO.
NASHVILLE TENNESSEE



Kt-^e-iPv^-j-v^-M
The Management of an Infant's Diet

T«e-5r^«-5r^^g-S»-8C'l

Mellin's Food-A Milk Modifier

It has long been recognized that the stated purpose of Mellin's

Food is supported by a foundation in keeping with the essential problem

of the artificial feeding of infants.

Through the acceptance of the principles of Mellin's Food and

the ever-extending use of Mellin's Food as a milk modifier, a method of

procedure has gradually developed to finally evolve into

An Established System of Infant Feeding.

The simplicity of this system, and the eminently satisfactory results

from its application in the feeding of both well and sick babies, are

matters worthy of serious consideration.

This system is setforth clearly and concisely in "Formulas

for Infant Feeding". A copy of this book, bound in leather,

will be sent to physicians upon request.

t>:w;-a*:>:^e-a>;>:^-5»i
Mellin's Food Co., i7„t^," Boston, Mass.

m

\

I'OO^^X^'^^^^CO^'*

NEW PEERLESS
The Harvard Company has played a great part

in helping thousands in the profession toward
material success by its policy of producing only

the best along sound but original lines, and dis-

tributing Harvard products by methods that

are ethical, economical and best adapted to the

convenience of the dentists who buy them.

Students before purchasing, let us tell
;
you

now all about, not only Harvard Chairs and
Harvard Cabinets, but the

many other superior prod-

ucts made in the Harvara

factory. Your inquiries

will be welcome.

THE HARVARD COMPANY



COMPLIMENTS OF

The Baughman

Stationery Company

College and School

Supplies

900 West Marshall

Richmond, Virginia

Send Flowers Now

Don't wait until your friends are ill,

unfortunate or even dead before send-

ing them flowers. Show your love

and appreciation to them while they

are able to enjoy them. If you re-

member them while they are well and
happy, they will realize that your feel-

ing for them is lasting and sincere.

Flowers are the most beautiful and ex-

pressive of gifts.

"Say It With Flowers"

Ratcliffe ^ Tanner
(Incorporated)

211 North Sixth Street

Richmond, Va.

OWENS & MINOR

DRUG CO.

limited

^

1000-1002 E. Gary Street

Richmond, Va.

CAFETERIA

MEDICAL MEN
know that it is not the amount

of food taken into the system

that counts, but how much
nourishment it contains.



RASKINS
BILLIARD
ACADEMY

Billy Raskins, Proprietor

Richmond's Largest

and Best

TWENTY-THREE TABLES

Basement National Theater

Baseball Scores by Ticker

Every One-half Inning

THE BODEKER
DRUG CO.

Established 1846 Incorporated 1898

IMPORTERS
AND WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

1414-1420 East Main Street

RICHMOND, VA.

Scientific not Empirical
Remove the Antiphlogistine dressing at

the end of twelve hours and examine it.

The center will be wet provided there is

an inflamed area beneath it; an outer
zone merging into the center will be
moist, and the part which has covered
healthy tissue will be comiparatively dry.

In the outer zone the blood is flowing
freely and uninterruptedly, through the
underlying vessels, forming a current di-

rected away from Antiphlogistine. Its

liquid contents therefore follow the di-

rection of least resistance and enter the
circulation through the physical process
of endosmosis. In the center zone there
is statis, no current tending to overcome
Antiphlogistine's hygroscopic property.

l"ne point of least resistance for tne

liquid exudate is therefore in the direc-

tion of Antiphlogistine—exosmosis is go-

ing on in the zone, hence the excess of

moisture.

Osmotic Booklet Will Be Sent Ftee

Upon Request

THE DENVER CHEMICAL MFG. CO.

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Powers-Taylor

Drug Co*

Wholesale Druggists

Established 1860

Importers and Jobbers of

DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES
and

FANCY GOODS

9. 11, 13. 15 and 17 South 13th St.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Agents for

WALRUS SODA FOUNTAINS



V

SMOKING TOBACCO

At All Good Dealers Everywhere

BEN PARKER
FLORISTS

212 North Third Street

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Flowers for all occasions

throughout the year.

Don't forget Mother on the 9th of

May. Send her a box of flowers

from Ben.

Phone R-5254

Night Calls, B-6526

Floral Designs a Specialty

CALL BEN

W. G. COSBY
The Ttansfer Man

Leave Your Transfer Checks at

the Y. M. C. A. Desk

PHONE RANDOLPH 357

309 North Ninth Street

TARRANT
DRUG CO.

PRESCRIPTIONS
ONLY



Hudgins and White

PRESCRIPTION

DRUGGISTS

The Tenth

Street Cleaning

Company

M. 5406 311 N. lOTH ST.

We Carry a Full Line of

Biologicals, Stains

Reagents and
Arsphenamines

Wm. T. VanPelt Harry W. Brown

Van Pelt ^ Brown
1 18 East Franklin Street

RICHMOND, VA.

Tenth Street

Confectionery
313 N. 10th St.

SANDWICHES. DRINKS
AND TOBACCO

GIANNASI « BALDUCCI

THE HAMMOND
COMPANY, Inc.

FLOWERS
Second and Grace Streets

Phone Mad. 629

Gudger Drug Co.

Belvidere and Grace Streets

LYRIC BILLIARD
PARLOR

(Incorporated)

Michael Albano

Baroody^s

Confectionery
and

Delicatessen
417 West Grace Street

RICHMOND, VA.



THE JEFFERSON
RICHMOND. VA.

The Most Magnificent Hotel in the South

LARGE CONVENTION HALL
TABLE D'HOTE DINNERS
AFTER THEATER SUPPERS
DANCING 10:30 TO 12:30

DAVE GARSON'S JEFFERSON ORCHESTRA
TURKISH AND ROMAN BATHS

RATES $2.50 PER DAY AND UP

O. F. Weisiger, Manager

GIVE UNTIL IT HURTS!

Medical College of Virginia

Endowment Campaign

Compliments of X~Ray



''GEST THE BEST''

The State Life Insurance Company
INDIANAPOLIS

Complete Protection Policies

MORE THAN

THIRTY MILLION DOLLARS
IN SECURITIES

DEPOSITED WITH THE STATE OF INDIANA FOR THE
SOLE PROTECTION OF POLICYHOLDERS

PROGRESSIVE, CONSERVATIVE

The Growth of Oak, the Solidity of Granite

FRED A. McALOON
General Agent for Virginia

SUITE 523, TRUST BUILDING RICHMOND, VA.



G R O M^ T H
The Electro Dental Unit may be built up, item

by item, just as a dentist builds his practice.

In this way the initial investment is conserved.

"The Unit
that

Grows"

One may begin with a simple outfit and gradually build it into the most com-
plete and efficient of all dental operating units, discarding nothing in the process.

L^WAYS BUILDING -:-AL; CONSEPq^lrNG
FULL PARTICULARS FROM YOUR DEALER
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